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Preface
As is customary in this series of reports on NMR Spectroscopy, Volume 62 consists
of accounts of research activities in a number of diverse scientific areas. The first to
be reviewed is ‘Flow Techniques in NMR Spectroscopy’ by P.A. Keifer; this is
followed by a report from D. Rehder, T. Polenova and M. Bühl on ‘Vanadium-51
NMR’; next comes a review of ‘Solid State Effects on NMR Chemical Shifts’ by
A.M. Orendt and J.C. Facelli; finally ‘NMR Studies of Encapsulated Macromol-
ecules’ are covered by P.F. Flynn, A.K. Simorellis and W.D. Van Horn.

It is my pleasure to thank all of these reporters for their very informative and
lucid contributions.
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Flow techniques have been used in NMR for over 50 years, and there has been a lot

of growth and interest in the field over the last decade. Most of that growth has

focused on LC-NMR type techniques, but it has also led to the development of other

flow-NMR methods, each of which is suited to different applications. Some of these

methods use different kinds of chromatography, whereas others use different plumb-

ing schemes. All of these variations will be discussed here, with particular emphasis

being given to the techniques of Flow-Injection-Analysis NMR (FIA-NMR), Direct-

Injection NMR (DI-NMR), Solid-Phase-Extraction NMR (SPE-NMR), and loop

collection. By understanding how and why each flow-NMR method was developed, a

user can more easily select the best tool for any given application.
1. INTRODUCTION

‘‘Flow NMR’’ is a broad term that encompasses a variety of techniques, and these
techniques have been used for a wide range of applications. To help define the scope
of this chapter, the definition used here is that a ‘‘flow-NMR technique’’ is any NMR
technique in which the sample is flowing through a tube into the NMR probe at some
time during the measurement process. More specifically, the sample may – or may
not – actually be flowing at the precise moment that the NMR signal is acquired.

Flow-NMR techniques have been around for decades, and the field really blos-
somed starting in the mid-1990s. This was due in part to hardware developments
that happened then, which allowed flow-NMR techniques to finally become more
feasible. We will explore here how flow-NMR techniques got started, what hard-
ware developments took place, and what variations on the technique were devel-
oped. We will look at some representative applications and explore the problems
and limitations of flow NMR methods.

The early development of essentially all flow-NMR techniques was based upon
the development of liquid chromatography NMR (LC-NMR). The other flow-
NMR techniques then evolved from LC-NMR. As a result, although this article will
not focus upon LC-NMR itself (as LC-NMR has already been the subject of many
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other reviews1–3), it will cover LC-NMR enough to provide a background for
understanding all the other flow-NMR techniques. The three main categories
of flow-NMR techniques that will be discussed in detail are Direct Injection
NMR (DI-NMR),4 Flow Injection Analysis NMR (FIA-NMR),5 and Solid-
Phase-Extraction NMR (SPE-NMR),6 along with all of their variants.
2. THE START OF FLOW NMR AND THE EVOLUTION OF LC-NMR

2.1. The first flow-NMR experiments

The first reported use of a flow-NMR technique was in 1951, when the 1H spectrum
of water (doped with FeCl3) was recorded as it flowed through the NMR probe.7

The intensity of the water signal was found to be proportional to the flow rate, and
the effects of T1 and T2 on the signal were evaluated. Over the next two decades
there were a number of other investigations that acquired NMR data on flowing
liquids, all of which used the ‘‘flow’’ aspects to either measure, study, or reduce the
effects of either T1 or T2 in a given sample, by measuring either 1H or 13C spectra.8–17

Typically, the goal of these research projects was to either improve the signal-
to-noise of the resulting spectra (by apparently ‘‘shortening’’ T1 via sample
flow),11,18 or to use NMR to measure aspects of the flow itself.10,16 As a part of these
investigations, NMR ‘‘flow probes’’ – probes capable of acquiring data on liquids
flowing through a tube located in the NMR magnet – were designed and used.15,19

2.1.1. Stopped-flow NMR, rapid-injection NMR, continuous-flow NMR,

and flow NMR

The next technique to come into common use was actually a group of related tech-
niques which were variously called ‘‘stopped-flow NMR’’,20–30 ‘‘rapid-injection
NMR’’,31–35 ‘‘continuous-flow’’ NMR,36,37 or just ‘‘flow NMR’’.24,38,39 Their use
started in the 1970s20–22 and continues to this day.35,40 In all of these techniques, the
goal is to acquire NMR data on unstable or rapidly reacting samples. The limitation
in doing this with ordinary tube-based NMR (in which the sample under investi-
gation is placed in a precision glass tube that is then lowered into the probe in the
magnet) is that the time between ‘‘creating’’ the sample and actually acquiring the
NMR data is too long to allow transient species to be observed. (That is, the time
required to transport the sample into the transceiver coil of the NMR probe is too
long.) The strategy of these alternative methods is to instead create the transient
species of interest at the site of the NMR measurement, rather than on the lab bench,
so as to eliminate the transport time. Some of the first groups (among many) to
do this were Sykes et al.,21,23,41,42 Moore et al.,22,43–46 Fyfe et al.,24,47–51 and Cocivera
et al.;38,52–55 they did this by mixing the two reactive species at the site of the NMR
probe. There are two general ways to accomplish this. First, as shown in Fig. 1A, one
can inject a liquid through a tube (where this tube runs through the magnet bore)
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Fig. 1. Representations of the two different fluidic methods used to perform rapid-injection-
NMR type experiments. One method (A; on the left) is to place reactant 1 in a tube in the
magnet, and then inject reactant 2 into 1 via tubing that is ultimately connected to a syringe
located outside the magnet. The other method (B; on the right) is to flow reactants 1 and 2
into a mixer located outside the magnet (upper right) and then flow the resulting mixture
(through tubing) into the NMR rf coil. The ‘‘active’’ (detected) volume of the probe is
generated by the rf coil, which itself is represented by the black ‘‘wire’’ outline. The thin
horizontal line shows the midpoint of the rf coils, which are located in the center of the
magnet.
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into a different liquid that is in a standard (non-flow; traditional precision-glass)
sample tube located in the NMR probe.30,56 (Hence, this setup does not use an
‘‘NMR flow probe’’.) The second setup, shown in Fig. 1B, uses two (flow) tubes that
each contain a separate flowing liquid, which are then joined together to form a
single outlet tube.57 The two reactive liquids mix together and – while they are
reacting – flow through one single tube into the NMR transceiver coil. Both of these
setups can be used to study kinetics, however, each setup has its own unique
advantages and disadvantages. In the first setup (Fig. 1A), even though one can
control the time between mixing (injection) and analysis, there is only one single
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discreet mixing step – so the sample may continue to change with time (during the
measurement). In contrast, in the second setup (Fig. 1B), one controls the time
between mixing and analysis by instead varying either the flow rate or the length of
the combined (single-tube) tubing. The mixing step in this second setup is normally
continuous (because the two streams of liquid normally flow continuously), which
is an advantage when one needs to signal average the NMR data for a longer time
than the lifetime of the transient species. (Because the NMR transceiver coil is con-
tinuously being replenished with a fresh mixture, one could signal average almost
indefinitely.) Yet a different advantage of the first setup is that the reacted sample can
be better maintained at a very low temperature, which can be critical when studying
unstable products.35

2.1.2. The start of LC-NMR

The first published paper in which the outlet of an HPLC system was linked to an
NMR probe appeared in 1978.58 This led several other groups to begin to investigate
the uses, advantages, and limitations of LC-NMR, including Dorn et al.,59–63 Bayer
and Albert et al.,64–67 Buddrus et al.,68–70 and Wilkins et al.71 among others. This
eventually led to hundreds of publications on LC-NMR starting in the early 1980s,
and research in the field continues to this day. There are many published reviews of
LC-NMR, and the reader is directed toward those sources for more a complete
treatment of the technique.1–3

In hindsight, one might call LC-NMR a natural development, considering all the
other non-chromatographic flow-NMR work that had became ‘‘routine’’ in the 1970s
(as discussed above). As an evolutionary change from before, however, LC-NMR
now required one to use an NMR probe that was dedicated solely to the observation
of a sample flowing through tubing from another source. This led to many inves-
tigations that attempted to optimize the design of the flow-NMR probe – a probe
specifically designed to acquire NMR data on a sample introduced to the magnet
bore and probe via capillary tubing. (This sample-delivery style was in sharp contrast
to the traditional delivery method of ‘‘pipette the sample into a precision-glass NMR
tube, and use an air cushion to drop this tube into the transceiver coil located in the
NMR probe’’.)
2.2. Flow NMR probes

The criteria for designing a good flow-NMR probe (or LC-NMR probe) were
initially threefold. First, the inlet port had to be attached to capillary tubing so that
it could connect to the HPLC column/system. Second, the probe’s ‘‘filling factor’’
had to be optimized to produce the best sensitivity possible on a ‘‘chromatographic
peak’’ (liquid) sample. Third, no bubbles could be in the NMR flow cell, otherwise
the NMR lineshape would be degraded by magnetic-susceptibility inhomogeneities.
These criteria were typically met by using a flow cell within the NMR probe like the
one shown in Fig. 2A. The outlet line exits from the top of the flow cell, and
the inlet line enters from the bottom, both so as to naturally eliminate bubbles. The
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Fig. 2. Representations of the rf coil and sample-tube geometries for both an NMR flow cell
(A; on the left) and a traditional 5mm NMR sample tube (B; on the right). NMR flow cells
typically have the inlet at the bottom and the outlet at the top, so that any air bubbles that
happen to get into the flow cell are easily eliminated out the top whenever the fluid is in
motion. Note the gradually widening connections where the capillary tubings join into the
flow cell (A), which helps the incoming fluid displace the contents of the flow cell, rather than
just mix with it – or (worse yet) to simply ‘‘jet’’ in. The length of the rf coil along the Z axis
(represented by the black ‘‘wire’’ outline) is approximately the same in both cases; however,
the diameters of the rf coils used for most NMR flow cells is less than that used for 5mm
tubes (as is shown). The horizontal line shows the midpoint of the rf coils (along the Z axis)
which should be coincident with the center of the magnetic field.
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sensitivity limitations of NMR caused users to increase the volume of the flow cell;
making it larger than is typically used for other chromatographic detectors (hence
the expanded diameter of the tubing at the location of the transceiver coil). This led
to concerns about chromatographic band broadening, which had two effects. First,
it forced the NMR detector to be placed last (most downstream) whenever multiple
detectors were used in series. Second, it encouraged the NMR flow cells to be
designed so that the incoming solvent would ‘‘sweep’’ the contents of the flow cell to
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the exit port, and not simply ‘‘jet in’’. (‘‘Jetting in’’ causes excessive sample dilution,
which will reduce the NMR signal.)

Even as late as the 1980s and early 1990s, the NMR probes used for LC-NMR
still had to be custom made,72,73 but by the mid-1990s, flow-NMR probes became
commercially available and were soon considered to be standard items. This led
even more research groups into investigating the utility of LC-NMR. Most of this
work focused on either solving specific scientific problems,74,75 exploring various
kinds of chromatography,1,76 or studying the physics of chromatography itself.77 As
will be discussed below, however, research was also done on the development of
new fundamental methodological tools for LC-NMR – tools such as different kinds
of fluid flow and different kinds of solvent suppression.
2.3. Variations in fluid flow: ‘‘on-flow’’ versus ‘‘stopped-flow’’ LC-NMR

Liquid chromatography alone (without NMR) is always performed ‘‘on-flow’’; that
is, the solvent stream always flows during the analysis, and never stops. A good
chromatographer would always avoid stopping the flow during a chromatographic
run, because that could lead to chromatographic band broadening – and the primary
concern of chromatographers is usually to achieve the best possible chromatographic
resolution. Practitioners of LC-NMR, however, usually struggle with NMR signal-
to-noise limitations more than with chromatographic resolution. The NMR signal-
to-noise can be improved by signal averaging, however, this usually requires the flow
to be stopped – often for substantial periods of time. The outcome of all this is that,
although modern LC-NMR can be run in an entirely ‘‘on-flow’’ mode, a more
common practice is to stop the solvent flow (when needed) in such a way that
chromatographic peaks of interest can be stopped in the NMR probe for as long as is
needed to allow the NMR spectrometer to signal average that chromatographic-
peak’s NMR spectrum to an acceptable signal-to-noise. This process is called
‘‘stopped-flow’’ LC-NMR. In practice, chromatographic peaks are often stopped in
the NMR probe as long as overnight (or more) for signal averaging. Usually the
LC-NMR operator does not detect much measurable degradation of the chroma-
tographic resolution by stopping the flow, but this greatly depends on the volume of
chromatographic peak as compared with the volume of the flow cell, and by how
much the operator is overlooking the problem. Chromatographic broadening is often
overlooked in part due to the ability of NMR spectroscopy to ‘‘resolve’’ compounds
that are still chromatographically overlapped. It may also be overlooked due to the
tendency of an LC-NMR operator to often focus on the NMR resolution more than
the chromatographic resolution. It certainly is influenced by the fact that the NMR
flow cells – which normally have capacities of 10–150mL – can sometimes serve as
large-volume ‘‘solvent mixers’’ from a chromatographic viewpoint. This is particu-
larly true if the chromatographic peak’s solvent volume is much smaller than the
volume of the NMR flow cell, in which case incoming peaks can be significantly
diluted and ‘‘chromatographically broadened’’ as they flow into the NMR flow cell.
But overall, in summary, on-flow and stopped-flow LC-NMR techniques both are
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freely used techniques,78 and there is no hesitation in LC-NMR to stop the chro-
matographic peaks in the NMR probe for long periods of time. It is also quite
common to use both techniques on a given sample for different purposes – normally
using on-flow-LC-NMR to first survey the mixture, followed by stopped-flow
LC-NMR (often in combination with 2D-NMR) to examine certain chromato-
graphic peaks in more detail – as was done by Ikeda and coworkers.79

2.3.1. Sample recovery

LC-NMR, like analytical LC, usually does not involve recovering the compounds
separated during the analysis. (Preparative LC does, by definition, but analytical LC
usually does not.) In part this is because the NMR flow cell itself usually significantly
degrades chromatographic resolution and causes dilution. Some investigators do,
however, chose to recover chromatographically separated peaks after LC-NMR.
(LC-NMR is technically ‘‘non-destructive’’.) One way to do this is to blow the
sample solution out of the outlet of the probe with nitrogen gas.80 This is easier to do
when using certain alternative plumbing schemes (discussed below).
2.4. Developments in solvent suppression

LC-NMR usually acquires 1H NMR spectra. If mobile-phase solvents that contain
protons are used, the resulting solvent signals usually need to be suppressed to
obtain a quality NMR spectrum. The problem of how to best suppress these signals
has been an issue since the early days of LC-NMR.81

2.4.1. Presaturation and binomial sequences

Early investigators suppressed solvent NMR signals by using either presaturation81

or binomial sequences such as 133167,72 or 11.82,83 Spin-echo-difference spectra of
isotope-labeled samples have also been used to ‘‘suppress’’ (avoid) solvent signals.84

Through the early 1990s, a presaturation/first-increment NOESY sequence was
commonly used. (Presat-NOESY suppresses solvent resonances better than does
presaturation alone, although the resulting spectrum is less quantatively accurate.)
Prior to the invention of SLP pulses,85 however, presaturation required a separate rf
channel in the spectrometer for each NMR signal that needed to be suppressed,
which made it difficult to suppress multiple resonances within a spectrum. In ad-
dition, because of their long ‘‘dead’’ time, presaturation sequences are poorly suited
to on-flow techniques. (No data can be collected during the long 1–2 sec presatu-
ration-irradiation period, and so half of the sample is uselessly flowing to waste
during that half of the experimental time.)

2.4.2. WET

A significant advance was made in 1995 when the WET solvent-suppression method
was created (Fig. 3).86 The advantages of WET were numerous. The signal
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Fig. 3. The NMR pulse sequence used for WET solvent suppression. The tip angles of each
of the four CHESS pulses is indicated in the figure above each shaped pulse. These pulses can
be SLP (phase-ramped) pulses to suppress off-resonance signals, and can be convoluted so as
to suppress multiple signals as needed. The 13C decoupling pulses remove the 13C-satellites of
the suppressed signals. The spatially selective composite read pulse, shown in this figure as
four 901 pulses (having phases of X, Y, �X, and �Y, respectively), is actually delivered as a
single pulse with a smoothly changing phase. The ‘‘dz’’ delay is empirically optimized so as to
minimize the residual solvent signal (as the spins relax back along the Z axis).
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Fig. 4. The NMR pulse sequence used for NOESY with WET solvent suppression. The
WET sequence is incorporated into the end of the mix delay.
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suppression was fast so that it worked equally well for both on-flow and stopped-
flow samples. (Presaturation was an equilibrium method that did not work as well
on flowing samples, and it was slower in its recycle rate.) WET could also suppress
multiple solvent lines with only a single rf channel by using SLP pulses.85 WET also
suppressed the 13C satellites, and allowed one to view (unsuppressed) resonances
that were under these 13C satellites. WET was a robust and forgiving technique that
required no fiddling or optimization (unlike WATERGATE). WET was more fre-
quency selective than many techniques, and generated minimal bleaching. And
WET had also been incorporated into all standard 2D-NMR sequences (Fig. 4).86

This made WET the preferred solvent suppression method for LC-NMR. It has
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also led to WET being used to acquire NMR data on samples dissolved in fully
non-deuterated solvents.4,87 Additionally, WET is now often used for water sup-
pression in conventional tube-based biomolecular NMR spectroscopy.88,89

2.4.3. Other solvent-suppression methods

More recently a variety of other solvent-suppression techniques for LC-NMR have
been developed, although none of them yet seem to be widely accepted. Some
examples include FLIPSY,90 excitation sculpting,91,92 and pulsed field gradient
(PFG) double quantum methods.93

The key point of this section has been to document that the solvent-suppression
developments that occurred because of LC-NMR now allowed researchers to
routinely acquire acceptable-quality 1H NMR spectra on samples dissolved in fully
non-deuterated solvents and solvent mixtures. (In other words, because of WET,
solvent suppression was now no longer limited simply to samples dissolved in H2O,
but could be done on samples that contained organic solvents.) This point led to the
development of other flow techniques, as discussed below.
2.5. Variations in the chromatography

To most people, the term ‘‘LC-NMR’’ generally means that a reversed-phase chro-
matographic separation is being used. Other forms of chromatography were inves-
tigated, however, soon after LC-NMR was first developed. At a minimum, the
following variations were described by at least the indicated dates: gel-permeation
chromatography-NMR (GPC-NMR) by 1981,60 gas chromatography-NMR
(GC-NMR) by 1981,94 supercritical-fluid chromatography-NMR (SFC-NMR) by
1988,95 capillary electrophoresis-NMR (CE-NMR) by 1994,96,97 capillary LC-NMR
(CapLC-NMR) by 1996,98–100 capillary electrochromatography-NMR (CEC-NMR)
by 1998,101 and size-exclusion chromatography-NMR (SEC-NMR) by 1998.102 For
more detailed descriptions of the development of these techniques, the reader is
directed to other dedicated reviews.1,76

Generally, these various forms of chromatography involve simply changing the
chromatographic equipment. Sometimes, however, that change influences other as-
pects of the whole system. For example, although normal-phase chromatography is
simple to mechanically implement, the normal-phase solvents that would typically be
used (i.e., alkanes) produce complex 1H spectra full of coupled resonances, which
obliterate large (critical) portions of the 1H spectral width and whose suppression is
difficult. (Solvents like CCl4

58 and CHCl3,
103 which either have no 1H signal or are

NMR ‘‘singlets’’, produce cleaner NMR spectra in normal-phase LC-NMR and
SEC-NMR.) Likewise, in SFC-NMR, although the higher pressures used put higher
demands on the pressure limitations of the NMR flow cell, the corresponding use of
CO2 as a solvent nicely eliminates solvent-background signals.104 In CE-NMR and
CEC-NMR, the probes need to be able to handle high voltages,101 which could
otherwise perturb the NMR spectra.
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2.6. Hyphenation/hypernation

Another set of developments that is critical to understanding this field is the whole
area of hyphenated techniques. Hyphenation (or multiple hyphenation which is also
known as ‘‘hypernation’’105) involves adding on other analytical techniques, almost
as if they were ‘‘building blocks’’. Fig. 5B shows a block diagram for LC-NMR, as
compared with a simple HPLC system (Fig. 5A). By adding a UV detector (or diode
array detector) inline, one can get the more useful (and typical) LC-UV-NMR
configuration shown in Fig. 5C. Here the UV signal can be used to trigger NMR
events – ‘‘stop on a peak’’, ‘‘time-slice through a peak’’, ‘‘don’t stop’’, etc. By
adding even more building blocks, such as a refractive-index detector and a mass
spectrometer, one can construct a LC-UV-RI-NMR-MS system as shown in
Fig. 5D. Any common HPLC detector (like radiochemical detectors or evaporative
light scattering detectors or various kinds of mass spectrometry) can be hyphenated
to the system. Output signals from these detectors are then routinely interfaced to
the NMR to serve as trigger signals.

LC-NMR-MS, which was first described in 1995,106 is an extremely powerful
analytical tool. There are already many dozens of papers describing its use.1 An
application of the combination ‘‘LC-MS/MS-NMR-CD’’ was described in 2003.107

Interestingly, even ‘‘LC-NMR-MS with (semi-)offline FTIR’’ was once described
(in 1999).108 All of this points to how useful it can be to incorporate (‘‘hyphenate’’)
different additional building blocks. DI-NMR and FIA-NMR (discussed below)
were created in part by using that same concept, but now by removing building
blocks from LC-NMR, instead of just adding them.
2.7. Various NMR experiments: different nuclei and pulse sequences

NMR is known for being flexible: a researcher can use any one of hundreds of
known pulse sequences for extracting information out of a sample, or study different
kinds of nuclei. LC-NMR shares that same flexibility. Most LC-NMR studies
acquire only one-dimensional 1H spectra (usually by using stop-flow methods).
Other nuclei have been directly detected in LC-NMR, such as 13C36,37 and 19F,63,109

and a 1986 paper even described the direct detection of both 29Si and 13C data in the
same recycled-flow-NMR study.110 (It is interesting to note that a 1993 paper
claimed to be the first to perform 19F-detected LC-NMR,111 whereas it had already
been published before in at least 198463 and 1988.109) The low sensitivity of direct-
detection 13C-observe flow NMR can be greatly improved by using dynamic nuclear
polarization (DNP).112,113 Indirect-detection experiments are also commonly used in
flow NMR; 1H{13C} is the most common,84,114 but 1H{29Si} detection has also been
reported.115

Two-dimensional techniques of all types are commonly used in flow NMR – when
the sensitivity is high enough. For example, various two-dimensional J-resolved,
homonuclear, and heteronuclear (1H{13C}) correlation experiments, and 1D-NMR
at multiple temperatures, were used to analyze blood plasma in a 1995 study.114



A. Conventional HPLC

B. LC-NMR

C. LC-UV-NMR

D. LC-UV-RI-NMR-MS
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Fig. 5. Examples of increasing amounts of hyphenation/hypernation. Part A (top) is a block
diagram of conventional HPLC. By adding an inline NMR probe to this, one generates an
LC-NMR system (B). By further adding a UV detector of some sort, one generates the most
common configuration: an LC-UV-NMR system (C), which is commonly referred to simply
as an ‘‘LC-NMR’’. The most complete, expensive, and powerful configuration further adds
both a mass spectrometer and an additional detector of some sort, such as a refractive index
(RI) or evaporative light scattering (ELS) detector (D; bottom). In this figure, the ‘‘second
detector’’ would be the RI detector. The effluent from the two detectors (in series) is then split
and sent in uneven proportions to the MS and the NMR, often in 1 : 10–50 ratios. Overall,
this illustrates how different analytical techniques can be built up by hyphenating different
building blocks.
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It would be particularly exciting if diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) were ever
combined with LC-NMR, but this has not yet been reported. It is interesting to note
that EPR was used as a (non-contact) flow-EPR detector as early as 1983116 – for the
analysis of flowing coal.
3. NON-CHROMATOGRAPHIC FLOW NMR

In the previous section we saw how ‘‘building blocks’’ can be added to LC-NMR to
make ever more sophisticated (and complex) analytical tools. In this section we will
do something equally useful, but in a different way – we will simplify the systems by
removing building blocks. This has created two new types of non-chromatographic
flow NMR: FIA-NMR and DI-NMR. These methods can then be altered further
by the addition of any of the building blocks (or modules, or variations) described
in the previous section.

As high-resolution NMR spectroscopy becomes more automated, there is a grow-
ing need to move the samples to be analyzed in and out of the NMR probe faster and
more reliably. For decades, mechanical robots have been used to move the traditional
precision glass samples tubes in and out of the magnet under automation,117 but
users want even more speed and reliability, and preferably reduced cost as well.
3.1. Flow injection analysis NMR (FIA-NMR): columnless LC-NMR

One way to think about LC-NMR is to view it as simply a sample-changer for an
NMR spectrometer. In LC-NMR you start with a mixture and let the LC step
separate the compounds before they are passed into the NMR flow cell. Alterna-
tively, if you want to analyze the samples intact (without separation), you can do
the same thing, but without the chromatography column. If you remove the chro-
matography column and keep everything else intact (i.e., the pump, injector, mobile
phase, [connective tubing] and probe, and maybe even the optional UV detector), a
sample placed in the injector can be swept by the ‘‘mobile’’ phase into the NMR
probe. Just like in stopped-flow LC-NMR, you can stop this plug of injected sample
in the NMR probe. The pump can be triggered off (which stops the mobile phase,
and hence the sample transport) either with a signal from the optional UV detector
(just like in LC-NMR; where the pump is stopped after a calibrated delay once
the UV detector registers a peak maximum) or by simply calibrating the delay
time (from the injector port to the probe) as a function of the rate of solvent flow.
Once the delay times are properly calibrated, the maximum concentration of the
injected sample plug can be stopped reproducibly inside the NMR flow cell.

This concept was initially called ‘‘columnless LC-NMR’’, and later called ‘‘Flow
Injection Analysis NMR’’ (FIA-NMR), and was first demonstrated in 1997 by
Keifer and coworkers.3,118–120 (Although a brief report on FIA-NMR published in
1987 has since been found.121) A typical delay time (from the injector port to the
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probe) is only 10–20 sec, and this appeared to be a fast and easy way to automate
the movement of samples in and out of an NMR probe – especially when one con-
siders how many commercially available devices there are for loading injector ports
(sample loops) into an HPLC system and automating the injection process.
A diagram of the hardware is shown in Fig. 6B, which graphically illustrates how
B. FIA-NMR  ("columnless" LC-NMR)

C. DI-NMR
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Sample [Rinse]n

(Waste)
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D. DI-NMR (Alternative View)
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Fig. 6. Block diagrams of LC-NMR (A; top), FIA-NMR (B; middle), and DI-NMR (C;
bottom), showing the progressive simplification of the fluidics of the systems. The hardware
used for FIA-NMR (B) is very much like that used for LC-NMR (A), but with the removal of
the LC-column and usually the UV detector (both shown in gray in A). In DI-NMR (C),
although the block diagram makes it look like it is just a simplified version of FIA-NMR
(which it is in concept), the hardware actually used – and the fluidics involved – are very
different, as is described in the text. Part D is an alternative way to illustrate how the fluidics
of DI-NMR are different from those of LC-NMR: in DI-NMR, the sample fluid is pushed
into the NMR flow cell for the NMRmeasurement, then normally withdrawn the way it came
in – then one or more rinse cycles repeat this in/out process. If the diameter of the NMR flow
cell is the same as the attached capillary tubing, however, all solvents involved instead usually
follow a unidirectional path through the NMR probe, more like in FIA-NMR.
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the hardware used for FIA-NMR is a simplified version of the hardware used to
perform LC-NMR.

A more detailed (complete) description of FIA-NMR was published in 2003.5

FIA-NMR was shown to be especially useful for repetitive analyses. Sample
volumes of 20–200 mL were injected, and the reproducibility of the analysis was
shown to be quite good. (The relative standard deviation of the peak integrals was
1.38% for 15 duplicate injections; it was 0.38% for 15 repetitions of the same static
sample left in the probe.) This study did not attempt to determine minimum-de-
tectable sample sizes, but did show that 20 mg sample-injection sizes were easily
detected in 1-min acquisitions. Data were acquired using a mobile phase of
CH3CN-D2O (50 : 50) to transport the samples into the probe. WET solvent sup-
pression86 was used, which allowed non-deuterated acetonitrile to be used. This
data,5 as well as other more rigorous testing,4 has shown that the ‘‘mobile phases’’
do not need to be deuterated when WET is used, although some users of capillary
systems argue that the cost is minimal in those cases and the improved spectra
justify the cost.

One goal for FIA-NMR was the ability to perform analyses rapidly (high
throughput). There are three requirements that need to be taken into account to
accomplish this. First, you need to be able to move the samples from the injector
port into the NMR probe quickly. Second, you need good sensitivity from the
NMR probe to allow the total NMR acquisition time to be short. And third, you
need to be able to remove the sample from the probe quickly, and ideally rinse out
all traces of the sample quickly (before the next sample is introduced).

This FIA-NMR system,5,118,119 and others like it,105,122,123 easily meet the second
requirement by being able to detect 20 mg (injected) sample quantities.5 One study,
however, suggested that up to 140–840 mg of injected material might be needed more
routinely, or in less favorable cases.105 In contrast, when a capillary NMR flow
probe (1–5 mL detection volume) is used for FIA-NMR instead of a ‘‘standard’’
flow probe (typically a 60 mL detection volume), the detection limits can be reduced
significantly (easily to the range of 10 mg).124

The quality with which FIA-NMR meets the first requirement (moving the
sample from the injector port into the NMR probe quickly) depends on the
variables of the solvent flow.5 For pumping speeds of 4.0mL/min, the sample can
be mechanically moved into the probe in 6–8 sec (depending on the length of the
capillary transfer line); however, it then can take ca. 2min for the NMR signal
to fully stabilize, and even then the NMR peak heights are typically less repro-
ducible. In contrast, for pumping speeds of 0.25mL/min, the mechanical transfer
takes much longer (ca. 1.5min), and an additional stabilization time of ca. 1.5min is
needed (hence ca. 3min total from injection to the start of acquisition), but the
peak heights are then the most reproducible. Data from intermediate flow rates
verify these trends: that the fastest flow rates (4.0mL/min) allow you to start
acquiring NMR data faster (even though the stabilization time is then the longest,
the reduced pumping time more than makes up for that delay), but the slowest
flow rates provide the most reproducible (quantitative) NMR data. If quantification
is not needed, one could start the NMR acquisition earlier, but it still requires
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1–2min to transfer and stabilize the sample. This is still a big advantage over
mechanical tube-based sample changers, however, which typically change samples
slower than this, and they require additional time to then lock and shim the sample
– activities which take no additional time in FIA-NMR (which is a big advantage).5

We have noted that the time needed to stabilize an injected-plug sample in FIA-
NMR appears to be longer than the stabilization time needed for an LC-NMR
sample – this is presumably because an LC-NMR sample has a Gaussian distri-
bution of concentration at the trailing and leading edges of the sample plug,
whereas an injected plug sample has a more discontinuous interface with the mobile
phase.

The third requirement (you need to remove the sample from the probe quickly) is
the most variable parameter in FIA-NMR. It depends in part on how much carryover
from sample-to-sample can be tolerated. (Note that the carryover in a mechanical
tube-based sample changer is absolutely 0%.) To achieveo0.1% carryover, we found
it took 0.5min at a flow rate of 4.0mL/min (2mL total solvent consumed), and
4.0min at 0.25mL/min (1mL total solvent consumed). Although flushout is faster at
4.0mL/min, flushing at 0.25mL/min uses less solvent (which may be more important
if a deuterated mobile phase is used – to avoid NMR solvent suppression).5

There are a few other reports on the use of ‘‘flow injection NMR’’,125–127 all of
which have occurred since the original report in 1997.118 These applications, how-
ever, use what is described here more properly as DI-NMR (see below).
3.2. Direct injection NMR (DI-NMR)

One could say that DI-NMR(Fig. 6C) is conceptually just a simplified version of
FIA-NMR (Fig. 6B); however, in practice the two systems are mechanically very
different. In DI-NMR, the pump is simplified, and the mobile phase is removed (as
are all optional detectors), to give the simplest possible flow-NMR system. DI-NMR
injects the sample directly into the NMR flow probe, and the whole injection process
is then driven by automation. (You could essentially say that the NMR flow probe is
just a sample loop for the injector port of an automated injector.) There is no mobile
phase – just the solvent the sample is dissolved in – although an additional batch of
solvent is used to either rinse the NMR flow probe (flow cell) and transfer lines, or to
hydraulically push the sample into the flow cell, or (typically) both.

The first demonstrations of DI-NMR were published starting in 1997 by Keifer
and coworkers,3,118–120 where the technique was compared – and contrasted with –
FIA-NMR. This was followed by a full description and evaluation of the technique
in 2000.4 The original impetus to develop DI-NMR was the desire to do automated
NMR faster and better. Experience with LC-NMR and FIA-NMR had shown us
that flow NMR had several potential speed and simplicity advantages over tradi-
tional tube-based automation. First, in flow NMR, no additional time was needed
to lock or shim each sample (assuming the solvent composition was kept constant).
Second, deuterated solvents were not required, both because of WET solvent sup-
pression, and because there was no real reason to bother locking the sample (due to
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Scout-Scan4 frequency registration). And third, more samples were being either
stored or synthesized in microtiter plates, and automated liquid handlers could
inject aliquots from those microtiter plates into standard injector ports. This also
eliminated the breakage of glass sample tubes.

The original application that pushed the development of DI-NMR was the
analysis of combinatorial-chemistry libraries. (In part because the author was in-
volved in combinatorial chemistry at the time, due to his prior development of
HR-MAS for the NMR analysis of resin-bound samples.128) Combinatorial chem-
istry provided an ideal justification (and proving ground) for DI-NMR because you
often had thousands of samples in a library, all dissolved in similar concentrations,
normally in a common (uniform) solvent, all stored in microtiter plates – all of
which needed a simple 1H-NMR spectrum to either help confirm a probably known
structure or to verify purity. You wanted the spectrum fast, at a low cost, and you
wanted to repeat the same NMR experiment thousands of time in a row with
minimal human intervention. DI-NMR was designed to do just that.

The seminal DI-NMR paper4 analyzed combinatorial-chemistry samples stored
in (septum covered) 96-well microtiter plates, all dissolved in either DMSO-d6 or
DMSO-h6, at a concentration of either 25 or 2.5mM. The volume of injected
sample solution was 350 mL. A Gilson 215 liquids handler was interfaced to the
NMR spectrometer, and, under NMR control, one sample was withdrawn from a
well in the microtiter plate and injected, via an injector port and a transfer line, into
the NMR flow cell (in the probe in the magnet) using the syringe pump on the
Gilson 215. The Gilson then triggered the NMR to acquire an NMR spectrum
(a 32-scan 1-min acquisition in this case). When the NMR acquisition was com-
plete, the NMR sent a signal back to the liquids handler, which withdrew the
sample (with assist from a synchronized source of air backpressure) and returned it
to the original well of the microtiter plate (or another location of the user’s choice).
The syringe pump then was used to rinse the NMR flow cell by a similar ‘‘out-
and-back’’ motion with an aliquot of clean solvent.

The original paper also shows that the data acquired on samples dissolved in
DMSO-h6 can be almost as good as the data acquired on the samples dissolved in
DMSO-d6 (the reader can judge; see Fig. 7). It also shows a number of ways to
display and analyze the NMR data acquired on a library of compounds stored in a
96-well plate (one way is shown in Fig. 8). There is also a discussion of the various
possible ways to get quality-control information for the fluidic injection process, by
using either the Scout-Scan data or signals from an internal standard (Fig. 9).4

DI-NMR differs from both LC-NMR and FIA-NMR in that the flow cell is
empty of solvent when the sample is injected. This allows the DI-NMR user to
acquire the highest possible sensitivity on the sample and also allows the sample to
be recovered in an unaltered (undiluted) state. This does, however, require the
DI-NMR user to inject at least a certain minimum sample volume in order to
acquire an acceptable NMR spectrum. (This minimum sample volume is ca. 150 mL
for standard ‘‘60-microliter observe volume’’ flow cells, but it can be as low as 2 mL
for a ‘‘0.5-microliter observe volume capillary flow cell’’129 discussed below.) If this
minimum volume (which depends on the volume of the flow cell) is not met, the
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Fig. 7. This figure shows that data acquired on samples dissolved in DMSO-h6 have the
potential to be almost as good as the data acquired on the samples dissolved in DMSO-d6.
Shown are 32-scan (1min) 1H NMR spectra acquired on a compound dissolved in 25mM
DMSO-h6 (top; A), 2.5mM DMSO-h6 (middle; B), and 2.5mM DMSO-d6 (bottom; C). The
spectra acquired on samples dissolved in DMSO-h6 (A and B) were acquired with WET solvent
suppression of both the DMSO central resonance and its 13C satellites, and processed with a
single-frequency DSP notch filter. The chemical shift of these resonances (2.5ppm) is marked
with a ‘‘*’’ in the chemical shift scale. Other than a 10-fold reduced vertical scale for A, all data
acquisition, processing, and display parameters were identical for these three spectra.
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flow cell will contain air, which will ruin the NMR lineshape (and because there
is no solvent mixing in DI-NMR, the volume difference cannot be made up with
a ‘‘push’’ solvent). This different fluid behavior of DI-NMR as compared with
FIA-NMR influences many performance aspects of the analysis, such as carryover,
detection efficiency, recovery efficiency, and speed. The biggest disadvantage of
DI-NMR (which is addressed by FIA-NMR) is the possibility that the tubing in
the system could become clogged with particulate matter if unfiltered samples
are injected.

3.2.1. Applications of DI-NMR

After the original description of DI-NMR (and the commercialization of the tech-
nique by both Varian and Bruker as VAST and BEST, respectively), there followed
numerous papers that used DI-NMR as a tool. Most of these applications fall
into one of three general categories, all of which utilize repetitive analyses. (One-
dimensional 1H spectra were always acquired unless noted otherwise below.) The
first category (described above) is the analysis of libraries of relatively pure



Fig. 8. One way (out of several) to present DI-NMR data – specifically data that were
acquired on a library of compounds stored in a 96-well plate. Here, the spectra are presented
with the same graphical layout as the compounds are stored in the plate. This allows the
user to easily see relationships along rows or columns, which is a particularly useful ability
when analyzing combinatorial libraries (as opposed to random libraries). These data were
acquired by using DI-NMR on samples dissolved (2.5mM) in DMSO-h6, and show the
5.8–9 ppm region. All data acquisition and processing parameters were identical for each
spectrum.
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(normally organic) compounds. The second category is the analysis of biofluids
(urine, plasma, etc.) – an application that ultimately leads to the analysis of samples
for clinical diagnoses. The third category is the study of biomolecules; most com-
monly to use 1H{15N} HSQC to analyze combinations of ligands and 15N-labeled
receptors (proteins) to either study binding properties or to screen ligands for
binding affinities. Some of the heaviest users of DI-NMR are located in private
industry (typically the pharmaceutical industry) and so the resulting data are often
not published much; hence the publication record for DI-NMR is not necessarily an
accurate measure of its popularity.

Spraul et al.130 used DI-NMR to screen rat urine. Gmeiner et al.131 used DI-
NMR to study ligand binding to a biomolecule. Hamper et al.132 used DI-NMR to
analyze a combinatorial-chemistry library. Additional demonstrations of the utility
of DI-NMR to analyze libraries were published by Combs et al.,133 Lewis et al.,134



Fig. 9. In flow NMR, it is advantageous to have some way to monitor the success (or
‘‘quality’’) of each sample injection. One way to obtain this kind of quality-control information
in DI-NMR is to monitor either the lineshape, or the integral, or both, of an internal standard.
This figure shows one way to display both the lineshape and the integral of an internal standard
contained in each injected sample of an 8� 12 matrix of samples (in a 96-well plate). This kind
of information can be displayed either graphically (shown) or numerically (not shown). It is
very practical to use the NMR spectral lineshape as a measure of the ‘‘quality of injection’’ in
flow NMR (more so than in tube-based NMR), because any type of bubble in the active region
of the flow cell (or an under-filled flow cell) will easily be detected by its degraded lineshape.
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Eldridge et al. (for a natural product library),135 Kalelkar et al.,136 Leo et al.,137

Kautz et al.,129 and Pierens et al. (natural product library).138 Additional publi-
cations on the use of DI-NMR for the analysis of biomolecules and the screening of
binding were published by Stockman et al.,127,139 Ross et al.,140 and Tisne et al.126
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Additional demonstrations of the use of DI-NMR to study biofluids have been
published by Robertson et al.141 and Potts et al.142 (all on urine), although several
companies, like Liposcience (www.Liposcience.com), are using DI-NMR to com-
mercially analyze biofluids (often plasma). DI-NMR has also been recently used to
analyze olive oils,143 various other food oils,144 and beer.125 The summary of all of
this work is that DI-NMR has proven to be useful as an NMR automatic sample
changer in a wide variety of applications.
3.3. Comparisons

FIA-NMR and DI-NMR have both proven to be useful, but they have different
strengths and weakness; both as compared with each other, and as compared with
other flow-NMR techniques like LC-NMR. For example, LC-NMR is appropriate
whenever chromatographic separations are needed, but it tends to be time con-
suming. DI-NMR is appropriate if maximum sensitivity is required, or if the sample
needs to be recovered, or if there is a sufficient sample volume, and if the sample
contains no sediment. FIA-NMR is more appropriate if carryover needs to min-
imized faster, or if the sample does not need to be recovered intact, and if a wider
range of smaller sample volumes must be analyzed. Clearly, each technique has its
own set of advantages and disadvantages, and all three techniques are useful for
different applications.
4. NEW TECHNOLOGIES TO FACILITATE FLOW NMR

Starting with LC-NMR, FIA-NMR, and DI-NMR as the three seminal techniques,
researchers have since developed variations upon these methods. These variations
are all being covered in this (different) section because they all required the devel-
opment of some type of new hardware. The hardware developments fall into one of
two groups: variations in the plumbing scheme or variations in the flow probe.
4.1. Plumbing variations: loop collectors

A typical HPLC detector is a real-time device: the data are generated instantane-
ously (on-the-fly) as the mobile phase flows through the detector cell. Likewise, in
LC-NMR, the NMR detector can also operate in real time – but only if the analysis
is performed in an on-flow mode. If the LC-NMR analysis is performed in a
stopped-flow mode, however, the data is not generated on-the-fly (NMR data is
only acquired when the LC pump is idle, and the LC pump only runs when the
NMR spectrometer is idle). This ‘‘non-real-time’’ nature of stopped-flow LC-NMR
has been further expanded upon by the development of loop collectors.

Loop collectors allow LC-NMR to be run in a more time- and equipment-
efficient manner. They allow the user to separate the LC and NMR functions in
both time and space. In a loop collector, the HPLC performs the chromatographic

http://www.Liposcience.com
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separation, and analyzes the separation with a typical LC detector, but instead of
sending the used effluent to waste (or perhaps to an open air fraction collector),
selected portions of the effluent (downstream from the detector) are trapped and
stored in sections of in-line capillary tubing (‘‘loops’’) by using a coordinated sys-
tem of valves. At a later time, these valves can be triggered in a way that causes the
mobile phase to flush (and push) the contents of a given loop into an NMR flow cell
(usually by backflushing); then the valves can trigger again (diverting the mobile
phase elsewhere) so that the loop’s contents remain in the NMR probe. The HPLC
pump can then be shut off, which allows the fraction that came from the loop
collector to remain in the NMR probe indefinitely if desired.

The loops can be designed to store aliquots of any desired size. (Although the
inside diameter of the tubing is typically fixed, the tubing can be cut to any length to
achieve the desired volume.) The loop-collector system can also be designed to
contain any number of loops – by using multi-port rotary valves. The loops and
valves are located downstream from the LC detector, so that the LC-detector signal
can be used as a trigger to activate the valves. Once the user has calibrated the lag
time between the LC-detector and the loop-collector valves (which is flow-rate
dependent), the system can be programmed to automatically trap multiple chro-
matographic peaks in the loops, all under computer control (based upon the
LC-detector’s signal output).

A loop collector is essentially a fraction collector, although unlike typical fraction
collectors, the fractions are trapped in a pressurized loop, in a dark and anaerobic
environment. The plumbing is configured so that each loop’s contents can be
pumped into the NMR flow cell (using the LC pump) at any user-controllable time
(in ideally any order; after the chromatographic separation is finished). This means
that when the loop-collector technique is used, the LC separation and the NMR
analysis are always separated temporally. Spatially they may or may not be separate
(the operator can set it up either way). A typical loop collector is designed so that
the loops can either be integrated spatially into the LC-NMR system (Fig. 10A), or
they can be removed as a unit (as a ‘‘cartridge’’ of loops) and moved to another
Fig. 10. Block diagrams of the LC-NMR variations that use loop collectors or solid-phase-
extraction (SPE) cartridges. Part A (top) shows an integrated LC-Loop Collector-NMR
system. The Loop Collector (valve ‘‘c’’) is plumbed in with multiple computer-controlled
valves (valves ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘d’’) that can control the flow paths of the fluid, sending it either into
any of the various loops, directly to the NMR flow cell, or to waste. Additionally, this valving
system is designed to let the user flush the contents of any loop to either the NMR flow cell or
to waste. (For simplicity, this figure shows only four loops; typically a system will have more
loops and the volume of each loop can be customized.) Parts B1 and B2 (middle) together
show the offline use of a loop-collector cartridge. The loop cartridge is first filled by using an
offline LC system (B1; no NMR is involved in this step) and then the loop cartridge (typically
valve ‘‘c’’ alone) is moved to a flow NMR system (B2), where its contents are analyzed one
loop at a time. Part C shows how SPE cartridges can be added to a loop-collector style
system; this requires some additional fluid pumping capability and some additional valves
(valve ‘‘b’’ in the figure).
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remote valve setup if desired. This allows the user to fill the loops at one time or
place on a HPLC system (Fig. 10B1), and then disconnect the loop cartridge and
move it to the loop-analysis (NMR) system, (which consists of just an LC pump,
the valves, the loop cartridge, and the NMR probe; Fig. 10B2), where the loops can
be subsequently analyzed by NMR.

Loop collectors are particularly useful when the NMR analyses will take a long
time. They allow the user to analyze the contents of each loop at their leisure, and
under complete user control, with no fear of diffusion or broadening of the chro-
matographic peaks. Loop-collector LC-NMR does not replace on-flow LC-NMR,
but it is a useful alternative.145 Loop collectors are discussed here because, if you
ignore the chromatographic loop-filling step (Fig. 10B1), which can happen at any
time or place (just like any HPLC sample cleanup) the ‘‘NMR analysis of the
contents of a loop’’ shown in Fig. 10B2 is a form of ‘‘non-chromatographic flow-
NMR spectroscopy’’. The analysis of the loop’s contents can be thought of as being
almost the same thing as FIA-NMR. Fig. 10B2 differs from FIA-NMR only in the
replacement of an injector port with one loop (as is used in FIA-NMR) with a more
complex valving system attached to a cluster of loops (as is used in loop analysis).

The disadvantage of loop-collector LC-NMR is that, if the solvent composition
of any loop is significantly different from that of the mobile phase (the solvent
coming from the pump that pushes the loop’s contents into the NMR probe), you
will need to address the magnetic-susceptibility mismatches between the two solvent
mixtures – or else your NMR lineshapes will be broad and unshimmable. This can
be done in one of three ways. First, you can make the loop volume either much
bigger, or much smaller, than the volume of the NMR flow cell. (If the loop’s
volume is much bigger than the NMR flow cell, then the solvent in the loop will
displace the mobile phase from the NMR flow cell. Conversely, if the loop volume is
much smaller than the NMR flow cell, then the sample in the loop will ultimately
mix with the mobile phase in the NMR flow cell.) Second, you can program the
HPLC pump to successively produce mobile phases that match the solvent com-
position of each loop as it is pumped in. (This is harder than it sounds, because the
composition of the mobile phase at the outlet of the LC column is never rigorously
known.) Third, you can find a way to remove the solvent in the loop from the solute
being analyzed. This third concept is what drove the development of the SPE
technique – which is described in the next section.
4.2. Plumbing variations: SPE-NMR (column trapping)

Solid-Phase-Extraction-LC-NMR (SPE-LC-NMR, or SPE-NMR for short; also
known as ‘‘column trapping’’ or ‘‘peak trapping’’), can be thought of as a loop-
collector system where each loop is essentially replaced by a SPE cartridge. The
analyte is trapped on the SPE cartridge as it elutes from the main HPLC column,
and then eluted later, under control of the user. In practice, trapping on the SPE
cartridge is often ensured by adding water to the mobile phase post LC-column
(making it a weaker eluting solvent; assuming reversed-phase HPLC; see Fig. 10C
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for placement). The analyte is then eluted from the SPE cartridge in a separate step
by using a stronger solvent. Sometimes this eluting solvent is even deuterated (using
CD3CN or CD3OD), so as to minimize the need to use solvent-suppression se-
quences during the NMR data collection and to produce cleaner NMR spectra.

The hardware for SPE-NMR (Fig. 10C) starts with a loop-collector-style setup
(Fig. 10A) and add a few pieces. First, each loop in the loop-collector cartridge has
an SPE cartridge spliced into the middle of the loop’s tubing. Second, a makeup
pump is normally added – to add water to the mobile phase (post LC-column).
Third, the system may be plumbed so that a separate pump is used to pump the
(stronger; possibly deuterated) solvent that elutes the analytes from the SPE car-
tridges. In any case, the solvent that finally ends up in the NMR probe must always
have a uniform magnetic susceptibility (typically by being well mixed), or else the
NMR lineshapes will be degraded (broad) – and this is often hard to accomplish
when one elutes the effectively ‘‘unrinsed’’ SPE cartridges. The advantage of the
method, however, is that the analyte normally reaches the NMR flow cell as a more
concentrated ‘‘plug’’ (especially for broad chromatographic peaks), which produces
better NMR spectra in considerably less time.

The idea of SPE-NMR was first demonstrated by Griffiths and Horton,6 and
then Brinkman,146 in 1998. Since 2001, there have been numerous reports on the use
of SPE-NMR.80,147–157 Some users have pointed out that multiple (repeated) in-
jections can be trapped on a given SPE cartridge before the analyte is eluted; the
resulting concentration of analyte is useful for low-concentration analytes and for
acquiring heteronuclear NMR spectra.148,151 Other users have recovered samples
from the NMR probe (at the end of the analysis) by blowing it out with gas.80 It has
also been shown that SPE-NMR provides the biggest benefits for chromatographic
peaks with long retention times (which are broadest).153

One major advantage of SPE-NMR is that it allows the chromatographic step to
be performed separately from the NMR analysis – much like in loop-collector
LC-NMR.153 If you take the liberty of regarding a loop-collector loop or an SPE
cartridge as simply a sample ‘‘storage container’’ (like an NMR sample tube), one
could then consider the resulting elution step of SPE-NMR as just another form of
‘‘non-chromatographic flow NMR’’ (especially if the SPE cartridges are loaded up
at another time, and on another LC system).
4.3. Probes: flow probe optimization

To achieve the maximum NMR signal-to-noise when using an NMR flow cell
(Fig. 2A), it is necessary to have the incoming fluid actually displace the fluid
previously located in the active volume, rather then simply mix with it. This hap-
pens naturally inside straight capillary tubing, but NMR flow cells were initially
larger-volume cavities connected to capillary tubing.19,61,71,72,78,158 (The larger-
volume flow cells were needed to improve the signal-to-noise of the NMR spectra.)
There has always been a lot of concern about how to design the flow cell so that the
incoming solvent smoothly displaces the existing solvent.158 This is usually
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accomplished by having the capillary tubing connect to the active volume of the
flow cell (the detected region) via gradually widening connections (Fig. 2A)159 –
which causes the total volume of the flow cell to often be twice as big as the active
volume. (Hence a standard 60 mL active-volume flow cell has a total volume of
�120 mL.) There is also a need for the flow cell to naturally flush out any air
bubbles, which happens by placing the inlet on the bottom and the outlet on the
top. A modern flow probe is also expected to have optimal 1H lineshape, sensitivity,
radiofrequency (RF) homogeneity, and heat transfer characteristics, especially
when it is used for NMR sequences like HSQC, which contain numerous pulses and
heteronuclear decoupling.160

In addition, to obtain the optimum NMR signal-to-noise on an analyte within a
chromatographic peak, the volume of the NMR flow cell must be matched to the
liquid volume of the chromatographic peak. If the volume of the NMR flow cell is
vastly smaller or vastly larger than the volume of the chromatographic peak,
you will analyze either just a fraction of the peak or dilute the peak, respectively.
Optimization is complicated by the fact that the volume of a chromatographic peak
is greatly influenced by its retention time (the more a peak is chromatographically
retained, the larger its elution volume will be), as well as by the size of the chro-
matography column being used.

A ‘‘standard’’ NMR flow cell – designed for LC-NMR with 4.6mm diameter
chromatography columns and for most DI-NMR and FIA-NMR applications – has
an active volume that is normally �60mL (120mL total volume). Flow cells that are
designed for DI-NMR applications that acquire 1H{15N}-HSQC spectra normally
have larger (ca. 120mL) active volumes.160 Flow cells that are designed for CapLC-
NMR (which uses capillary chromatography columns) have smaller active volumes,
ranging from 30mL down to as small as 5 nL.96,98,100,101,161,162
4.4. Probes: capillary flow probes

The development of the smallest-volume NMR flow cells has led to the develop-
ment of new methodologies for building NMR probes. Although it is easy to simply
run the capillary tube through an NMR probe and build an RF coil around it, it is
much harder to also obtain good sensitivity and especially good NMR resolution
and lineshape. Much of the work on the smallest rf coils and smallest flow cells
has been done by the extended group at Magnetic Resonance Microsensors
(MRM; now part of Protasis) and Sweedler and coworkers at the University of
Illinois.96,163–170 They have shown how to produce the smallest capillary microcoils
(as solenoids wrapped around the capillary tubing; see Fig. 11B), and how to deal
with the magnetic-susceptibility-mismatch problems generated by the resulting
coils, tubing, and probe.

Much of the initial applications development on microcoil probes was done on
custom-made prototype probes.96,99,163,168,171 More recently a line of capillary NMR
probes has become commercially available from Protasis/MRM (www.protasis.com).
These probes are now called CapNMR probes or CapLC microflow probes and

http://www.protasis.com
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Fig. 11. Graphical illustrations of the size and orientation of an MRM microcoil (B; on the
right)) as compared with a conventional flow probe (A; on the left). The relative sizes are
drawn approximately to scale (a 0.9mm ID capillary is shown here). Note that solenoidal
coils, which microcoils typically use, need to have their axis in the XY plane; as compared
with Helmholtz coils (left), which have their axis aligned along the Z axis.
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have flow-cell volumes of typically 1.5, 5, or 10mL (although other sizes are
available). They have been used for a wide variety of small-volume flow applications.
The original impetus for designing these probes was to provide NMR detection
for capillary-chromatography techniques,172 such as CapLC-NMR,152,168,173–176

CE-NMR,96,166,177 capillary isotachophoresis NMR (cITP-NMR),178–184 and CEC-
NMR.101,185–188 The advantages reported are a gain in sensitivity, and the ability to
use entirely deuterated solvents (hence no NMR solvent suppression is needed), but
users have also reported that peak trapping in the NMR flow cell can be unreli-
able.176 There are multiple nice reviews of these capillary techniques hyphenated to
NMR.76,159,162,189
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Initially, capillary flow probes were loaded manually (with the user using a syringe
to load the sample into the probe).164,165,171,190–195 More recently, CapNMR probes
have been combined with Gilson or other automated liquid handlers to create mi-
croscale automated DI-NMR.129,170,196 (Protasis/MRM now sells commercially
available systems optimized for this application; sample volumes are typically
1–10 mL.197) Eldridge and coworkers used a syringe pump to load 3mL samples
dissolved in CD3OD.135,198 (The use of a syringe pump to help load the flow cell has
been referred to as ‘‘manual-assisted’’ – in contrast to a fully manual loading of the
flow cell.170) Geierstanger and coworkers injected 5mL samples from 384-well plates
into a 400MHz CapNMR probe under full automation, and acquired 1D and 2D
COSY data.196 Most of their samples were run in DMSO-d6, but some spectra were
acquired on samples dissolved in DMSO-h6 using WET suppression of both the
DMSO and the water resonances. Kautz and coworkers used a Varian DI-NMR
system (VAST) and a Protasis sample loader to automatically inject 2mL samples (in
DMSO-d6) from a 96-well microtiter plate into a 0.5mL home-built NMR flow
cell.129 By using a semi-continuous train of sample plugs separated by immiscible
carrier fluid (discussed below), they nicely demonstrated that it is possible to use
automated high-throughput NMR to analyze very small injected volumes; however,
a system to perform this has not yet been commercialized.

As a nice complement to the microscale DI-NMR work, Bailey and Marshall124

demonstrated microscale FIA-NMR by using a CapNMR flow probe and an
HTS PAL autosampler to automatically acquire NMR data on 2mL samples dis-
solved in CD3CN located in a 96-well microtiter plate. To explore the limitations of
the technique, Lacey et al.168 performed microscale FIA-NMR to understand how
injected sample plugs of differing solvent compositions can affect NMR spectral
resolution.

Microcoil probes are also proving useful in biomolecular NMR. The short RF
pulse widths typical of these small coils provide very wideband excitation (with
minimal sample heating). Edison and coworkers used an NMR probe with a 15 mL
flow cell to acquire triple-resonance data on proteins dissolved in H2O.199 Peti and
coworkers193 later also took advantage of the short pulse widths to run an experi-
ment on a protein in a new way.

Other groups have also been involved in designing capillary NMR flow probes.
Albert and coworkers 99,101 have certainly been very active in this area.
4.5. Probes: multiplex probes

Once it was proven that microcoil NMR flow probes with capillary flow cells were a
viable product, efforts were made to use them in a parallel fashion to enhance the
throughput of the NMR analysis. This is done by placing multiple rf coils within
one NMR probe, to produce what is sometimes called a ‘‘multiplex probe’’ (or the
technique can be called ‘‘multiplex NMR’’). Most of this work has been done by the
Raftery group at Purdue University200–206 and the Sweedler group at the University
of Illinois,169,207–210 both starting in 1999. The initial investigations used samples in
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sealed glass tubes,200 but flow-through cells were implemented soon thereaf-
ter.201,207 The literature describes several different approaches to constructing the
hardware, as well as different approaches to acquiring the NMR data,211 but the
overall unifying concept is similar in all cases. The unifying concept is to ideally
acquire data for the multiple samples simultaneously; or to at least move the second
sample into place while you are acquiring data on the first sample. The record
currently appears to belong to Webb and coworkers, who used a probe with eight
identical solenoidal microcoils (and a Varian NMR spectrometer with four receiv-
ers and switches) to acquire NMR spectra from eight different chemical solutions in
the time normally required for one.212 In addition to simply increasing NMR
throughput, there are other more unique applications of multiplex NMR – to
implement novel solvent-suppression methods, to facilitate electrophoretic tech-
niques,180,181 and to follow reaction kinetics – and the reader can find details on all
of these applications elsewhere.213 The concept of multiplex NMR offers a lot of
potential for high-throughput NMR, and the initial data is tantalizing, but as yet no
product using these concepts has been made commercially available.
4.6. Probes: cold probes/cryoprobes

It has been known for some time that if the electronics of the NMR probe are cooled
down, the signal-to-noise of the resulting NMR spectra increase severalfold.214

The first implementations of this (for solution-state samples), which cooled the
NMR probe down to 25K to gain ca. fourfold increases in sensitivity, were done
with conventional tube-based probes (not flow probes).30,215 Recently, flow probes
that are cryogenic have also now become available and (as expected) are proving
useful for their increased sensitivity.216 Exarchou and coworkers148 used a cryogenic
flow probe to study natural products, while Spraul and coworkers217 used a cry-
ogenic flow probe to study acetominophen metabolites. Spraul and coworkers also
interfaced a cryogenic flow probe with an SPE system, which they compared with
loop-collection with a non-cryogenic flow probe.218 In general, a cryogenic probe
will typically be able to acquire NMR data faster, so – because most flow-NMR
techniques either struggle with NMR sensitivity or are being used in a high-
throughput analysis technique – the author expects many flow-probe users to soon
use cryogenic probes. Flow-cell contamination can be a problem in flow NMR
(see below), so these probes will probably need to have flow cells that can be re-
placed while the cold probe remains in the magnet. (This capability is commercially
available.)

To summarize this section, many developments have been made lately that make
flow NMR more flexible and more useful. Flow probes have been refined to have
better fluidics, better temperature control, a much wider range of sample-cell sizes,
and substantially better sensitivity. New capillary separation techniques can now be
supported, and mutiplex NMR allows solution-state NMR to be truly parallel for
the first time. All of these developments will make flow NMR more popular, to
more people, for more applications.
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5. VARIATIONS OF THE FLOW TECHNIQUES/FLUIDICS

Even though FIA-NMR is a relatively new technique (first published in 1997118),
the field of FIA itself is much older, larger, and well established. The first FIA
applications were published in the mid 1970s;219 the field has blossomed since then
and is now documented in numerous books220–223 and on its own dedicated web site
(www.flowinjection.com; also www.globalfia.com). FIA also overlaps heavily with
continuous-flow analysis (CFA) methods.224 (Note: the terminology used in this
paper has been guided heavily by the broad field of FIA, which has caused some of
the ‘‘FIA-NMR’’ techniques cited here to be ‘‘re-described’’ with these more widely
accepted definitions and terminology.)
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FIA is normally performed within an intact stream of liquid within capillary
tubing (Fig. 12A). The fluidics of FIA-NMR and LC-NMR are similar (to FIA
alone) with regard to the flow cell, except the flow cell (detector) is now an enlarged
cavity connected to the capillary tubing (Fig. 12B). In all three cases, however, the
stream of liquid is continuous and fills the entire tubing and detector cavity. This is
in contrast to DI-NMR, which empties the flow cell of liquid (filling it with air)
between each sample (Fig. 12C). DI-NMR pushes the sample solution into an
empty flow cell to eliminate dilution so as to obtain maximum sensitivity, but one
drawback is that the user must inject enough solution volume to fill both the inlet
tubing and the entire flow cell (to obtain good NMR lineshapes)4 – hence DI-NMR
has a minimum sample volume. DI-NMR also suffers from sample-to-sample car-
ryover from sample solution that clings to the walls of the tubing, which can be
reduced by wash cycles, but never completely eliminated. FIA-NMR does not have
a minimum sample volume (just a limit of detection), but sample dilution does
occur.5 Sample-to-sample carryover in FIA-NMR is under user control; the user
can pump mobile phase for as long as is needed to sufficiently remove sample
solution that clings to the walls of the tubing.

In an ideal world, one would like to eliminate all of these potential limitations –
no minimum sample size, no dilution, and no sample-to-sample carryover – while
retaining the advantages of flow NMR (speed, ease of automation). One way
carryover was initially reduced (for non-NMR applications) was by introducing
‘‘segmentation’’ – usually in the form of air bubbles, but also as immiscible liquids
or solids – between discrete plugs of each sample (Fig. 12D), an idea that was
first introduced in 1966225 and remains in widespread use today.137,226–229 This
Fig. 12. A comparison of the fluidics of various flow-NMR methods. Part A illustrates FIA
alone: there is an intact stream of liquid, flowing uni-directionally within capillary tubing,
which runs through a (non-NMR) detector of some sort. Part B illustrates FIA-NMR and
LC-NMR: these are similar to FIA alone (A) except the flow cell has been enlarged to
compensate for the sensitivity limitations of NMR. Both techniques use unidirectional fluid
flow. (The arrows indicate the presence and direction of fluid flow.) Part C illustrates DI-
NMR: here the flow cell starts off empty, is pumped full of fluid, the NMR data is acquired
when the fluid flow comes to a halt, then the cell is emptied, and the process is repeated. In
DI-NMR, the flow is usually bi-directional; the sample is withdrawn from the bottom (which
is the most efficient way to both recover the sample, and reduce sample carryover whenever
the flow cell is an enlarged cavity). The in-and-out cycle is often repeated with clean rinse
solvent to clean the cell between samples. Part D illustrates Mono-Segmented Flow Analysis
(MSFA), which uses air bubble separators (or plugs of inert and immiscible solvent) between
plugs of the samples being analyzed. Part E is another Segmented Flow Analysis (SFA)
technique in which plugs of wash solvent are used to clean the detector region between
samples. The plugs of wash solvent are separated from the sample plugs by air-bubble
separators. The fluid flow paths for MSFA and SFA are uni-directional, and the fluid streams
typically start and stop (at least for NMR detection). Note the sample indicators (n�1, n,
n+1), which indicate the stepwise progression of the samples through the detector in a linear
serial fashion. These latter techniques, D and E, are suitable for straight capillary tubing
systems, but do not work in systems where the detector uses an ‘‘expanded’’ flow cell. The
limitations of using the MSFA and SFA techniques for NMR are discussed in the text.
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method, often called ‘‘segmented’’ or ‘‘segmental’’ flow, ‘‘air-segmentation’’ flow,
‘‘mono-segmented’’ flow, or ‘‘air-sandwiched’’ flow (Fig. 12D),230,231 is well known
to have some disadvantages, such as unstable flow rates, and an inability to
instantly ‘‘start’’ or ‘‘stop’’ the liquid flow – both caused by the compressability of
the air bubbles.220 The air segments also do not always eliminate sample-to-sample
carryover caused by ‘‘sticky’’ solvents that leave a film that adheres to the walls of
the capillary tubing.230 Air bubbles (or immiscible liquids) are an even bigger
problem in NMR-detected applications, because a physically inhomogeneous
bubble (or interface) of any size in the NMR detector cell will ruin the NMR
lineshapes (due to the magnetic-susceptibility discontinuities). (Air-segmented
methods have been tried in some DI-NMR applications starting in the late
1990s, and they do indeed suffer from these problems. They are still sometimes
being used, but the author is unaware of any published articles that document any
of these efforts.) Air-segmented methods, including the more complicated version
shown in Fig. 12E, have been more successfully applied to FIA-NMR and in
capillary tubing methods (without an ‘‘expanded’’ flow cell), as discussed below.

To achieve maximum NMR sensitivity, the sample solution needs to simply fill
the NMR detector coil. To achieve the best NMR lineshape (which also directly
affects NMR signal-to-noise), NMR techniques also need to have the same liquid
(or at least a liquid of the sample’s magnetic susceptibility) fill the entire flow cell,
and maybe even fill portions of the inlet and outlet tubing as well. This ‘‘extra’’
liquid, however, does not contribute directly to the signal-to-noise of the NMR
spectrum. Behnia and Webb232 addressed these issues in a capillary tubing system
by placing the entire plug of sample within the detector coil (to maximize signal-
to-noise) and recovering decent lineshape by bracketing the sample plug with
materials other than air. They showed that the narrowness of the NMR lineshape
was directly controlled by how close the match was in magnetic susceptibility
between the sample plug and the bracketing materials. (They used a single, mostly
D2O, sample, and bracketed it with either air bubbles, Teflon plugs, or plugs of
Fluorinert [FC-43; a mixture of 12C perfluorobutylamines]. They determined a
minimum sample volume for their tubing/coil system to be 400 nL.) This method
addressed the minimum-sample-size limitation by bracketing a minimum-sized
sample plug between plugs of an immiscible liquid that has the proper magnetic
susceptibility. Later, Sweedler and coworkers used this technique to study a sample
cleaved from a single solid-phase-synthesis resin bead (using a sample size of 2.5 mL
injected into a 800 nL detector cell).171

Most recently, Kautz and coworkers129 automated this concept, and applied it to
a string of samples, and used it to analyze the contents of a 96-well microtiter plate.
They injected 2 mL sized sample plugs into a flow cell with an active volume of
0.5 mL located in 50 mm-i.d. capillary tubing. (The fluid flowed through only cap-
illary tubing; no ‘‘expanded’’ flow cell was used.) The 2 mL sample plugs (in DMSO-
d6) were bracketed by plugs of immiscible FC-43 and alternated with plugs of clean
(wash) solvent. (Similar to Fig. 12E, but with plugs of FC-43 instead of air.) The
inside of the capillary tubing was silanized, and the FC-43 was viscous enough to
form a film on the tubing wall, both of which helped to minimize sample-to-sample
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carryover as the train of sample plugs was pushed through the capillary tubing.
Their ‘‘segmented flow analysis’’ (SFA-NMR) method addresses the potential lim-
itations listed above: they use a minimum volume of liquid, there is minimal di-
lution, and there is a minimum of sample-to-sample carryover. Note that this
technique can only be used in a capillary flow cell detector. It will be interesting to
see how far this technique can be pushed.
6. APPLICATIONS

There are far more applications of flow NMR techniques than can be comprehen-
sively listed here. It is useful, however, to get a flavor of the wide range of appli-
cations for which people have used flow NMR. For clarity, the applications listed
below have been partially separated into methods that used chromatography, and
those that did not, although there is often overlap.
6.1. Detection of other (non-hydrogen) nuclei

LC-NMR-type methods normally detect 1H nuclei. Other nuclei, however, have also
been directly observed. 13C nuclei were detected in non-chromatographic flow NMR
by 1984,36 and 13C-detected LC-NMR was done in 1994 by using DNP.112 19F was
detected by at least 1993,111 and 29Si nuclei were detected by 2006.115
6.2. Drug metabolism

LC-NMR is commonly used to measure drug metabolites, especially in biofluids.
Some early examples include the analysis of urine to study metabolites of ibuprofin,74

antipyrine,75 and flurbiprofen,111 all in 1993. Human and rat urine and bile were
analyzed for paracetamol metabolites in 1994.233
6.3. Drug impurities

Numerous drug companies use LC-NMR (and LC-NMR-MS) to analyze impurities
in drug formulations.234,235 These impurities are sometimes decomposition products
that form during storage, but regardless of their source, they need to be analyzed and
quantified prior to FDA approval.
6.4. Metabonomics

The fields of metabonomics and metabolomics have emerged as ways to study
disease states by analyzing biofluids. LC-NMR plays a role in this field,236,237 as do
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non-chromatographic flow-NMR techniques (like DI-NMR).141,142 When a mi-
crocoil flow probe is used, one can even now analyze fluids from single kinds of
tissues (‘‘tissue-targeted metabonomics’’).238 There are also now companies that
have used DI-NMR to analyze biofluids (such as plasma, serum, and urine) for
clinical diagnostics.239 For example, Liposcience (at www.liposcience.com) now has
an FDA-approved clinical analyzer called ‘‘Numera’’ that uses DI-NMR for the
high-throughput analysis of clinical plasma samples for cholesterol and lipids.240
6.5. The study of unstable compounds

One very nice application for LC-NMR is in the analysis of mixtures of compounds
that are unstable when isolated or when exposed to air or light. (Once injected onto
the column, the compounds encounter minimal light or oxygen, and they can be
analyzed rapidly after separation.) This lets researchers study compounds that un-
dergo rapid mutarotation or functional-group migration. A number of publications
of this application started to appear in the mid 1990s.241–244
6.6. Natural products

LC-NMR has been used extensively for the analysis of mixtures of natural prod-
ucts.145,245 The use of a chiral column to perform the separation (of plant extracts)
has extended its utility.246 Its utility has been increased even farther through the use
of LC-SPE-NMR to concentrate isolated compounds247 and microcoils (in both LC-
NMR and DI-NMR mode) to minimize the sample quantities used.194,195,198,248–251
6.7. Polymers

LC-NMR and GPC-NMR are both useful tools for polymer analysis.102,252,253 The
mobile phases used for polymer analyses often differ from those used for other
reversed-phase LC-NMR applications, and may even consist of single solvents like
acetonitrile and chloroform. For some polymers, an additional requirement for
the design of the flow probe is that it must allow all of the fluidics of the entire
GPC-NMR system to be maintained at high temperatures (41001C).254
6.8. Combinatorial chemistry

The analysis of combinatorial chemistry libraries was the original impetus for de-
veloping DI-NMR, specifically to achieve speed and resolution.4 This has since
become a regular application of the technique.132,133,136 LC-NMR has been pro-
posed as a tool for analyzing combinatorial-chemistry libraries,255 although the
concept is not widely embraced, probably in large part to throughput limitations.

http://www.liposcience.com
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6.9. Organic chemistry

It has often been proposed that DI-NMR (or even FIA-NMR) could be used in an
open-access environment as a way to either speed up or simplify walk-up automa-
tion for NMR. There are some issues with making it robust and routine (like finding
one solvent that never precipitates any compounds injected), but some groups are
investigating its utility for this purpose.137
6.10. Environmental chemistry

Related to natural-products work is the use of LC-NMR to look at environmental
samples.184 It can be used to look either at the naturally occurring materials them-
selves,256 or to look at man-made compounds like herbicides, either in their natural
form or to study how they undergo degradation.257
6.11. Biomolecular NMR

Flow-NMR techniques have been used to look at protein dynamics, both by anal-
yzing a flowing stream in a microcoil probe57 (or in a capillary multiplex probe209)
and by analyzing a rapid-injection sample in a cold probe.30 Flow techniques have
also been used to screen for ligand binding,127,258 and in one case flow aided in part
by recycling the 15N-labeled protein.259
6.12. Perfusion

In a totally separate application (one that is not related to any other techniques
described here), a form of flow NMR is used to look at cell cultures. In this case the
cells being studied are fixed within the NMR probe, while an oxygenated nutrient
solution flows through the sample to keep it alive and viable. For example, Jardetzky
et al. used this in 1982 to acquire 31P data on live mammalian cells,260 and Sahm and
coworkers used it in 1992 to acquire 31P data on bacterial cultures.261
6.13. MR imaging

Another unique application is the use of MR imaging to study LC separations.262

The goal was to design better chromatography. This did not include LC-NMR, but
did perform a type of NMR analysis on a flowing sample. (There are indeed
many other applications of the use of MR imaging to study flow, especially the
flow of biological fluids like blood, but that field is far removed from the scope of
this article.)
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7. PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES

As with any analytical technique, flow NMR has some limitations, problems, and
challenges. These limitations tend to be very different from those encountered during
conventional tube-based NMR, so it is nice to have flow as an alternative technique.
7.1. Carryover

One of the bigger issues encountered during flow NMR is sample-to-sample car-
ryover. This carryover can arise from residue in the injector port, from cracks within
capillary-tube fittings that are either not zero-dead volume or are poorly assembled,
from material that adheres to the tubing (either on the surface or diffused under the
surface layer), or from cavity flow cells that take time to be totally flushed out. (The
author has noticed that methanol can absorb into some PEEK tubing and can take
many hours to diffuse out.) In DI-NMR, carryover can come from the previous
sample; in LC-NMR it can come from a large leading peak that contaminates a
small trailing peak (either by poor flushing, overloaded columns, or by improper
surface chemistry on the column). In DI-NMR, carryover can be reduced by using
more washes or by using less viscous solvents (those that do not stick to the tubing as
much). In FIA-NMR, carryover can be reduced by pumping more mobile phase
between each sample. In LC-NMR, carryover can be influenced by many aspects of
the whole setup.
7.2. Clogging

Clogging, as a mechanical blockage of the capillary tubing or a frit, can occur in
any of the flow techniques. The blockage impedes flow, and results in increased
backpressure. Clogging may occur because the samples are not filtered prior to
injection, or it can occur if a sample precipitates out of solution (usually due to
solubility issues encountered when the solvent composition gets changed). It is
exacerbated as the inside diameter of the tubing decreases, so clogging is a bigger
problem for capillary techniques.

In LC-NMR, the use of an easily replaced guard column will control most clog-
ging issues. In FIA-NMR, a small filter can be placed in-line just after the injector,
and this can probably eliminate most clogging. In DI-NMR, it is hard to add a filter
anywhere, so clogging issues are more likely to arise. (The author does not find
clogging to be a major issue, however, and has run thousands of DI-NMR samples
successively without clogging.) Geierstanger et al. addressed clogging during
DI-NMR on a CapNMR probe by placing a 2 mm filter at the inlet of the NMR
probe, and sometimes on the injector valve.196 Additionally, they injected a wash
solvent (non-deuterated acetone/chloroform/DMSO vol./% of 40/20/40) every 25
samples and also cleaned the probe with 3% hydrogen peroxide in H2O (at 451C for
12 h) every month.196 Similarly (also for DI-NMR), Bailey and Marshall124 tried to
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prevent clogging by placing a 10 mm frit just upstream from the NMR flow cell, and
then backflushing it after every NMR acquisition.

7.3. Dirty flow cells

The author has more commonly observed what you could call ‘‘dirty flow cells’’.
After many repetitive injections (especially in DI-NMR), the proton lineshape slowly
degrades with time until the probe is washed well. This is especially problematic if a
sample solution is left in the flow cell and not properly washed out (or worse yet –
left to dry out). Aggressive cleaning of the flow cell (with solvents) can restore
the lineshape to its previous level. The author ascribes the degraded lineshape to
contamination in the flow cell, and believes that it is an inevitable fate of a flow
probe – given enough time and use.

Aside from a regular program of washing the flow cell occasionally with aggressive
solvents (discussed above), the next best solution appears to be an interchangeable
flow cell (IFC) within the NMR probe that lets the user replace the flow cell whenever
it gets unacceptably dirty.3 These IFC NMR probes have been commercially avail-
able since 1999; the interchangeability feature usually generates only a small reduc-
tion in NMR performance. This capability has now been extended to cold probes,
where the interchangeable (removable) flow cell facilitates making the cryogenic
probes readily available for flow NMR.

7.4. Precipitating samples

One of the bigger concerns for flow-NMR users is to make sure they avoid any
conditions that might cause samples to precipitate out of solution. The most com-
mon way this could happen would be if the dissolved sample sees a change in
solvent – if it was dissolved in one solvent for injection, but it was injected into a
mobile phase in which it was less soluble. A precipitating sample could contribute to
clogging, dirty flow cells, and maybe even carryover; all of which will eventually
make a system unusable. All samples injected onto a flow-NMR system should be
filtered, or at least very clean, but this alone is insufficient to stop a sample from
precipitating within the system. Only user awareness can help.

7.5. Bubbles

In all of these flow techniques, bubbles can be a constant and troublesome problem
to the inexperienced user, but with proper technique and training (and hardware
design), they can be eliminated. In LC-NMR, bubbles can arise from mixing
solvents, which then outgas (especially as they leave the high pressure of the chro-
matography column and enter the relatively low-pressure environment of the NMR
flow cell). Outgassing – and hence bubbles – can be eliminated in LC-NMR and
FIA-NMR by using standard solvent-degassing techniques (such as sparging with
helium). Bubbles in DI-NMR more commonly arise from poor calibration of
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injection volumes or from pulling liquid too rapidly with a syringe pump (which can
induce bubbles via cavitation). In all modern flow probes that have their outlet at
the top of the flow cell (Fig. 2A), any bubbles that do form tend to be self-clearing.
Note well, however, that all bubbles that get in the flow cell during acquisition can
distort the NMR lineshape enough to render the data unusable, and the user needs
to take corrective action. (The bubble’s formation needs to be eliminated at the
source, and users should not rely upon self-clearing flow cells to solve the problem.)
Again, as with all of the problems above, bubbles tend not to plague conscientious
experienced users.
7.6. Magnetic-susceptibility mismatches

All high-resolution NMR techniques require the NMR coil, its surroundings, and
the sample to have a uniform magnetic susceptibility.263,264 If this is not satisfied, all
of the lineshapes in the NMR spectra will be degraded. This is true in flow NMR as
well. The most common manifestation of this problem in flow NMR occurs when
solvents that have different magnetic susceptibilities (e.g., almost any two solvents)
are incompletely mixed. Solvents are ‘‘mixed’’ regularly in gradient LC-NMR, and
in FIA-NMR when the injected sample is dissolved in a solvent other than the
mobile phase, or in LC-SPE-NMR and DI-NMR when the ‘‘wash’’ or ‘‘push’’
solvents are different than the sample solvent. What matters most though is how
well they are mixed, and how close the region of incomplete mixing is to the NMR
receiver coil.

So, in essence, linebroadenings caused by magnetic-susceptibility mismatches are
a constant problem in all types of flow NMR. They are an issue with LC-NMR
gradient methods, where they require shallow solvent gradients (or else the NMR
lines become too broad). They also make it hard to have well-shimmed spectra
when the gradient method runs from composition extremes like 100%A : 0%B to
0%A : 100%B – because the two extremes of solvent composition will normally
have different optimal shim conditions. Magnetic-susceptibility-mismatch line-
broadenings are also a problem whenever a liquid sample has an interface with
either a wash solvent or an air plug (as in LC-SPE-NMR, FIA-NMR, or
DI-NMR). If the interface gets anywhere close to the NMR coil during acquisition,
the NMR lines can be broadened (beyond recognition in the worse cases; especially
with air bubbles). This issue gets more complicated (and more prevalent) than
expected in certain situations: for example, air bubbles in a transfer line (perhaps
used as sample separators) are compressible and their volume is also temperature
sensitive – which makes it very difficult to accurately place liquid/sample plugs in
the sample coil without any encroachment from any air plug. Likewise, any solvent
can cling to the walls of the capillary tubing, and not be well washed (or even well
mixed) with a different solvent that displaces it during flow; this phenomenon can
easily generate linebroadenings, especially if dissimilar ‘‘wash solvents’’ are used, or
if concentrated samples are used. (The magnetic susceptibility of a solution changes
as the solute concentration changes. Likewise, note that deuterated and ‘‘protio’’
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versions of the same solvent [i.e., D2O versus H2O] exhibit different magnetic sus-
ceptibilities. For example, intermixing D2O samples with H2O washes can induce
magnetic-susceptibility-mismatch linebroadenings if sufficient care is not taken in
setting up the experimental parameters.) Sweedler et al. even proposed attempting
to ‘‘re-match’’ the solvent composition, after the chromatographic separation, but
prior to entry into the NMR flow cell, to reduce potential linebroadening.265
7.7. Reproducibility

Reproducibility is important in all analyses, so it is important to note that a flow
interface can unfortunately add a measure of variability to the NMR measurement
process. DI-NMR and FIA-NMR have both proven to be reproducible, and there
are easy ways to verify that,4,5 but when various types of chromatography
are added to the interface, more variables are created that need to be controlled.
HPLC columns can vary in their separation performance over time, and the LC
separation itself can be dependent on numerous variables such as column temper-
ature, column ‘‘solvent and hydration’’ equilibration, and the amount of deutera-
tion of the mobile phase. CE-NMR uses an electric current that can generate
significant increases in temperature that can cause instabilities and variations in the
analysis. Sweedler and coworkers have documented that thermal changes as high as
65C are possible, and they have discussed the potential solutions to the problem.266

Electrophoretic currents during CE-NMR can also distort NMR lineshapes
and peak heights, so Webb and coworkers developed a post-processing method
to partially restore the lineshape.177
7.8. Quantification; standards

Many analyses, especially those that are repetitive, need accurate quantification of
the analytes. Over the years there have been many investigations into better ways to
do accurate quantification, with internal standards usually being the method of
choice. More recently within NMR, the ERETIC method has been evaluated,267,268

which injects into the NMR spectrum an electronically generated NMR signal that
can be used as a reference point for quantification. Also referred to as a Virtual
Signal, this method was recently used in a flow-NMR study where other kinds of
internal and external standards were rendered impractical.269 While there are still
ongoing debates about the utility and the potential sources of error in the ERETIC
method, it is likely to remain as a useful technique in the NMR toolbox.

When compared with tube-based NMR methods, flow NMR possesses some
additional potential modes of failure, due to the fluidics involved. There is always
the risk that the flowing sample either did not get to the NMR flow cell, or did not
entirely fill it (which could degrade peak area, or lineshapes, or both). This could be
due to a blockage in the tubing, or to a leak, or to any one of many other potential
failures of the ‘‘hydraulic’’ aspects of the system. Because of this additional risk, it is
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useful in flow NMR to also have some ‘‘standard signal’’ in the NMR spectrum to
allow the operator to verify that at least the fluidics behaved properly (for trou-
bleshooting, in cases where the expected NMR signal is not observed). In DI-NMR,
the lineshape, peak amplitude, and integral of an internal standard have all been
used to verify the integrity of each analysis (Fig. 9).4 Likewise, it has also been
proposed that one can monitor the Scout Scan signal86 as a way to verify the
fluidics. Kautz and coworkers129 went a bit farther when performing SFA-NMR
(segmented flow) to run DI-NMR on a 96-well library when they used plugs of
a wash/autodetection solution that contained 1% TMSP (60mM) in DMSO-d6.
This allowed them to monitor an internal standard that was located between the
samples, rather than within the samples.

All of these issues illustrate that flow NMR does have some unique problems and
challenges, just like any analytical technique. But it also illustrates that many of
these issues have been addressed.
8. CONCLUSIONS

Flow NMR methods have come a long way since their inception – as evidenced by
the fact that many varieties of flow-NMR systems are now commercially available.
These various products are clearly well suited to solving certain types of scientific
problems. Flow techniques are not, however, what one might call a ‘‘fully mature
and widely accepted technology’’, as evidenced by the fact that they are not installed
in every NMR lab. This lack of a ‘‘saturated install base’’ may be due in part to
either fundamental limitations of the concept, or to some (mechanical-like) prob-
lems that remain to be solved, or it may be due to the current cost and complexity of
the resulting hyphenated systems. Some of it, however, is likely due to the sheer
newness of the flow methods and the fact that many researchers can still get ‘‘good
enough answers’’ with the conventional ways of performing (tube-based) NMR.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Vanadium chemistry has experienced a drastic upswing during the last two decades,
predominantly initiated by the discovery of vanadium-based enzymes (vanadate-
dependent haloperoxidases and vanadium-nitrogenases in the early and mid-eighties),
a possible general role of vanadium as a regulator of phosphate-metabolizing
enzymes, including the potential of vanadium compounds in the treatment of diabetes

mellitus, and the use of high- and low-valent vanadium compounds in oxidation
and reduction catalysis, and as polymerization catalysts. Soluble ‘‘vanadium oxides’’
(polyoxovanadates) are intensely investigated for their properties as oxo-transfer
catalysts in ‘‘green’’ chemistry and with respect to their intrinsic magnetic properties,
as are solid vanadium oxide-based materials, which are now also employed in re-
chargeable batteries. Inorganic and organovanadium compounds and, more generally,
coordination compounds of vanadium have thus attained increasing importance in
biological and medicinal chemistry as well as in material science and catalysis.

The scope of the present review, which is the first comprehensive one since
Howarth’s survey in 1991,1 is to acquaint the vanadium chemist with vanadium-
NMR as a powerful tool in elucidating the electronic structure at the vanadium
nucleus as influenced by the inner and outer sphere electronic situation, reflecting
electronic and steric factors induced by the nature and the arrangement of the
ligands, the ligand periphery, and more remote spheres such as constituted
by solvent molecules or next neighbors in a solid state structure. The survey is
subdivided according to the nature of the phase under investigation: isotropic
(common solutions), solid state, and meso-phases. A chapter on computational
approaches is included to underline the benefits for inter-relating experimental and
computational results.

The range of oxidation states covered by vanadium encompasses –III to +V,
including three oxidation states (–III, d8; –I, d6; +V, d0) where vanadium intrin-
sically is diamagnetic and thus susceptible to NMR, and three oxidation states in
which vanadium may be diamagnetic under certain conditions, viz. +I (d4 low
spin), +III (d2, low spin), and +IV (d1, dinuclear anti-ferromagnetically coupled).
There are actually two magnetic vanadium nuclei, 50V and 51V. Due to the suffi-
ciently more favorable properties of the nucleus 51V (Table 1), this is the one which
is almost exclusively used in analytical vanadium NMR spectroscopy. For 50V
NMR see, e.g., Lutz et al.2 The 51V nucleus has a nuclear spin of 7/2 and thus
belongs to the quadrupolar nuclei, for which relaxation times are short. This is an
advantage as it comes to measuring times, but a disadvantage with respect to line
widths and thus resolution in solution. This disadvantage is, at least in part, counter-
balanced by the broad shift range (cf. Section 2.1). Among the quadrupolar
transition metal nuclei, 51V is unique because of its rather small quadrupole
moment of �4.8 fm2 and high receptivity of 0.38 relative to 1H.3 These properties,
along with the resonance frequency close to that of 13C, make the nucleus 51V easily
accessible to both conventional NMR (one-dimensional in solution) and more
sophisticated investigations (two-dimensional methods, solid-state NMR). The
favorable properties of the 51V nucleus as based on its high natural abundance, the



Table 1. Parameters for the nuclei 50V and 51V

Nuclear

spin

Qa fm2 gc 107 rad s�1 T�1 Abundance

(%)

Receptivity

relative 1H

Frequency

(MHz)d
Reference

compound

50V 6 +21 +2.6721 0.24 1.3� 10�4 9.988 �
51V 7/2 �4.8b +7.0492 99.76 0.38 26.350 VOCl3

e

aNuclear quadrupole moment.
bUntil recently, the adopted value for Q(51V) was �5.2 fm2; for justification of the value �4.8(1), see

ref. 3; for discussion, see also Section 3.1.
cMagnetogyric ratio.
dMeasuring frequency at 2.35T (where 1H in TMS resonates at 100MHz).
eVOCl3 neat, d ¼ 0 ppm. For convenience, an aqueous solution of 1M sodium vanadate at pH 12,

containing the VO4
3� (d ¼ �535.7 relative to VOCl3) and V2O7

4� anions (d ¼ �559.0) may be em-

ployed.
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small quadrupole moment, and the large shift range (high sensitivity to minor
variations in the local electronic situation) allow for an easy acquisition of well
resolved vanadium NMR spectra even in the sub-millimolar concentration range,
often including access to resolved nuclear coupling to other magnetic nuclei in
the coordination sphere of vanadium compounds of a comparatively high local
symmetry.

The present review will concentrate on developments during the past decade and
include earlier results only where needed for a comprehensive treatment and
understanding of more recent applications. Previous reviews cover the state of the
art in vanadium NMR,1 vanadium NMR in the context of NMR studies of other
transition metal nuclei,4 vanadium compounds in biological systems,5a organova-
nadium compounds,5b,c polyoxovanadates,6 and solid state studies on vanadia-
based catalysts.7
2. ISOTROPIC SYSTEMS

Common solutions of vanadium compounds in water or organic solvents are
isotropic, i.e., there are no favored orientations of the compounds due to irregular
tumbling. As a consequence, the NMR parameters obtained from the spectra reflect
averaged conditions. Parameters extracted from the experimental spectra are chemi-
cal shifts (shielding), nuclear spin–spin coupling (scalar coupling) constants, and
line widths. The latter are related to the electric field gradient at the vanadium
nucleus and the molecular correlation time, and – in the case of dynamic systems,
i.e., exchange equilibria between two or more species on the sub-millisecond scale –
kinetic and thermodynamic parameters. Due to its low nuclear quadrupole mo-
ment, 51V is susceptible to NMR in almost every environment, including slowly
tumbling vanadium-containing systems and vanadium compounds with virtually no
local symmetry. In certain cases, such as in vanadium–protein complexes, special
detection modes, centered on the central (m ¼ +1/2-�1/2) quadrupole transition,
have to be envisaged. Precondition for NMR sensitivity is, of course, the
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diamagnetic nature of the vanadium compound. To a certain extent, however,
paramagnetic impurities, such as VIVO2+ in VV systems, are tolerable (although
accompanied by a deterioration of the signal-to-noise), as long as there is no
exchange between VIV and VV. The anionic polyoxovanadate [GeVV

12V
IV
2 O40]

8� is
an example of a compound where three 51V NMR signals corresponding to three
distinct VV sites have been detected despite of the presence of two isolated VIV

centers (which in turn are detectable by EPR).8 Similarly, the dithiocarbazato
(ONS) complex [{VIVO(ONS)}m-O{VVO(ONS)]� provides signals in the EPR and
51V NMR spectra.9
2.1. Shielding

Chemical shifts d are related to shielding s by d ¼ sref – s, where sref refers to the
reference compound (standard). In compounds with negative d values, i.e., those
which resonate to high field (low frequency) of the standard, the vanadium nucleus
is thus more shielded than the standard, and vice versa. The isotropic shielding
constant s, generally an unsymmetrical 3� 3 tensor with the principal values s11,
s22, and s33 (s ¼ 1/3/(s11+s22+s33)) can be expressed as the sum of three terms,
Eq. (1):

s ¼ sdia þ spara þ snl (1)

where sdia and spara are the local diamagnetic and paramagnetic terms, respectively
and snl corresponds to non-local contributions (by ligand functions) to overall
shielding. In 1,2H NMR spectroscopy, sdia commonly is the dominant component.
In 6,7Li NMR, sdia and spara about equivalently influence variations in shielding.
For all heavier nuclei, variation in shielding is predominantly governed by spara.
For the diamagnetic contribution, Eq. (2a) applies.

sdia ¼
e2

3mc2
� ðo0j

X
r�1

i j04PiÞ. (2a)

Here, ori
�14 is the expectation value for the distance of the i-th electron from

the nucleus, and Pi the population in the i-th orbital. The term sdia is essentially
constant, because influenced by the inner shell electrons. The non-local term snl,
which amounts to several ppm only, again plays a secondary – and often negligible
– role.

When dealing with variations in shielding, we are hence left with variations in the
paramagnetic term spara which, following the crystal-field formalism introduced by
Ramsey,10 can be expressed, in a somewhat simplified way, by Eq. (2b),

spara ¼
�e2

2mc2
�

X
ðEn � E0Þ

�1or�3 43do0jL2jn4 (2b)

where r3d refers to the distance of the 3d electrons, and (En�E0)
�1

¼ DE�1 is the
energy separation between ground state (o0|) and relevant exited states (|n4).
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Relevant excited states are those which have the transformation properties of
the angular momentum operator L and can thus mix with the ground state. This
condition restricts the number of excited states to be considered, in particular
in compounds of high symmetry (such as cubic symmetry). In most cases, it is
convenient to employ the average energy approximation, including covalent con-
tributions by the so-called orbital reduction factor k02,11 Eq. (2c), where (DE�1)av is
the mean excitation energy.

spara ¼ �const� ðDE�1Þavor�343dk02. (2c)

The parameters (DE�1)av, or�343d and k02 are respectively related to the
strength of the ligand field, the nephelauxetic effect, and the covalency of the metal-
ligand bond. In the light of these main factors influencing 51V shielding, shielding
trends will be discussed below. More elaborate expressions for sdia and spara have
been derived within quantum-mechanical molecular orbital schemes; see discussion
in Section 5.1.

The chemical shift observed under isotropic conditions, dobs, commonly is the
isotropic shift diso. In the condition of slow isotropic molecular motion (‘‘far from
extreme narrowing’’), encountered with macromolecules such as VV firmly coor-
dinated to a protein, dobs and diso differ. Under these conditions, the fairly sharp
central transition corresponding to mI ¼ +1/2-�1/2 is the observable. Here dobs
becomes a function of the applied magnetic field.

2.1.1. Inorganic vanadium compounds

The shielding range covered by inorganic vanadates(V) covers the range of +2570
([VSe4]

3�) to �895 (VF5). Soft substituents (Se2�, S2�, Br�, Cl�) induce low
shielding and thus low-field shifts (low-field referring to the magnetic field), while
hard substituents (O2�, OH�, F�) give rise to high-field shifts. These trends, which
are sometimes referred to as ‘‘inverse electronegativity dependence of shielding’’
in high-valent (d0) systems, can be interpreted in terms of increasing DE and
decreasing k (decreasing covalency of the V-X bond) as the electronegativity of X
increases.12 According to Eq. (2b), both effects lead to a decrease of spara and thus
to an increase of overall shielding; Eq. (1). Upfield shifts with respect to the oxo
function are observed for the peroxo ligand O2

2� and the isoelectronic hydroxyl-
amido ligand R2NO�.

Depending on the pH, the concentration, and the ionic strength, aqueous vana-
date solutions prepared by dissolving metavanadate (e.g., NaVO3) or orthovana-
date (e.g., Na3VO4) can contain a variety of vanadate species in different
protonation and condensation states; compare Fig. 1a for a selection. The speciat-
ion of these systems has extensively and thoroughly been investigated by Pettersson,
based on a combination of proton potentiometry and 51V NMR.12 Fig. 1b and
Table 2 provide details on the pH/d dependence in the vanadate system. The pre-
dominant species present in the vanadate system at ambient pH are monovanadate,
divanadate, cyclic and linear tetravanadate, and pentavanadate. These species are in
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Fig. 2. The diagonal of the EXSY spectrum shows the three resonances of decavanadate
(�422, �498, �513; cf. Fig. 1a) plus the resonances for di- (�575) and tetra-/pentavanadate
(�583). Only the latter two exchange which each other (inset). The spectrum has been
obtained at a mixing time of 1msec. Conditions: 0.8M aqueous vanadate, pH ¼ 6.
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exchange with each other on the millisecond scale, as has been shown by 51V EXSY
spectroscopy.14 Below pH 6.3, decavanadate is formed at the expense of all of the
remaining species, and in highly acidic medium, cationic [VO2(H2O)4]

+ prevails.
Decavanadate, easily detectable by is yellow color, contains three different vana-
dium sites (Fig. 1a) in the ratio 1 : 2 : 2, each of which is represented by a distinct 51V
NMR resonance. It is kinetically rather stable at pH values above its thermody-
namically dictated range of existence. A transient situation, at pH 6, is shown in
Fig. 2. In the presence of phosphate, mixed phosphovanadates form (Table 2).15

The experimental chemical shift dexp of the monovanadate species can be employed
to determine the pH of the medium.16

pH ¼ pKa þ
logðd2 � dexpÞ
dexp � d1

where pKa ¼ 8.17 (in 0.15 NaCl, i.e., isotonic conditions), and d1 and d2 are the shift
values for HVO4

2� (�538.8) and H2VO4
� (�560.4).
Fig. 1. (a) Vanadate species present in aqueous solution. Right: Decavanadate; the labels
indicate the three different vanadium and seven different oxo sites. The bridging oxo func-
tions B and C are the protonation sites. (b) pH dependence of the species distribution and
chemical shift in the aqueous vanadate system. For the Vn, cf. part a. l-V4/V3 stands for
linear tetra-/trivanadate. (Courtesy by L. Pettersson, Umeå University, Sweden.)



Table 2. Chemical shift values of selected inorganic vanadium compounds (in water if not

indicated otherwise)

Inorganic vanadium

compounds

d(51V) References. Inorganic vanadium

compounds

d(51V) Reference

VO4
3�

�541 [1,12] HVO3(O2)
2�

�625 [20]

HVO4
2�

�534 [1,12] HVO2(O2)2
2�

�765 [20]

H2VO4
�

�560 [1,13] H2VO2(O2)2
�

�691 [20]

V2O7
4�

�561 [1,13] HVO(O2)3
2�

�732 [20]

HV2O7
3�

�564 [1,13] HV2O6(O2)
3�

�622, �563b [20]

H2V2O7
2�

�573 [1,13] HV2O5(O2)2
3�

�737, �555b [20]

V3O10
5�

�556, �590 [1,13] HV2O3(O2)4
3�

�755 [20]

[Bu4N]n[V3O9]
(3�n)�

(CD3CN)

�555 (n ¼ 0) to

�628 (n ¼ 3)

[17,18] V(O2)3
�

�847 [22]

V4O13
6�

�569, �585 [1,13]

V4O12
4�

�578 [1,13] H2VO3(NH2O) �670 [23]

V5O15
5�

�586 [1,13] HVO2(NH2O)2 �819, �839c [23]

V5O14
3� (CD3CN) �538, �613 [18] HVO2(NH2O)2(H2O) �852, �861c [23]

V10O28
6�

�418, �492,

�510a

[12]

H2V10O28
4�

�422, �502,

�519a

[12] VO2F2
�

�595 [24]

V12O32
4� (CD3CN) �590, �597,

�605a

[17] VOF4
� (CD3CN) �797 [24]

[VO2(H2O)4]
+

�546 [1,13] VO(O2)2F
2� (CD3CN) �714 [25]

HPVO7
3�

�570 [15] H2F6NaVW17O56
8�

�505, �516d [24]

H2PVO7
2�

�583 [15] VO2Cl2
� (CD3CN) �364 [1]

HP2VO10
4�

�549 [15] VOCl2F2
� (CD3CN) �474/�424e [1]

VOCl4
� (CD3CN) +43 [1]

VOBr3 (neat) +432 [12]

VOCl3 (neat) 0 [12] VSnO4�n
3� +1395 to �250f [26]

VOF3 (THF) �757 [12] VS4
3� (solid) +1574 [26]

VO(NO3)3 (CD3CN) �749 [1] V2S7
4� +1457 [26]

VSe4
3� +2570 [26]

VF5 (CDCl3) �895 [1]

aIntensity ratio 1(VC) : 2(VA) : 2(VB) (cf. Fig. 1).
bThe low field signal represents vanadium in the non-peroxo moiety of the divanadate.
cTwo isomers.
dIntensity ratio approximately 1 : 2.
eFor the cis and trans isomer, respectively.
fFor n ¼ 4–1.
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In non-aqueous media, additional vanadate species can be detected and have
been included in Table 2, such as cyclic trivanadate17 and dodecavanadate.18 Along
with the protonation state, other factors influence the chemical shift: a counter-ion
effect has been noted for solid state samples of MII[VO4]2, ranging from compar-
atively low shielding for M ¼ Zn (electronegativity (e.n.) ¼ 1.7; diso ¼ �522) to
comparatively high shielding for M ¼ Sr (e.n. ¼ 1.0; diso ¼ �608).19 For the tri-
vanadate [V3O9]

3� shielding is sensitive to the extent of ion pairing;17 cf. Table 2.
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Exchange of oxo for the Z2-peroxo groups gives rise to peroxovanadates, which
exhibit a clearly higher shielding than the parent vanadates20,21 (Table 2 and Fig. 3).
The increase of shielding on introducing peroxo ligands is a generally observed
phenomenon and will be addressed again in the context of coordination compounds
containing the dioxo and oxo-peroxovanadium core (Section 2.1.2). A particularly
high shielding, d ¼ �847, has been reported for the tris(peroxo)metavanadate
[V(O2)3]

�, which forms at pH 14. The species, the existence of which has been
backed up by ESI-MS, is labile and decays to form [VO(O2)2]

�, d ¼ �764.22

The Z2-hydroxamido ligand H2NO�, which is isoelectronic to the peroxo ligand,
induces a comparable high-field shift (see Table 2 for data). Contrasting peroxide,
hydroxylamine can also coordinate in the end-on fashion via the oxygen, without
any significant change in d as compared with vanadate, i.e., d ¼ �569 for
H2VO3(Z

1-ONH2)
2�.23 For a critical discussion on the existence of high pH

peroxovanadates see also Section 5.2.
An upfield shift with respect to the parent vanadates is also observed for the

fluorides derived from monovanadate and bis(peroxo)monovanadate24,25 (Table 2),
again a general observation in 51V NMR spectroscopy. This trend has been ex-
ploited to assign the 51V NMR signals for the Wells–Dawson type polyoxotungstate
[H2F6NaVW17O56]

8� to the vanadium centers disordered over the six end-capped
positions (�502) and the twelve belt positions (�512), the latter experiencing
a slightly higher shielding due to the proximity of the fluorides.24

As mentioned above, the soft sulfide and selenide functions induce effective
deshielding, summarized in a recent review on binary vanadium chalcogenide com-
plexes.26 [VSe4]

3� d ¼ +2570, in fact marks the low-field limit of the 51V shielding
scale. Note that, exemplified for [VS4]

3� the isotropic chemical shifts in solution
(+1395) and in the solid state (+1574) differ from each other. In the cluster
compound 1a shown in Scheme 1, which derives from tetrathiovanadate, vanadium
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is more shielded than in the parent [VS4]
3�. Compound 1a belongs to a larger

family of clusters containing the core {VS4Cun}, n ¼ 3�6. Decreasing the number
of copper centers leads to a decrease in shielding: n ¼ 6 (1a), d ¼ +530; n ¼ 3,
d ¼ +903.27 In the cluster anions 1b (d ¼ +670)28 and 2 (d ¼ +663),29 a com-
parable shielding situation is observed. In 2, sulfide ligands on vanadium are par-
tially replaced by dithiocarbamate. Notably, shielding in 1b (VV) and 2 (VIII) are
practically alike!

Deshielding is also observed in the series VOX3, X ¼ F, Cl, Br (Table 2),
reflecting increasing softness of X. Shift values of mixed oxovanadiumtrihalides,
such as VOBrnCl3�n, are ensued from linear interpolation between the limiting
cases. There is a strong solvent dependence of shielding for VOCl3. Solvents (solv)
with donor functions, such as THF, MeCN, or pyridine can induce high-field shifts
of up to 400 ppm as a consequence of (partial) exchange of Cl for solv and/or
expansion of the coordination sphere by solv.30 Finally, consistently low shielding
comparable with that induced by the bromo ligand is also observed in cyclothiazeno
vanadium complexes such as 3 (d ¼ +376)31 in Scheme 1.
2.1.2. Vanadium coordination compounds

In the presence of alcohols ROH, vanadate, in aqueous solution, forms weak esters
typically of composition HVO3(OR)� (d ¼ �551), VO3(OR)2� (d ¼ �528), and
VO2(OR)2

� (d ¼ �543).32 The d values indicated are for R ¼ Me; for a more com-
plete compilation of data see refs. 1, 4, and 5a. Under non-aqueous conditions, the
triesters of ‘‘H3VO4’’, or oxovanadium-tris(alkoxides) VO(OR)3 (�598 for
R ¼ Me), are obtained.

In Table 3, chemical shift values are summarized for neutral vanadium complexes
of the general formula VEX3, formally derived from hypothetic orthovanadium
acid H3VO4RVO(OH)3, where E is O2� NR2� or NPR3

�, i.e., a function which is
able to form double (s+p) or triple (s+2p) donor bonds to the VV center. The three
X ligands represent Cl�, an alkoxo group OR�, or an amino group NR2

�. The
following trends can be noted (cf. entry nos. in Table 3):
(1)
 Increasing replacement of Cl by OR increases shielding (entry no. 1), not
unexpectedly, since the oxo function is harder (more electronegative) than



Table 3. Chemical shift values for vanadium compounds of the (idealized) composition

VEX3
a

Entry Vanadium compounds d [Ref.] Entry Vanadium compounds d [Ref.]

No. 1 VOCl3 (neat) 0 No. 4a Ph3CNVCl3 (CH2Cl2) +49.3 [38]

VOCl2(OiPr) (neat) �309 [4c] Me3SiNVCl3 (Tol) +15.4 [38]

{VOCl(O–OiPr)(m-
Cl)}2 4

�281 [33]

VOCl(OiPr)2 (neat) �506 [4c] tBuNVCl3 (C6D6) +9.5 [38]

VO(OiPr)3 (neat) �629 [4c]

VO(OiPr)3 (CDCl3) �597 [4c] No. 4b tBuNVCl2NiPr2 (Tol) �173 [38]

tBuNV(NiPr2)3 (Tol) �272 [39]

No. 2 VO(OMe)3 (solid)
b
5 �443, �451

[34]

tBuNVCl(NiPr2)OtBu

(Tol)

�436 [39]

VO(OMe)3 (n-pentane,

c ¼ 0.52)

�547.5 [36]

VO(OMe)3 (n-pentane,

c ¼ 0.012)

�598.2 [36] No. 5 OVCl4
� (CD3CN) +43 [1]

VO(cyclo-C5H9)3
(CDCl3) 6 and 7

�616, �623

[35]

Ph3PNVCl4 +228 [40]

Ph3PNVCl3(NPh3) 8 �225 [40]

No. 3 VO(OnPr)3 (neat) �549 [4c,35] Ph3PNVCl2(NPh3)2 �344 [40]

VO(OiPr)3 (neat) �629 [4c,36b] [V(NPh3)4]
+Cl� 9 �454 [40]

VO(OtBu)3 (neat) �672 [4c,36a]

VO(OAm)3 (neat) �684 [37] No. 6 PhNV(OiPr)3 (CD2Cl2) �628 [41]

aBold numbers refer to structural formulae in Scheme 2. Abbreviations: Am, amyl; Tol, toluene.
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the chloro ligand (cf. ref. 3c). The dinuclear compound 4 (Scheme 2), which
contains the 2-isopropoxyethanolato ligand,33 smoothly fits into this series.
(2)
 Medium effects influence shielding, likely as a consequence of varying co-
ordination numbers and geometrical arrangements of the alkoxo com-
pounds, viz. distorted octahedral as in solid VO(OMe)3 (5 in Scheme 2)34,
distorted trigonal-bipyramidal as in VO(cyclo-C5H9)3 (7)

35, or tetrahedral (6)
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as for bulky groups R. In the case of sterically less demanding R, shielding is
concentration dependent, i.e., shielding decreases with increasing concentra-
tion. This is due to a tendency for VO(OR)3 to associate in solution at higher
concentrations to form oligomers (preferentially dimers). Commonly, there is
fast exchange (6 and 7 in Scheme 2) at room temperature between monomers
and dimers, and an intermediate signal is observed.36 In specific cases, such as
VO(cyclo-C5H9)3, exchange is slow, and both species are characterized by
distinct signals.
(3)
 Bulky substituents R induce high-field shielding.4,36,37 Diols give rise to
complex patterns, due to the parallel formation of several isomers of mono-
and dinuclear (alkoxo-bridged) species. For the dinuclear species, with
coordination numbers 6, chemical shifts fall within the range observed for
solid VO(OMe)3.

34
(4)
 Replacement of the oxo group in VOCl3 for the imido group leads to slight
deshielding (no. 4a)38. As Cl is progressively replaced by amide or alkoxide,
upfield shifts comparable with those discussed under entry no. 2 are observed
(no. 4b).38,39
(5)
 In the phosphoranimidato compounds Ph3PNVCln(NPh3)n (8 and 9 in
Scheme 2),40 which formally derive from [VOCl4]

� by replacing O2� (and a
varying number of Cl�) by Ph3PN

�, effects similar to those in entry no. 4 are
observed: replacing the hard oxo group for Ph3PN deshields the 51V nucleus,
while the substitution of the soft chloride induces increased shielding,
although not to the extent observed on substituting chloride for alkoxide.
In the series 4–R-C6H4NQV(tea) (H3tea¼ triethanolamine), 10 in Scheme 2,
shielding decreases with increasing electron donating capacity of R:41

R ¼ NO2 CN Br Cl H OPh OMe NMe2

d ¼ �342 �340 �328 �328 �327 �310 �292 �224

Overall, shielding in this chelate complexes with coordination number (cn) 5 is
substantially lower than in the corresponding open complexes 4-R-
C6H4NQV(OiPr)3 with cn ¼ 4 (entry no. 6 in Table 2), an effect which is gene-
rally observed in otherwise similar systems. The superposition of electronic effects
and effects accompanied with chelating ligands/changes in cn is also apparent in the
following series (Scheme 3).42

While carboxylic acids without an additional function form tetrahedral anhy-
drides with vanadate, hydroxycarboxylic acids induce a change in coordination
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geometry (see below). Correspondingly, diols give rise to cn 4. For data collection
see ref. 4. A comprehensive source of references, including glycols, carbohydrates,
and nucleosides is provided by ref. 47b.

a-Hydroxycarboxylato complexes of vanadium have attracted specific interest
because they model part of the active site in vanadium-nitrogenase, where vana-
dium is coordinated to three sulfide ligands (bridging to Fe), a histidine-N, and the
alkoxo and carboxylato functions on the central carbon of homocitrate. Detailed
speciation studies have appeared on the vanadate-lactate-peroxide,43 the vanadate-
citrate-peroxide,44 and the vanadate-alanylserine-peroxide systems (with the pep-
tide group as an additional function for coordination).45 Hydroxy-carbonic acids
form complexes with vanadate in aqueous solution at ambient pH, differing in
stoichiometry, charge (i.e., protonation state), and cn/geometry.46,47 The complexes
can have the stoichiometries 1 : 1 (cn 5), 2 : 2 (cn 5), and 3 : 2 (cn 5 and 6), as shown
for the complexes containing a-hydroxyisobutyric acid in Scheme 4, left.47 As in the
simple vanadate system, the peroxo ligand induces a high-field shift. Examples
are the two mandelato complexes in Scheme 4, right,48 the dinuclear mono-
peroxo–lactate complex, with a chemical shift of �520 for the dioxo, and �592 for
the oxo-peroxo moieties,49 and the corresponding a-hydroxyhippurato complex
with shift values of �526 and �580.50

Aminoalcohols such as diethanolamines H2L form penta-coordinate oxovana-
dium(V) complexes of composition VO(OR)L with, according to the X-ray struc-
tural data, a basic trigonal-bipyramidal geometry reminiscent of the active center
of vanadate-dependent haloperoxidases.51 Solutions of these complexes in non-
aqueous solvents such as dichloromethane commonly exhibit two signals, possibly
corresponding to the two structural isomers 11a and 11b shown for a glycine-
derived complex in Scheme 5, and thus indicating flexibility. With organic hydro-
peroxides, the alkoxo ligand is replaced by the peroxo ligand; 12a and 12b

in Scheme 5. The formation of the peroxo complexes 12 is accompanied by an
upfield shift. Since, according to DFT calculations, the organic peroxo ligand RO�

2

coordinates in the end-on fashion, thus contrasting the common coordination mode
observed for inorganic O2�

2 , the upfield shifts induced by peroxo groups do not
reflect strains in a three-membered ring system, but primary electronic effects
pertinent to the peroxo ligand.

In the context of modeling the active center of the haloperoxidases, where vana-
date is covalently linked to a histidine in the active site pocket, extensive studies
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have been undertaken on vanadium complexes containing imidazole20,52 or
imidazole derivatives such as histidine,53,54 alanylhistidine,21 or benzimidazole,55,56

including complexes which, along with the imidazole (derivative), contain peroxide,
the latter modeling the active state of the enzyme. A selection is shown in Scheme 6.
The chemical shift for the non-peroxo species (13, 16) is in the range commonly
observed for vanadium complexes of cn 5–6, containing a mixed ON donor set (cf.

Table 3 and Schemes 4–7). As observed in simpler species (vide supra), exchange of
one of the oxo ligands for peroxide (15a) leads to an upfield shift. An additional
upfield shift is noted as a second peroxo ligand (14, 15b) enters the coordination
sphere.

The influence of the vanadium : ligand ratio and the number of peroxo ligands on
the chemical shift is further demonstrated in the following series of picolinato
complexes:57

fVO2ðpicÞg fVO2ðpicÞ
�
2 g fVOðO2Þpicg fVðO2Þpic

�
2 g fVOðO2Þ2pic

2�
g

d ¼ �550 �513 �600 �632 �745

This pattern is essentially reproduced with other OxNy donor sets. The number of
data available for the respective vanadium complexes is immense. On a general
basis, shielding increases with the sum of the electronegativities of the donating
function as a consequence of an increase of DE (decrease of spara; Eq. (2b)).

12 This
is a rough conception, however, and several factors can be responsible for devi-
ations from this trend, underlined by, e.g., peroxo and hydroxamido complexes
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(for the latter the below). Chemical shifts for a few selected examples of complexes
containing an OxNy donor sets are presented in Scheme 7: the 1,2,4-triazole
derivative 17,58 the mixed picolinato–oxalato complex 18,59 a peroxo complex de-
rived from the tetradentate O3N ligand hydroxyethyliminodiacetic acid (H3heida),
19,60 and a peroxo complex containing the tetradentate ON3 ligand bis(picolyl-
b-alaninate), 20.61 The examples provided in Schemes 6 and 7 also show that the
shift ranges of non-peroxo and peroxo complexes may overlap; cf., e.g., 16 and 20.

Another large family of {VO(OxNy)} complexes with abundant 51V chemical shift
data available is represented by complexes containing a Schiff-base or a related
ligand, such as a hydrazone. Again, these species follow the general trends pointed
out above. An interesting phenomenon, noted for the first time by Pecoraro and
co-workers,62 is an unprecedented down-field shift as a non-innocent ligand enters
the coordination sphere. These down-field shifts have been observed for hydroxa-
mato and, in particular, for catecholato ligands, and apparently root in the fact that
efficient ligand-to-metal electron density transfer takes place, as demonstrated by
the resonance hybrid in Scheme 8a. The chemical shifts correlate in fact linearly
with the inverse energies of the LMCT bands in the visible and near IR, nicely
demonstrating the influence of the DE term in Eq. (2b). Examples demonstrating
this situation for Schiff base complexes with and without non-innocent co-ligands
are depicted in Scheme 8b: while chemical shifts in the normal range are observed
for compounds 21,63 22,64 23,62b and 24,65 dramatic deshielding is present on going
from the ‘‘innocent’’ systems 23 and 24 to the non-innocent hydroxamato (23a/24a)
and catecholato complexes (23b/24b).

For type 23 complexes with substituents on the catecholate moiety exerting an
inductive or mesomeric electron-withdrawing effect (Cl, Br, NO2), deshielding
is much less dramatic, since these substituents counter-act the transport of electron
density to the vanadium center, i.e., a less pronounced participation of the VIV(cat)
form in the resonance hybrid, Scheme 8a. Deshielding with respect to the common
situation, though to a lesser extent, has also been reported for the cationic non-
oxo complex [V(NN)(dtbc)2]

+ (25 in Scheme 9) H2dtbc ¼ 3,5-di-tBu-catechol,
NN ¼ bipy ( ¼ �235), o-phen (�202),66 – and for the anionic oxovanadium–
calix[4]arene complex 26, Scheme 9.67 In the latter case, the influence of the counter-
cation is also noteworthy.

The deshielding in the non-oxo catecholato complex 25 is paralleled by a cor-
responding deshielding of the vanadium nucleus in the naturally occurring complex
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amavadin, contained in the fly agaric (toadstool) and other mushrooms belonging
to the genus Amanita. Amavadin is an anionic non-oxovanadium complex of com-
position [D-VIV(S,S-hidpa)2]

2� where H3hidpa is 2,20-(hydroxyimino)dipropionic
acid, a derivative of hydroxylamine. On oxidation to [D-VV(S,S-hidpa)2]

�

(cf. complex 27 (R ¼ H) in Scheme 10), a 51V NMR signal at �281 is observed.68

Model complexes obtained with R,S-H3hidpa and R,S-H3hidba (the correspond-
ing butyric acid derivative; R ¼ Me for 27 in Scheme 10), three signals are ob-
served due to the presence of three diastereomers.69 Given the fact that ligands
derived from hydroxylamine induce high-field shifts up to �860 (Table 1; 28 in
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Scheme 6),23,70,71 the consistently low shielding in 27 might be traced back
to either the non-innocence of this specific hydroxamido ligand carrying
two carbonic acid substituents on the nitrogen, or to the non-oxo nature of the
complex.

The glycylglycinato complex 28 is an example of the peptide complexes which
readily form in the ternary vanadate-hydroxylamine-peptide system.71b The high
shielding compares to that of dipeptide complexes, where H2NO� is replaced by the
isoelectronic O2�

2 .13,44,71b Interestingly, the mode of coordination for the peptide
in the peroxo complexes (29b) compares to that in non-peroxo complexes (29a in
Scheme 10), but differs from that in the hydroxamido complexes. The weak
glycylglycine complex 29a present in the binary vanadate-peptide system exhibits
a ‘‘normal’’ chemical shift.72 For a discussion of the possible coordination number
and protonation state of 29a see Section 5.2.

Distinction, by 51V NMR, between diastereomers originating from complexes
containing two or more elements of chirality, as in the case of the amavadin model
compounds 27, can be an important analytical tool, as demonstrated for the Schiff
base–alkoxo complex (shown in Fig. 4), containing four centers of chirality.
In CD2Cl2 solutions of this salicylidene complex, four of the eight possible
diastereomers are represented by distinct NMR signals (�578.9, �583.4, �585.6,
and �589.8).73 Distinction between diastereomers by vanadium NMR will be
re-addressed in the next section (organovanadium compounds).
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2.1.3. Organovanadium compounds

In this section, vanadium complexes will be discussed, in which there is at least one
direct vanadium-carbon bond. This includes carbonyl and isonitrile complexes, and
complexes with s-alkyl and -alkenyl ligands, alkylidyne, p-alkene, -alkyne and -acyl
ligands, Z3-allyl and aromatic ligands such as cyclopentadienyl, Z5-Cp�, in which
vanadium may vary between the oxidation states +V and �III. The limiting shift
values are +2382 for the dinuclear VIV compound (Z5-CpV)2(m-O)(m-Te)(m-Te2)

74

and �2054 for the VI complex [Z5-CpV(CO)3SnPh3]
�,75 thus clearly extending

the high-field limit reported for the inorganic VV compounds (VF5, d ¼ �895). The
‘‘record holder’’ in high-field shielding for a VV compound is the alkylidyne com-
plex 30 (Fig. 5). The chemical shift for [V(CO)5]

3� that contains V�III is �1965.76

It becomes again clear from these data that 51V shielding cannot simply be related
to electron density at the vanadium site.

For a comprehensive treatment of data on organovanadium compounds up to ca.

1995, see also ref. 5b,c. In the context of carbonylvanadates, complexes containing
the isoelectronic nitrosyl (NO+) or dinitrogen (N2) ligand will also be discussed at
the end of this sub-chapter.

Most of the high-valent organovanadium complexes contain a cyclopentadienyl
unit. The alkylidyne complex 3077a and the methyl complex 3177b in Fig. 5 are
examples for non-sandwich complexes. Table 4 summarizes data for
cyclopentadienylvanadium(V) complexes formally derived from OQVX3 and
tBuNQVX3 (cf. Table 3) by replacing one of the X substituents for Z5-Cp�;39,78,79

see, e.g., compound 32 in Fig. 5. The shielding trends are comparable with those
noted for OQVX3 and RNQVX3: shielding increases in the series CloNR2oOR,
i.e., in these d0 systems, the electronegativity dependence of shielding is again
‘‘inverse’’. In addition, a steric effect is noted: in the series tBuNQVCpCl(NR2),
shielding increases with increasing bulkiness of R. In the series tBuNQVCp0Cl2,
VtBuN
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Fig. 5. Selection of high- to medium-valent organovanadium complexes. For data on
cyclopentadienylvanadium(V), �(IV), and �(III) see also Table 4.



Table 4. Chemical shifts for {Z5-CpV} and related complexes, containing vanadium in the

oxidation state +V, +IV, or +IIIa

VV VV

OVCpX2 [5b] tBuNV(s-CH2CMe3)NiPr2 [39] +329

X ¼ OPh �700 [Cp2VCl2]
+[AsF6]

� (lq. NH3) 33 [80] �135

F �404

Cl �403 VIV

Br �249 Cp2V2(m-S)(m-S2)2 [81] +417

SPh �204 Cp2V2(m-S)2(m-S2) [81] +1454

tBuNVCp(OtBu)2 [79a] �904 Cp2V2(m-Se)2(m-Se2) [81] +2136

tBuNVCpCl(OtBu) 32 [78] �758 Cp2V2(m-O)m-Te)(m-Te2) 34 [81] +2383

tBuNVCpCl(OtBu)NR2 [39] Cp2V2(m-S)3 [81] +1592

NR2 ¼ NH(tBu) �785

N(iPr)2 �665 VIII

NPh2 �680 tBuNVCp(CO)2 [82] �1028

tBuNVCp0Cl2 [79b] tBuNVCp{P(OMe)3}2 [82] �607

Cp0 ¼ C5H5 �457 tBuNVCp(PMe3)2 [82] �104

C5H4Me �421 tBuNVCp(PMe3)MeC�CMe 35 [82] �1089

C5H4iPr �415 tBuNVCp(PMe3)tBuC�P [82] �1055

C5H3(iPr)2 �370, �344b (CpVCl)2(m-NpTol)2 [83] +321

C5H2(iPr)3 �279 (CpVMe)2(m-NpTol)2 36 [83] +674

C5Me5 �182 37 (Fig. 5) [84] +1140

aReferences in square brackets. cf. Fig. 5 for selected complexes.
bFor the 1,3- and 1,2-isomer, respectively.
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where Cp0 represent alkyl-substituted Cp, shielding decreases with increasing the
number of alkyl substituents, paralleling increasing +I effect. Low shielding is also
observed for the ‘‘vanadocenium’’ cation [(Z5-Cp)2V

VCl2]
+, 33.80 A particularly low

shielding is induced by the presence of a s-alkyl ligand, cf. tBuNQV(CH2CMe3)2
(NiPr2), indicating that these ligands should be classified as soft.

In dinuclear vanadium(IV) complexes of the type 34 (Fig. 5) where the Z5-CpV
units are bridged by chalcogenide (E2�) and dichalcogenide (E2

2�), deshielding with
increasing softness of E is again noted, i.e., enhanced deshielding according to
S2�oSe2�oTe2� and E2

2�oE2�, Table 4.81 Substituting CO in the vanadium(III)
complex tBuNQVCp(CO)2 by phosphite and further by phosphine leads to des-
hieding,82 generally observed in the carbonylvanadium complexes (and discussed in
more detail in the context of VI and V�I carbonyls below), while substitution of one
of the trimethylphosphine ligands in tBuNQVCp(PMe3)2 by an alkyne (complex
35) or phosphaalkyne restores the original shielding in the carbonyl derivative. Low
shielding is also observed in the dinuclear VIII complex 36,83 containing a s-methyl
ligand in each of the vanadium moieties. The shielding is lower than in the cor-
responding chloro complex. In complex 37, which formally contains a vanadium-
vanadium triple bond (s2p2d2), vanadium is in a particularly low shielding situation.
Furthermore, in 37, shielding (and line width) strongly depend on the temperature,
viz. d ¼ +1140 at 289K, and +1283 at 200K.84
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Cyclopentadienyl and related vanadium(+I) complexes of the general formula-
tion [Zn-cyclo-CnHnV(CO)m]

q (cf. 38–41 in Scheme 11) and derivatives thereof,
in particular those derived from Z5-CpV(CO)4 (38a) by either substituting one or
two carbonyls for other ligands, or by adding alkyl and other EIVR3 (E

IV
¼ group

14 element) substituents to the Cp ring, have systematically been studied.5b,c,85–87

From the selection of representative data contained in Table 5 (and Scheme 11), the
following trends can be derived:
O

Sc

Ta

VI

Z

Z

(1)
VC
OC

38
-153

heme

ble 5

5-Cp

Cp

5-Cp

L ¼

aRef

bip
bFou
ccf.
Shielding decreases as the Cp ring is substituted (Cp vs. indenyl and fluore-
nyl; Cp vs. alkyl and chloro substituted Cp). Since both, +I substituents
(alkyl) and –I substituents (Cl) give rise to a down-field shift, this behavior
may be considered primarily of steric origin. As shown for Z5-C5H3(sBu)Me
(38b) in Fig. 6, these steric effects can be exploited to distinguish between
positional isomers, and diastereomers arising from optical isomerism.88
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. Chemical shifts for sandwich complexes containing VI and V�Ia

Z5-CpV(CO)2L2 [85]
0V(CO)4 [5b] L2 ¼ dppe �1110

¼ C5H5 38a �1534 Alkynes �598 to �626

C5H4Me �1525 dad �346 to �431

C5H3(sBu)Meb
38b bipy �63

C5Me5 �1492 [Z5-CpV(CO)3L]
�

C5Cl5 �1010 L ¼ H�
43 [5b,86] �1730

Indenyl [5b] �1375 SnPh3
� [5b,86] �2059

Fluorenyl 39 [5b] �1118 SnCl3
� [86] �1340

V(CO)3L I� [87] �742

PF3 [5c] �1565 Cl� [87] �515

PMe2Ph [85] �1396 F� [87] +417

CNCy [5c] �1401 (C5H4CHNMe2)V(CO)3SnPh3
c [88] 44 �1560

NCMe [85] �719 V�I

PhNQCHPh [87] �491 Z7-TpV(CO)3 41 [85] �1485

THF [85] �136 Z5-CpV(CO)(NO)2 [85] �1294

erences in square brackets. Abbreviations: dppe, Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2; dad, diazadienes; bipy, 2,2
0-

yridyl; Tp, tropylium.

r isomers.

Fig. 6 and text.
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arising from a plane of chirality and a center of chirality. Right: Resonance hybrid for the Z5-
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(2)
 Shielding decreases as CO is substituted by ligands which are less p-accepting.
In this respect, PF3 is the only ligand comparable with CO.
(3)
 Increasing substitution of CO leads to decreasing shielding, again reflecting
a decrease of the overall vanadium-to-ligand p electron density transfer.
(4)
 Anionic ligands may either increase shielding (H�, 43; SnPh3
�), or decrease

shielding (halides). The complex [Z5-CpV(CO)3SnPh3]
� marks the upper

high-field limit, while [Z5-CpV(CO)3F]
� marks the low-field limit of chemical

shifts for cyclopentadienyl–vanadium(I) complexes.

(5)
 As noted for [Z5-CpV(CO)3Hal]�, there is a normal electronegativity

dependence for these d4 systems, contrasting the inverse one noted above
for d0 systems.
(6)
 Fulvene complexes, such as 44 in Fig. 6, right, exhibit patterns similar to
cyclopentadienyl complexes.89
Shielding patterns pertinent to the carbonyl-cyclopentadienyl-VI (d4) complexes
are also observed in derivatives of the neutral complexes XVI(CO)6 (d

4)90–92 and in
the anionic d6 systems [V�I(CO)6�nLn]

�.93,94 Generally, shielding reflects the ‘‘mag-
netochemical ligand strength’’, a composite of the p acceptor and s donor strength,
and the polarizability of the ligand (function). Since ligand fields in most cases are
less ‘‘strong’’ than for the parent hexacarbonylvanadate, [V(CO)6]

�, substitution of
CO goes along with deshielding, i.e. (comparatively) weak s-donors/p-acceptors
induce deshielding, while more polarizable (softer) ligands induce additional shield-
ing. The sXp and polarizability effects may counter-act each other. As already



Table 6. Carbonylvanadium(�I and +I) complexesa

V�I [V(PF3)6]
� [95] �1946

[V(CO)5L]
� [4c,93] Z3-AllylV(CO)3dppe 45 [4a] �1492 to �1343

L ¼ PF3 �1961 Z2-AcylV(CO)3dppe 46 [94] �1082 to �938

CO �1955

CNCy �1908 VI

N2 �1671 HV(CO)4dppe [4a,91] �1690

1-Hexyne �1636 IV(CO)4dppe [90] �1706

Pyridine �1461 BrV(CO)4dppe [90] �1698

Z2-CS2 �1368 BrV(CO)4pepe [90] �1756

THF �1367 BrV(CO)2(pepe)2 47 [90] �624

[V(CO)4dppe]
� [4a] �1790 s-AlkylV(CO)4p2 48 [91] �1172 to �1044

[V(CO)4dppb]
� [4a] �1723 s-AlkenylV(CO)4p2 49 [90] �1074 to �1042

[V(CO)4dppm]� [4a] �1590 s-ihexylV(CO)2(p2)2 [91] �769

[V(CO)3tdmp]� [91] �1690 IV(CO)2p2(Z
2-alkyne) 50 [92] �455 to �321

aReferences in square brackets. For numbered complexes, see Fig. 7. Abbreviations: Cy, cyclohexyl;

dppm, Ph2PCH2PPh2; dppe, Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2; dppp, Ph2P(CH2)3PPh2; pepe, Et2PCH2CH2PPh2;

tdmp, P(CH2CH2CH2PMe2)3; p2, any bidentate or two monodentate phosphines.
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pointed out in the context of the {Z5-CpVI} complexes, these trends oppose those
noted for the high-valent (in particular d0) vanadium complexes. Thus, a series of
increasing magnetochemical ligand strength has been derived for XV(CO)4dppe
(dppe ¼ Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2), viz. X ¼ s-alkylEs-alkenyloSiMe3 o HEBrEI o
O2CRoClEN3o CN.90 In hexacarbonylvanadates containing bi- to tetradentate
ligands, such as [V(CO)4diphos]

�, the ‘‘chelate effect’’ also plays a role, i.e., strained
chelate four-rings give rise to deshielding with respect to chelate-five ring structures,
while six-membered rings, which are subject to torsional strain, lie in-between.
Finally, the local symmetry comes in, since the symmetry determines which of
the excited states can mix with the ground state and thus contribute to spara; cf.

Eq. (2a). Selected data underlining these trends are compiled in Table 6; cf. also
Fig. 7. The chemical shift for [V�III(CO)5]

3� (�1965)76 and [V�I(PF3)6]
� (�1946)95

are close to [V�I(CO)6]
� (�1955).

In Table 7, NMR data of nitrosyl- and dinitrogen-complexes of V�I are collated.
In V(CO)5NO, formally obtained by substituting one CO in [V(CO)6]

� by NO+,
clearly leads to a deshielding. Correspondingly, complexes of the general formu-
lation V(CO)5�n(NO)Ln (n ¼ 1, 2) are deshielded with respect to the anionic counter-
parts.96 Matchable trends are noted for Z5-CpVL(NO)2 vs. Z5-CpVL(CO)3.

4a

The cationic bis(nitrosyl)vanadium(-I) complexes [VL4(NO)2]X exhibit substantial
deshielding as compared with the neutral compounds.97 Within this family,
however, the trends noted above for the low-valent carbonyl complexes prevail.
Comparison of [V(CO)6]

� (d ¼ �1955) and [V(CO)5N2]
� (�1671)98 shows that

dinitrogen is a somewhat weaker ligand than CO, even when taking into account
that the lower symmetry of the latter (C4v) will contribute to the deshielding. In the
bis(dinitrogen) complexes [V(N2)2(dmpe)2]

� (dmpe ¼ Me2PCH2CH2PMe2), which
are isoelectronic to the carbonylvanadates [V(CO)2(dmpe)2]

�, this situation is



Table 7. Nitrosyl- and dinitrogen complexes of vanadium(-I)a

V(CO)5NO [96a] �1489 [V(thf)L3(NO)2]Br [97b] �849 to �723

V(CO)4(NO)L [96a] �1475 to �1085

V(CO)3(NO)L2 [4a,96b] �1480 to �1237 [V(CO)5N2]
� [93,98] �1671

Z5-C5H5V(NO)2CO [4a] �1265 [V(N2)(dmpe)3]
� [99] �1032 (sxt)

Z5-C5H5V(NO)2L [4a,4c] �1293 to �511 cis-[V(N2)2(dmpe)2]
�Na+ [99] �982 (tt)

[VL4(NO)2]X (X ¼ Hal) [97]

L ¼ CNR �1042 to –1038 trans-[V(N2)2(dmpe)2]
�Na+ [99] �1183 (q)

NCMe �276 to �272 trans-[V(N2)2(dmpe)2]
�Li+ [99] �982 (q)

THF +282 to +313

aAbbreviations: dmpe, Me2PCH2CH2PMe2; sxt, sextet; tt, triplet of triplets; q, quartet.
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retained.99 The differences between cis- and trans-[V(N2)2(dmpe)2]
�, and the fact

that shielding depends on the counter-ion (Li+ vs. Na+) underlines the importance
of local symmetry for the shielding situation.
2.2. Isotope and temperature effects

Shielding is also a function of temperature, and of isotopic substitution in the first
or more distant coordination spheres. With decreasing temperature, shielding
increases essentially in a practically linear fashion. An increase of shielding is also
effective for a heavier isotopomer as compared with its lighter analog. Both effects
can be traced back to changes in internuclear bonding parameters, in particular
distances, and may thus be related, in a rovibrational frame, to variations in
internal displacement coordinates Dr.100,101 In addition, decreasing the temperature
leads to a decrease of the population of excited vibronic levels of the electronic



Table 8. Temperature gradients tg and isotope effects D

tg
a ppm deg�1 1Db 2Db SDc

[VO4]
3� [101,103] �0.19 (18O) �0.73 (D2O)

Z5-CpV(CO)4 [100a,101] �0.61 �0.46 (13C) �0.13 (18O)

�0.715 (2H)

Z5-CpV(CO)3NH2Bu [101] �0.85 (2H)

[Z5-CpV(CO)3H]� [101] �4.7 (2H)

�0.51 (13C)

Z7-TpV(CO)4 �0.38 (13C)

[Et4N][V(CO)6] [100a,102a] �0.31 �0.27 (13C) �0.10 (18O) �0.21 (CD3OD)

[Me(C10H21)3N][V(CO)6] [101] �0.09 (toluene[d8])

Na[V(CO)6]
� [101] �1.20 (D2O)

[V(thf)4(NO)2]Br [100a] �1.23

aTemperature gradients of shielding (DsXDT) are given per K. The minus sign indicates decreasing

shielding with increasing temperature.
bIsotope shifts per isotopic substitution. The minus sign indicates deshielding for the lighter is-

otopomer.
cSolvent isotope shift per deuteron present in the solvent.
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(ground) state(s) and thus to an increase in DE. For the consequences, cf. Eq. (2). In
Table 8, temperature gradients, one- and two-bond isotope shifts, 1D and 2D,100,102

and solvent isotope shifts SD induced by deuterated solvents101 are listed. In the case
of [V(CO)6]

�, SD are correlated to the polarity of the solvent, indicating differing
degrees of solvation. Except for the orthovanadate,103 all data available have been
reported for the low valent vanadium complexes. Fig. 8 illustrates the mixture of
isotopomers for [V(CO)n(C

18O)6�n]
�.
2.3. Relaxation and line widths

For quadrupolar nuclei relaxation is dominated by the quadrupole mechanism,
originating from fast energy transfer from the nucleus to the environment by inter-
action between the electric nuclear field gradient tensor and the inhomogenous
electric fields produced by polar molecules in motion. Relaxation is directly re-
flected in the line widths of the resonance line, usually indicated as the width at half-
height, W1/2. Under common isotropic conditions, the relaxation process can be
described by Eq. (3),

W 1=2 ¼ ðpTÞ
�1

¼ 0:041p2ðe2qzzQ=hÞð1þ Z2=3Þtc (3)

where T is the relaxation time (T1ET2 under isotropic conditions), e2qzzQ/h ( ¼ CQ)
the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant (qzz ¼ electric field gradient in zz

direction, Q ¼ nuclear quadrupole moment), Z the asymmetry parameter (Z ¼ 0
for axial symmetry), and tc the molecular correlation time, a measure for the



Fig. 8. 51V NMR spectrum of a THF solution of [V(12C16O)n(
12C18O)6�n]

�, n ¼ 0–5. Also
seen is the doublet for the natural abundance 13C isotopomer, additionally reflecting the
isotopomeric pattern due to 18O (cf. ref. 102a).
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interaction between solvent and solute molecules, i.e., the extent of tumbling of
a molecule in a solvent.

From Eq. (3) it is clear that broad lines are to be expected for molecules of low
point symmetry (via the influence of q), and for comparatively low molecular
motion, as in case of large molecules and high viscosity of the solution (influence
viatc). Since the viscosity increases as the temperature goes down, the line widths of
the 51V NMR signals increase with decreasing temperature and vice versa. Any
adverse effect points toward slowing-down or acceleration of exchange equilibria
between two or more chemical species present in solution. Qualitatively, the factors
influencing W1/2 can be summarized as follows; cf. Table 9 for selected data for
vanadium(V)104 and (-I)105 compounds:
(1)
 A decrease of symmetry results in an increase of W1/2. For cubic symmetry
(Td, Oh, Ih; q ¼ 0), and certain cases of Cnv symmetry (e.g., facial octahedral
complexes of C3v symmetry), rather narrow lines are observed.
(2)
 Increasing the ligand bulkiness increases W1/2.



Table 9. Line width W1/2 (Hz) for selected vanadium compounds

Polyoxovanadates HnV10O28
(6�n)�

Tetrahedral sites V4O12
4� E60

Isolated tetragonal sites VW5O19
3� 60–80

Tetragonal with adjacent V sites V10O28
6�, Va/Vb

a 100–200

Rhombic sites V10O28
6�, Vc

a 200–800

[V(CO)6]
– Oh 1.4

[V(CO)5PPh2Me]– C4v 120

cis-[V(CO)4(PPh2Me)2] C2v 775

Z3-C3H5V(CO)3dppe Cs 2,400

[V(CO)5PZ3]
–(C4v)

PZ3 ¼ PPhMe2 Cone angle ¼ 122 32

PPh2Me 132 160

P(tBu3)3 182 420

acf. Fig. 1.
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(3)
 Increasing size of the donor function (increasing softness/nephelauxetic
effect) leads to an increase of W1/2.
(4)
 Strong p-accepting and s-donating ligands (hard ligands) give rise to com-
paratively narrow lines.
(5)
 In chelates, an increase of ring strains goes along with an increase of W1/2.
Equation (3) applies for the extreme narrowing case, characterized by 2pn0tc

441 (n0 ¼ NMR frequency). For very slow isotropic motion, W1/2 for the central
transition commonly observed under these conditions also becomes a function of n0,
Eq. (4).

W 1=2 /
e2qzzQ=h

n20tc

. (4)

2.4. Scalar coupling

Nuclear spin–spin coupling (scalar coupling) JML between a spin M (such as
vanadium) and L (a ligand function coordinated to vanadium) is dominated by
the Fermi contact term, Eq. (5a), in which gM and gL are the magnetogyric ratios
of the nuclei M and L, 3DE is the mean triplet excitation energy,|S(0)M|2

and|S(0)L|
2 represent the s-electron densities at the M and L nuclei, and s(s)2

the s(s) contributions to the M-L bond. For a given set of nuclei M and L, J thus
depends on three parameters, viz. DE, S(0), and s(s), which are influenced by
the bonding situation, with particular emphasis laid on S(0) and s(s). Although
p influences are not decidedly represented in Eq. (5a), p interactions between M
and L do have a synergistic impact upon s(s) and S(0), and thus contribute to the
size of J.

JML / gM � gLð
3DEÞ

�1
jSð0ÞMj2jSð0ÞLj

2sðsÞ2. (5a)
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The dependence on the magnetogyric ratios can be eliminated by applying the
reduced coupling constants KML (Eq. (5b)), which can be useful for comparative
studies.

KML ¼
4p2

h
�

JML

gM � gL
. (5b)

An example is, the dinuclear diazenido complex {(tBuCH2)3V}2m-N2,
106 for which

the coupling constants JVN�14 ¼ 48 and JVN�15 ¼ 76Hz (I in Table 10) differ
considerably, while the reduced coupling constants KVN�14 ¼ 21.0 and
KVN�15 ¼ 23.7 NA�2m�3 are of comparable size.

The largest reported coupling involving the nucleus 51V so far is JVSn ¼ 900Hz in
[Z5-CpV(CO)3SnCl3]

�. With respect to the size of the coupling constant, i.e., the
extent of communication between the two nuclei, there are several common features
in given series of complexes (cf. also Table 10):
(1)
 Electronegative ligands induce effective coupling (II in Table 10),25,39,78,107,108

as a consequence of a contraction of Cs and hence increase of |S(0)L|
2. A

comparable effect is observed for phosphite vs. phosphine complexes (III).82a
(2)
 In low-valent complexes, strongly p-accepting ligands (CO, PZ3 [in particular
for Z ¼ F, OR; IV]) increase J mainly via an increase of Sð0ÞM

�� ��2.

(3)
 Enlarging the s(s) character of the M-L bond increases J.

(4)
 Bulky ligands, e.g., bulky phosphines, give rise to less effective coupling,

likely a consequence of disturbed V-PR3 overlap.

(5)
 Two-bond coupling constants are clearly smaller than one-bond coupling

constants (V,102a,109 VI,95 VII105), in consent with expectation.
The observability of coupling is often hampered by unresolved coupling patterns
due to line broadening. This can be a particular problem in the case where the
coupling information is to be extracted from the L nucleus, for which an eight-line
pattern (nuclear spin of 51V ¼ 7/2) is to be expected. An example for a well resolved
pattern both in the 13C and 51V NMR are Z5-CpV(CO)4 and [V(CO)6]

�;102

for the 51V NMR spectrum of the latter, see Fig. 8 in Section 2.2. If the spectra are
unresolved, the resonance for the L nucleus appears as a plateau-like composite
signal, from which the approximate coupling constant can be obtained by division
of W1/2 by 7, provided that coupling is fully effective, i.e., relaxation decoupling can
be excluded. In the case of (partial) relaxation decoupling, a Gaussian-shaped signal
is observed. Relaxation is faster at lower temperature, in polar solvents and with
bulky molecules (see the previous section), and consequently relaxation decoupling
is particularly effective under these conditions. Since line broadening by relaxation
remains modulated by scalar spin–spin interaction, a rough estimate of the coupling
constant JML is obtained from the half-widths of both coupled nuclei by applying
Eq. (6).

JML ¼ ½fðIÞ � W 1=2ðVÞ � W 1=2ðLÞ�
1=2 ðfðIÞ ¼

1

21
for M¼51VÞ. (6)



Table 10. One-bond (1JVL) and two-bond (2JVL) coupling constants (in Hz)

L ¼
1H L ¼

31P

[Z5-CpV(CO)3H]� Va [102a] 21.7 (1JVH) [V(N2)2(PR3)4]
– [99] 208–316 (1JVP)

Z7-C7H7V(CO)3 Vb [109] 3 (2JVH) [V(PF3)6]
– IVa [95] 510 (1JVP)

L ¼
13C [V(CO)5PZ3]

– [105]

[V(CO)6]
� [102a] 116 (1JVC) Z ¼ F IVb 488 (1JVP)

Z5-CpV(CO)4 [102b] 108 (1JVC) OMe IVc 370 (1JVP)

OQV(CH3)(OtBu)2 [107] 118 (1JVC) Me 210 (1JVP)

L ¼
14/15N H 170 (1JVP)

tBuNQV(Z5-Cp)(CO)2 [82a] 82 (1JVN�14) [V(CO)5P2Me4]
– VII [105] 341 (1JVP), 40 (2JVP)

{(tBuCH2)3V}2m-N2 I [106] 48 (1JVN�14), 76 (1JVN�15) tBuNQV(Z5-Cp)P(OMe)3 IIIa [82a] 593 (1JVP)

tBuNQVX3 II [39,78] 74–103 (1JVN14) tBuNQV(Z5-Cp)PMe3 IIIb [82a] 397 (1JVP)

trans-[V(N2)2(dmpe)2]
�a Xa [112] 57 (1JVN�15) tBuNQV(Z5-Cp)(Z2-alkyne)PMe3 [82a] 274–353 (1JVP)

cis-[V(N2)2(dmpe)2]
�a Xb [112] 67 (1JVN�15) [V(NPPh3)4]

+c [40] 120 (2JVP)

L ¼
17O

[VO4]
3� VIII [110] 62 (1JVO) L ¼

35/37Cl

L ¼
19F VOCl2(but)

d [36a] 100 (1JVCl�35) 83 (1JVCl�37)

[V(PF3)6]
� VI [95] 10.3 (2JVF) L ¼

119Sn

[Cl2FV(N3S2]
�b [108] 79 (1JVF) [Z5-CpV(CO)3SnCl3]

– [5c] 900 (1JVSn)

[VOCl2F2]
� [111] 272 (1JVF) L ¼

183W

[VO(O2)2F]
2� [25] 163 (1JVF) [VW5O19]

3– IX [105] 11 (2JVW)

Bold roman numbers refer to the discussion in the text.
admpe, Me2PCH2CH2PMe2.
bcf. 3 in Scheme 1, Section 2.1.1 (pyridine in 3 exchanged for F�).
cSee 9 in Scheme 2, Section 2.1.2.
dbut, 2,3-butanediolate(1-).
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Coupling information on inorganic vanadium compounds is scarce; examples are
1JVO�17 in orthovanadate110 (VIII in Table 10), 2JVW in the polyoxovanadotung-
state IX,105 JVF in fluorovanadates(V),25,111 and 1JVP and 2JVF in hexakis

(trifluorophoshine)vanadate(-I) (IVa/VI).95 Most data have been reported for high-
and low-valent cyclopentadienyl- and carbonylvanadium complexes. For the bis

(dinitrogen) complex [V(N2)2(Me2PCH2CH2PMe2)2]
� which exists in the trans (Xa)

and cis configuration (Xb), the multiplet structure of the 51V resonance allowed for
an unequivocal assignment.112 While, in the trans isomer, the signal (d ¼ �1123) is
split into a binominal quintet (JVP ¼ 314), the cis isomer (d ¼ 978) is characterized
by an A2B2X spin system (JVP ¼ 316 and 253Hz). The larger shielding in the trans

isomer (D4h symmetry) as compared with the cis isomer (C2v symmetry) is well in
accord with the influence of symmetry upon shielding outlined previously.
2.5. Applications

2.5.1. Biological and medicinal implications

51V NMR studies have been performed on several vanadate-oligopeptide systems
such as alanylhistidine21, alanyl-serine,44 or valyl-glutamine,113 invariably indicat-
ing coordination via the terminal carboxylate and amino groups, and the depro-
tonated amide-N, characterized by 51V NMR signals at �51077, depending on the
electronic and steric nature of the amino acid side-chains and the protonation state.
Compound 13 in Scheme 6 (Section 2.1.2) illustrates this situation. With proteins,
both unspecific binding of vanadate and coordination of vanadate into the metal
binding site is feasible. Unspecific binding of vanadate has been detected for CuZn-
superoxide dismutase,114 where the signal for monovanadate (d of ca. �555) is
observed, considerably broadened due to effective relaxation and exchange with
free vanadate. The down-field shifts in the systems vanadate/bovine prostatic acid
phosphatase (�542; 51 in Fig. 9),115 vanadate/ribonuclease-T1 (�514),116 and ribo-
nuclease-A (�506)117 are indicative of effective binding of vanadate to the protein.
A detailed analysis of the strong coordination of vanadate has been carried out with
transferrins.118,119 These high molecular mass systems are in the motional narrow-
ing limit (Eq. (4) in Section 2.3), where only one of the four transition components
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Table 11. Quadrupolar central transition NMR data for vanadate–protein complexesa

7.05 T 9.4 T 11.7 T References

Human serum transferrin,

C-lobe, d(W1/2)

�536.0 (418) �532.2 (226) �529.9 (190) [118,119]

Human serum transferrin,

N-lobe, d(W1/2)

�536.0 (418) �533.7 (328) �531.4 (268) [118,119]

Ovo transferrin, d(W1/2) �537.7 (314) �534.5 (265) �532.7 (220) [119]

A. nodosum

bromoperoxidaseb

�930 (5,100) [115]

aChemical shifts d and line width W1/2 (Hz; in parentheses).
bPeroxidase from the marine alga Ascophyllum nodosum.
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(+1/2-�1/2) is observed, the chemical shift and line width of which depend on
the strength of the applied field, as demonstrated for the data presented in
Table 11. Investigations of the vanadate-transferrin systems (see 52 in Fig. 9 for the
proposed arrangement of the binding site120) have revealed a stronger binding of
vanadate to the N-terminal than to the C-terminal site, and a stronger binding
to human than to ovo-transferrin. While the chemical shifts for the transferrin
complexes are in the expected range, an unprecedented and so far unexplained high
shielding (d ¼ �930) for the oxovanadium(V) center in the bromoperoxidase
isolated from the marine alga Ascophyllum nodosum was reported.115 For a more
detailed discussion of the NMR features of vanadate-dependent haloperoxidases
see Section 3.4.4.

Vanadium NMR has also been employed to investigate the nature of the inhib-
itory complexes formed between hydroxamatovanadates and lactamases or
serineamidohydrolases.121 The energy-minimized ternary complex 54 in Fig. 9,
in which vanadium coordinates to a serine-hydroxyl, exhibits a chemical shift of
�494, as compared with �518 for the binary complex formed between vanadate
and methylhydroxamic acid.

The aqueous vanadate system shows an interesting pH-dependent behavior in the
presence of humic acids. At a low pH (3.0), where decavanadate and [VO2(H2O)4]

+

coexist, the latter is almost immediately reduced to VIV while decavanadate slowly
decomposes to the VO2

+ species prior to reduction. At pH 7.2, where mono-, di-,
and tetravanadate are present (cf. Fig. 1a in Section 2.1.1), the system is stable
against reduction. Only monovanadate binds to the humic acid, as shown by line
broadening. At pH 12, signals which are due to mono- and bis-peroxovanadates
appear, apparently generated by redox reaction between dissolved O2 and semi-
chinone radicals present in the humic substance at high pH.122

The oxovanadium(IV)–pyridinone complex 55a in Fig. 10 has been shown to be
one of the many vanadium complexes to exhibit in vitro insulin-enhancing prop-
erties. In human blood, the complex is readily oxidized to the 1 : 2 and 1 : 1 oxo-
vanadium(V) complexes 55b and 55c/d, plus some monovanadate, as evidenced by
three distinct 51V NMR signals.123 Kinetic investigations show that only the neutral
form 55c enters the blood cells, presumably by diffusion through the membrane,
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where it is reductively degraded to VO2+ species by intracellular reductants
such as ascorbate and/or glutathione. In contrast, monovanadate (but not
higher condensed vanadates) enter the cell through anion channels, again fol-
lowed by reduction. Ascorbate has also been proven an effective reductant
for dioxo-bis(maltolato)vanadate(V), [VO2(mal)2]

� (d ¼ �496) the precursor for
another efficient in vitro and in vivo insulin-enhancing agent, the neutral
[VO(mal)2].

124
2.5.2. Implications for catalysis

The ability of vanadate-dependent haloperoxidases to catalyze the bromination
of organic substrates and the sulfoxygenation of sulfides has initiated studies into
structural/functional models with comparable properties. Scheme 12 provides two
examples for bromination reactions: oxidation of bishomoallylalcohols with tert-
butylhydroperoxide (tBuO2H) in the presence of bromide and catalytic amounts of
the Schiff base complex 56a leads to the formation of brominated cyclic ethers.125

The vanadium center in the pre-catalyst 56a and the actual catalyst 56b (which,
according to 51V NMR, forms on addition of tBuO2H to 56a) is dissymmetric,
inducing stereoselectivity in the products. The substrate 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene is
often used as a test system for the catalytic activity of vanadium compounds126 such
as 56a127 and 57128 in oxidative bromination by H2O2; Scheme 12. In the case of the
Schiff base complex 56a, the active species is supposed to be the peroxo complex
[LVO(O2)]

� (d ¼ �519) while, in the case of the amidato complex 57 (genuine
d ¼ �465), the chemical shift of �726 indicates the presence of a free diperoxo-
vanadate and thus detachment of the ligand.
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The formation of a peroxo complex as the actual catalyst by reacting a pre-
catalyst with peroxide has also been detected, by 51V NMR, in the oxidation of
prochiral sulfides to chiral sulfoxides with RO2H, catalyzed by trigonal-bipyramidal
oxovanadium complexes derived from chiral aminoalcohols. The complexes 11 and
12 in Scheme 5, Section 2.1.2, are examples for pre- and active catalysts.51,129 The
catalyst system VO(acac)2/H2L, where H2L is the chiral Schiff base ligand of the
intermediately formed complexes 58 in Scheme 13, has been employed in the sulf-
oxygenation of prochiral sulfides, dithioacetals,130 and disulfides.131 A solution of
VO(acac)2, H2L, and H2O2 in the biphasic H2O/CD2Cl2 systems shows nine 51V
NMR resonances in the range from �460 to �580, associated with pre-catalysts
such as VOL(HL) (58a)131 and active catalysts of composition VOL(O2), 58b.

130

Larger amounts of H2O2 induce displacement of the ligand and formation of free
peroxovanadate (d ¼ �680; cf. Table 2).131

In the absence of bromide, oxidative cyclization of bishomoallyl alcohols, such as
depicted for 56a in Scheme 12, results in the formation of hydroxylated cyclic
ethers.125b Hydroxylation, e.g., of benzene to phenol, can otherwise also be
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catalyzed by vanadate+H2O2 in acetonitrile under acidic conditions. The active
species are peroxovanadates.132 Enantio-selective epoxidation of geraniol has been
achieved with the in situ system VO(OR)3/hydroxamic acid/tBuO2H, where again a
vanadium(V)-alkylperoxo intermediate (59c in Scheme 14) is the active catalyst,
formed from precursor complexes such as 59a and 59b.133 Compound 59c, which is
present as two diastereomers, is a rare example for a down-field shift on replacing
an oxo or alkoxo for a peroxo ligand.
3. SOLID-STATE PARAMETERS

3.1. General introduction

51V solid-state NMR lineshapes are dominated by two anisotropic tensorial inter-
actions: quadrupolar and chemical shielding. Dipolar interaction may introduce
additional broadening of the spectral lines. Because of the relatively small quad-
rupole moment of 51V (�4.8 fm2), 51V solid-state NMR spectra can be readily
detected. The above value is based on the recent work by Skibsted, Jacobsen, and
colleagues,3 combining NMR experiments and high-level DFT calculations, allow-
ing the determination of the 51V quadrupole moment with high precision. This
value is in general agreement with the quadrupole moment of �4.3 fm2 determined
from laser-induced resonance-fluorescence spectroscopy.236 We note that the ma-
jority of the reports on 51V NMR to date quote a quadrupole moment of �5.2 fm2

determined in 1967, based on atomic-beam magnetic resonance measurements.237

A wealth of information can be extracted from the analysis of the quadrupolar
and chemical shielding interactions, making 51V solid-state NMR spectroscopy
a very valuable structural probe in a variety of inorganic and biological systems as
discussed below. In conjunction with density functional theory (DFT) calculations,
51V solid-state NMR experiments can reveal important details about the vanadium
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sites not readily available from the X-ray structures, such as protonation states of
the coordinated ligands, electronic structure, and dynamics.

For detailed general treatments of the effects of quadrupolar interaction on
the solid-state NMR spectra, we refer the reader to excellent monographs and
reviews.134,135 Here we present only a brief summary relevant to observation
and interpretation of 51V solid-state NMR spectra.

The total Hamiltonian in the solid state can be expressed as

H ¼ HZeeman þ HRF þ HDIP þ HQ þ HCSA (7)

where HZeeman is the Zeeman term, HRF the radiofrequency field, HDIP the dipolar
interaction. HQ and HCSA the quadrupolar and chemical shielding anisotropies
(CSA), respectively. These two terms are dominant and dictate the spectral line-
shape. As pointed out above, the dipolar interactions are generally much smaller
than the quadrupolar and the CSA terms, and usually give rise to additional
broadening of the spectral lines. The quadrupolar and CSA terms are commonly
expressed as spherical tensors composed of the spatial (Rmn) and spin (Tmn)
variables:135b

H
ð1Þ
Q ¼

eQ

4Sð2S � 1Þ
� R

Q
20TS

20 ¼ oQ½3S2
z � SðS þ 1Þ� (8)
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whereH
ð1Þ
Q and H

ð2Þ
Q are the first- and second-order quadrupolar interactions.

The quadrupolar and CSA tensors according to the standard notation are:

CQ ¼
eQVzz

h
; ZQ ¼

Vyy � Vxx

Vzz

; (11)

ds ¼ dzz � diso; Zs ¼
dyy � dxx

dzz � diso
; diso ¼

1

3
ðdxx þ dyy þ dzzÞ (12)

where CQ is the quadrupolar coupling constant (in MHz); Vxx, Vyy, and Vxx the
principal components of the electric field gradient (EFG) tensor, where Vxx ¼ eq is
its largest principal component, and Vzzj j � Vyy

�� �� � Vxxj j. Q is the vanadium
quadrupole moment given above; e the electronic charge; h the Planck constant.

In Fig. 11, the simulated 51V NMR spectra are presented for an unoriented
powder sample to illustrate the typical lineshapes in the solid state. The first-order
quadrupolar interaction gives rise to seven transitions (termed the central and the
satellite transitions), usually all observable in the resulting NMR spectrum because
of the generally small quadrupolar coupling constants in vanadium-containing



Fig. 11. Simulated 9.4 T 51V static (left) and 15 kHz magic angle spinning (right) solid-state
NMR spectra for CQ ¼ 3MHz, ds ¼ 300 ppm, Zs ¼ 0, a ¼ 0, b ¼ 60, and g ¼ 0. The bot-
tom spectra correspond to Zs ¼ 0, the top spectra to Zs ¼ 1. The inset is an expansion of the
MAS spectrum around the central transition illustrating the second-order quadrupolar
broadening of the spinning sidebands.
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systems. The overall breadth of the spectral envelope is determined by CQ; the
breadth of the central transition by ds. The asymmetry parameters of the quad-
rupolar and CSA tensors, ZQ and Zs reflect the deviations from the axial symmetry
and dictate the shape of the overall spectral envelope, and of the central transition,
respectively. The second-order quadrupolar interaction results in additional line
broadening, yielding the characteristic second-order lineshapes.

Under magic angle spinning, the spectral broadening due to the second-rank
spatial components R20 of tensorial anisotropies of H1

Q and HCSA is averaged into
a spinning sideband manifold (illustrated in Fig. 11, right). The fourth-rank terms
of H

ð2Þ
Q are not completely averaged out, and give rise to the asymmetric second-

order lineshapes (shown in the inset in Fig. 11, right). The functional forms of the
time-dependent Hamiltonians H

ð1Þ
Q and H

ð2Þ
Q under MAS have been previously

derived by Skibsted and colleagues136 and can be found in the corresponding article.
A number of experimental methods have emerged in the past decade and a half

for the detection of 51V solid-state NMR signals and for extracting the NMR
observables from the spectra. Below we summarize the representative single- and
double-resonance approaches.
3.2. Single resonance techniques

3.2.1. 51V Magic angle spinning satellite transition spectroscopy (SATRAS)

For 51V sites with small or moderate quadrupolar constants (in practice,
CQo10–15MHz), the modern spectrometer hardware and MAS probes permit
efficient excitation and detection of the complete manifold of satellite transitions in
the NMR spectra. As demonstrated by Skibsted, Nielsen, Jacobsen, and their col-
leagues136–138 as well as in our recent work,139–141 the elements of the quadrupolar
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and the CSA tensor as well as the relative orientations of the two tensors can be
readily extracted by numerical analysis of the SATRAS spectra, due to the orders of
magnitude differences in the two interactions. The NMR observables are typically
determined via the systematic grid search of the spectral parameter space followed
by the least-squares optimization of the calculated spinning sideband intensities
or the integrated intensities. A number of programs are currently available for
simulations of SATRAS spectra, including SIMPSON,142 STARS (currently
incorporated into the Varian software and originally developed by Skibsted,
Jakobsen and colleagues136,137,143), QUASAR,144 and NMR5.145
3.2.2. Off-MAS spectroscopy

Oldfield and later Hayashi demonstrated that preferential broadening of the first-
order quadrupolar interaction can be accomplished via a rotation of the sample
around an axis that deviates slightly (by 0.5�11) from the magic angle (54.71).146,147

Under these conditions, the intensities of the satellite transitions are greatly atten-
uated resulting in the selective observation of the spinning sidebands of the central
transition whose intensities are dominated by the CSA term and whose lineshape by
the second order quadrupolar interaction. This approach permits to extract the
chemical shielding anisotropy tensor via the Herzfeld–Berger analysis of the spin-
ning sideband intensities,148 and the quadrupolar interaction via the lineshape
calculations.147
3.2.3. Nutation spectroscopy

An alternative approach for estimating the value of the quadrupolar interaction
involves nutation spectroscopy under static or MAS conditions, the former
reviewed in depth by Samoson and Lipmaa.149 In quadrupolar nuclei, the length of
the excitation pulse dictates whether and to what extent the satellite transitions will
be excited. For example, selective excitation of the central transition in 51V solids is
accomplished by a pulse smaller by a factor of 4(I+1/2) compared with the non-
selective p/2 pulse, the latter typically determined from the spectra of a vanadium-
containing compound where CQ ¼ 0, e.g., a neat liquid such as VOCl3. The relative
contributions of the satellite transitions to the overall intensity of the signal are
a function of the excitation pulse length. The nutation profile is determined by the
quadrupolar frequency nQ ¼ 3CQ=2IðI � 1Þ (where I ¼ 7/2 for 51V) and the radio
frequency nRF ¼ gB1=2p (where g is the gyromagnetic ratio and B1 the rf field
strength). In the limit of a very large or a very small quadrupolar frequency
(nQ44nRF or nQoonRF), the nutation curve is a sinusoid with the oscillation
frequency of I þ 1=2

� �
nRF or nRF, respectively.

149 When nQ � nRF (the so-called
intermediate regime), the nutation curve exhibits complex oscillation pattern
dependent on CQ, ds, and (to a smaller extent) on ZQ, as illustrated in Fig. 12. The
quantity CQ, and in some cases ZQ, can be estimated from the nutation curve by
numerical simulations as described in a number of reports.134,140,149–151



Fig 12. Simulated 51V nutation curves in the presence of magic angle spinning illustrating
the effect on the nutation profiles of (a) the magnitude of the quadrupolar coupling constant
CQ (the other NMR parameters are Zs ¼ 0, ds ¼ 320 ppm, and Zs ¼ 0), (b) chemical shielding
anisotropy ds (for CQ ¼ 1 and 3MHz), and (c) asymmetry parameter Zs (for CQ ¼ 1 and
3MHz). The radiofrequency field strength is 100 kHz, and the MAS spinning frequency is
15 kHz.
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The main limitation of nutation spectroscopy is its generally poor accuracy,
especially in the cases when signals are weak;140 nevertheless, the method is quite
useful for qualitative estimates of the quadrupolar interaction parameters.
3.2.4. MQMAS

In the presence of several non-equivalent sites, the analysis of the one-dimensional
MAS and off-MAS spectra may be complicated due to the signal overlap. The two-
dimensional multiple-quantum MAS (MQMAS) experiment developed by Fryd-
man and co-workers combines space and spin averaging, and correlates the
multiple-quantum coherences with the single-quantum coherence corresponding to
the central transition.152,153 The resulting high-resolution spectrum is composed of
an isotropic and anisotropic dimension. From the two frequencies defining each
peak in the 2D MQMAS spectra, the combined quadrupolar coupling constant
and isotropic chemical shift are readily inferred. Static-mode multiple-quantum
experiments correlating the highest �S-+S multiple quantum transition in the
spin manifold with the �1/2-+1/2 central transition can be used in conjunction
with MQMAS to distinguish the second-order quadrupolar and the CSA.154

MQMAS is a powerful approach for the analysis of a large number of half-
integer quadrupolar nuclei. However, practically this technique is restricted to
systems with moderate or large CQ and small ds,

154 and therefore MQMAS is not
very commonly utilized for investigations of vanadium-containing solids.155
3.2.5. Hahn spin echo decay spectroscopy for homonuclear 51V-51V dipolar couplings

Homonuclear 51V-51V dipolar interaction in vanadium solids are typically much
smaller than the quadrupolar and CSA. Therefore, it is generally difficult if
impossible to infer the dipolar coupling constant from the static or MAS spectra.
Gee has demonstrated that Hahn spin echo decay spectroscopy can be employed for
selective excitation of the central transition, and the analysis of the resulting decay
curves yields quantitative estimates of the homonuclear dipolar second moments.156

This approach is particularly useful for compounds with small or moderate CSA
and second-order quadrupolar interaction where the vanadium site at the same time
does not exhibit additional heteronuclear dipolar couplings (or these are relatively
weak).
3.3. Heteronuclear double resonance techniques

Double- and multiple-resonance methods are generally employed in order to sim-
plify spectral assignments in complex materials, to infer heteronuclear distances,
and in some instances to gain information about the dynamics of the half-integer
quadrupolar sites. In the past decade and a half, a number of heteronuclear
multiple-resonance methods were developed and applied to various half-integer
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quadrupolar nuclei; these techniques include SEDOR,157 REDOR,158,159

TEDOR,159,160 TRAPDOR,161 and REAPDOR.162 Of these, REDOR and TRAP-
DOR experiments have been reported in vanadium-containing solids, and are
discussed below.
3.3.1. REDOR

REDOR developed by Gullion and Schaefer158 is a double-resonance MAS experi-
ment widely used for quantitative distance measurements in heteronuclear dipolar-
coupled spin systems. The REDOR pulse sequence is depicted in Fig. 13a. During
the experiment, dipolar dephasing of the magnetization on spin I is accomplished
by recoupling of its heteronuclear dipolar interaction with the second spin S via
application of rotor-synchronized p pulses on both radiofrequency channels. The
Fig. 13. Pulse sequences for the REDOR (a), TRAPDOR (b), and single-channel TRAP-
DOR (c) experiments.
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intensity of the dephased signal is determined by the dipolar coupling constant
(which in turn is dictated by the internuclear distance), and by the total dephasing
time. Two sets of spectra are typically recorded as the function of the total
dephasing time determined by the number of rotor periods and the MAS frequency:
the control spectrum without the application of the recoupling pulses on the S

channel (called an S0 spectrum), and the recoupling experiment where the S channel
is irradiated for the restoration of the heteronuclear dipolar interaction (called an Sr

spectrum). The REDOR ratios are subsequently defined as (S0 – Sr)/S0, and from
their dependence on the total dipolar evolution time, the dipolar coupling constant
and hence the internuclear distance are extracted.

In the modification to the original REDOR sequence, the so-called y-REDOR
experiment developed for the 13C-2H spin pair,163 a dephasing pulse of a flip angle y
different from p is applied to 2H resulting in superior recoupling performance. For
spin 1/2 – half integer quadrupolar spin pairs, REDOR is generally applicable only
when the quadrupolar interaction is small, as complete magnetization inversion
cannot otherwise be attained.
3.3.2. TRAPDOR

In the TRAPDOR experiment developed by Grey and co-workers,161 and designed
specifically for a spin-1/2 – quadrupolar spin nuclear pair, the heteronuclear dipolar
interaction is recoupled in the regime of slow MAS by the continuous irradiation
of the quadrupolar nucleus leading to adiabatic population transfer between all
transitions (central and satellite). The pulse sequence is illustrated in Fig. 13b. While
TRAPDOR dephasing is more efficient than REDOR, the drawbacks of the
TRAPDOR experiment are the complex dephasing dynamics and the dependence
of the dephasing efficiency on the adiabaticity parameter a, which in practice makes
quantitative estimates of dipolar coupling constant difficult if impossible. Never-
theless, TRAPDOR found widespread use as a qualitative distance probe,164 and as
a probe of dynamics165 in various vanadium-containing systems.

It is worth noting that the gyromagnetic ratio of 51V is similar to those
of several other nuclei, such as 13C, 23Na, and 79Br, making the double resonance
experiments between the corresponding nuclei difficult from the hardware (probe
and filters) standpoint. Nevertheless, van Wüllen demonstrated that 23Na-51V
TRAPDOR experiment can be readily conducted in a single-resonance probe via
frequency and rf-amplitude switching during the pulse sequence, as illustrated in
Fig. 13c.166
3.3.3. Heteronuclear 51V decoupling

51V decoupling has been recently demonstrated in 1H-29Si CPMAS experiments
leading to simplified 29Si spectra.167 In contrast to decoupling from spin-1/2 nuclei,
low radiofrequency power generally has to be employed when the decoupled
nucleus is a quadrupole.168
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3.4. Applications

3.4.1. Inorganic vanadates

A number of inorganic vanadate solids of different composition and structure have

been addressed to date by 51V static and MAS solid-state NMR spectroscopy,

including monovalent and divalent metavanadates,137a,b,146,151,169–171 pyrovana-

dates,19,137c,138a,b,151 and orthovanadates.19,137c,151,172 51V solid-state NMR para-

meters shed light on local structural and electronic environments in these vanadates.

Eckert and Wachs151 demonstrated that in meta-, ortho-, and pyrovanadates the
51V chemical shielding anisotropy correlates with the degree of polymerization, and

in turn the degree of polymerization as well as the coordination environment of the

VOn structural units can be inferred from the anisotropy and asymmetry para-

meters of the 51V CSA tensor.19,170 Skibsted, Jakobsen, and colleagues demon-

strated that in metavanadates and KV3O8,
137b 51V solid-state NMR spectroscopy is

a powerful technique for distinguishing polymorphs as well as crystallographically

non-equivalent sites in a single polymorph.
Interestingly, the inorganic meta- and orthovanadates characterized in the above

studies exhibit relatively small quadrupolar interaction. For example, in ortho-
vanadates CQ varies from 0.85MHz in TaVO5 to 4.94MHz in BiVO4.

137c In meta-
vanadates and KV3O8, fairly small variations in CQ were observed as well: from
2.45MHz in KV3O8

137b to 4.23MHz in RbVO3.
137c ds varies to a greater extent:

from 221 in LiVO3 to 512 in b-NaVO3. a- and b-NaVO3 polymorphs are readily
distinguishable from their different CQ (3.8 and 4.2MHz, respectively) and different
ds (259 and 512, respectively).137b In pyrovanadates, CQ are generally larger
(reflecting the more distorted vanadium geometry) and vary considerably from
1.58MHz in the V(1) site of Ca2V2O7 to 10.1MHz in the V(2) site of b-Mg2V2O7. ds
are also significantly larger than in meta- and orthovanadates. Furthermore,
‘‘thortveitite’’ and ‘‘dichromate’’ type pyrovanadates are characterized by the
different sign of ds.

138a

In the inorganic vanadates, correlations between the quadrupolar interaction
parameters and the local structure for homologous compounds can be established
from the classical electrostatic calculations including the first coordination sphere of
vanadium.137,138 These reproduced (by DFT) trends were found to be in excellent
agreement with the experimental observations in the inorganic vanadates. The
quadrupolar coupling constant CQ correlates with the local geometry of the VOn

polyhedra in vanadates. The quadrupolar asymmetry parameter ZQ represents the
deviation of the electric field gradient tensor from the axial symmetry and reflects
the local symmetry of the vanadium site. For example, for the VO4 tetrahedra in
metavanadates, the symmetry is C2v, and the asymmetry parameter is very sensitive
to the O-V-O bond lengths and bond angles. In KVO3, NH4VO3, and TlVO3, the
experimentally observed ZQ are considerably lower than 1.0, indicating deviations in
the O-V-O bond angles from that of a perfect tetrahedron.137b

In the absence of single-crystal X-ray diffraction data, 51V MAS and MQMAS
NMR spectroscopy can be used to derive structural information in the mixed
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vanadium oxides, as has been demonstrated in aluminum orthovanadate
AlVO4, the structure of whose asymmetric unit was derived from a combination
of solid-state NMR, spectroscopic and powder XRD measurements.138c
3.4.2. Hybrid organic– inorganic and bioinorganic solids

In contrast to the abundant literature on 51V solid-state NMR investigations
of inorganic vanadates (discussed above) and on vanadium-containing catalysts,
ceramic and nanocomposite materials (addressed below), there have been only
a handful of reports focusing on 51V SSNMR spectroscopy of vanadium(V) solids
complexed with organic or bioinorganic ligands.

Rehder and colleagues examined 51V solid-state NMR parameters of vanadyl
esters and chlorides VOCl3, VO(OiC3H7)3, and VOCl(OiC3H7)2.

173 Interestingly,
the 51V quadrupolar interaction parameters were found to be of the same order
of magnitude (4.4–5.7MHz) as those for polycrystalline meta- and orthovanadates,
and the quadrupolar coupling constants were correlated to the sum of the
electronegativities of the groups attached to vanadium.

Crans et al. 34 reported syntheses, and established 51V solid-state NMR spectro-
scopy for the structural characterization of vanadium environments in a large series
of new oxovanadium(V) 1,2-diolates. According to the solid-state NMR
results, vanadium in these compounds is six-coordinate. In this series, the quad-
rupolar coupling constants were found to vary considerably between 1.6 and
5.1MHz, reflecting the differences in the local vanadium geometry and ligand
environment. Importantly, this study demonstrated that plausible molecular struc-
tures for oxovanadium(V) 1,2-diolates can be proposed, based on solution and
solid-state NMR spectroscopy, in the absence of the X-ray crystallographic data.

Polenova, Rehder and co-workers addressed an extensive series of novel bioin-

organic oxovanadium(V) solids with various donor sets and mimicking the active

sites of vanadium haloperoxidases,139 by a combination of 51V solid-state NMR

spectroscopy and quantum mechanical DFT calculations. It was found that the 51V

NMR spectroscopic parameters (and hence the electrostatic environment of the

metal) vary significantly as a function of both the proximal and the distal substi-

tuents in this series, even for compounds with similar geometries (examples of 51V

MAS spectra are illustrated in Fig. 14). Furthermore, it was demonstrated that,

while classical electrostatic calculations do not adequately account for the experi-

mentally observed quadrupolar interaction parameters in these covalent complexes,

the DFT calculations yield accurate values for the anisotropy and asymmetry

parameters of the quadrupolar and CSA tensors. These results may potentially be

important in understanding how the substrate specificities of vanadate-dependent

haloperoxidases from different microorganisms are fine-tuned by subtle variations

of the active site structure in these proteins.139

Recently, Mafra et al.174 examined a novel pentanuclear oxovanadium(V) phos-
phate complex with phenanthroline. 51V solid-state NMR spectra revealed the
presence of two types of coordination environments with distorted tetrahedral and



Fig. 14. 51V solid-state NMR spectra of bioinorganic oxovanadium(V) complexes SJZ0040
(a) and SJZ0032 (b) mimicking the resting state, as well as HS003 (c) mimicking the peroxo
intermediate of vanadium haloperoxidases. The spectra were acquired at 9.4 T with the MAS
spinning frequency of 17 kHz.
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distorted octahedral geometry, in agreement with the X-ray crystal structure of the
complex.
3.4.3. Polyoxoanionic solids

Vanadium-substituted polyoxoanionic solids have found widespread use as oxida-
tion catalysts,175,176 and are attaining interest for potential applications as solid
nanocomposite molecular devices due to their putative electro-, photo-, and thermo-
chromism.177–180 The degree of vanadium substitution in the polyoxoanion and
the counter-ion environment have been empirically determined to be key factors
influencing the chemical properties of these solids;176 however, the molecular basis
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of these results could not be established with traditional techniques, such as EPR,
FTIR, Raman spectroscopy, and powder X-ray diffraction.

Polenova, Francesconi, Teplyakov, Dmitrenko and co-workers explored the
utility of 51V solid-state NMR spectroscopy, FTIR spectroscopy, and DFT cal-
culations for probing the effects of counter-ions and of vanadium substitution
on the electronic environment of vanadium sites in oxotungstates of Lindqvist and
Keggin families.141,181 51V solid-state NMR and FTIR unequivocally demonstrate
that the NMR parameters (CQ, ZQ, ds, and Zs) as well as the IR vibrational
frequencies are dictated by the counter-ions, providing the first direct experimental
evidence that counter-ions modulate the electronic structure of the anion. Further-
more, vibrational IR frequencies were accurately predicted by the DFT, when
counter-ions were included in the calculations. The degree of vanadium substitution
has a profound effect on the quadrupolar and CSA tensor parameters as well.141

In vanadium-substituted Lindqvist solids, the quadrupolar coupling constants were
found to be quite small and ranging from 0.60MHz in mono-vanadium substituted
[(nC4H9)4N]3[VW5O19] to 1.55MHz in di-vanadium substituted Na2Cs2[V2W4O19]
� 6H2O.141a In Keggin solids, CQ was considerably larger and ranged from
0.79MHz in mono-vanadium substituted K4[PVW11O40] to 5.50MHz in tri-vana-
dium substituted a-1,2,3-[(nC4H9)4N]6[PV3W9O40].

141b In Fig. 15, selected 51V
solid-state NMR spectra are presented for mono-vanadium substituted Lindqvist
polyoxotungstates, illustrating the counter-ion effect.

It is worth noting that counter-ions are generally ignored in the DFT analysis of
polyoxometalates; however, the above work highlights the importance of counter-ions
Fig. 15.
51V solid-state NMR spectra of mono-vanadium substituted Lindqvist polyoxo-

tungstates [(n-C4H9)4N]3[VW5O19] (a) and Cs3[VW5O19] (b) illustrating that counter-ion dic-
tates the 51V NMR parameters in these solids. The spectra were acquired at 9.4 T with the
MAS spinning frequency of 10 kHz.
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in defining the electronic structure of the anion and suggests that counter-ions should
be considered for accurate description of the system.

Recently, Bonhomme et al.167 illustrated that 51V decoupling can be beneficial
in 29Si NMR of a vanadium-containing polyoxometalate solid [AsW9O33(tBuSiO)3
(VO)][nBu4N]3, yielding greatly simplified 29Si spectra and permitting to
distinguish between the three crystallographically non-equivalent Si sites whose
resonances otherwise overlap.
3.4.4. Proteins: vanadium haloperoxidases

To date, there is only one example where 51V solid-state NMR spectroscopy
has been employed to address vanadium sites in proteins, vanadium-containing
haloperoxidases.140,182 Polenova, Pooransingh-Margolis, Wever, and colleagues
demonstrated that 51V MAS spectra can be detected in vanadate-dependent chloro-
and bromoperoxidases despite of the low concentration of vanadium sites in
the proteins, one per active subunit (M ca. 60 kDa), and the large quadrupolar
interaction in both proteins, as illustrated in Fig. 16. Experimental NMR para-
meters describing the quadrupolar and CSA interactions were used in conjunction
with the DFT-predicted values for a large number of models representing the pos-
sible coordination environments of the vanadium site, to extract the protonation
states of the vanadate cofactor in chloroperoxidase. Interestingly, the most
Fig. 16. Comparison of 14.1T 51V NMR spectra of (a) vanadium chloroperoxidase and (b)
vanadium bromoperoxidase. The spectra were acquired with 1.5 million scans; the temper-
ature was �251C, and the MAS frequency 17 kHz.
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probable coordination environment is an anionic vanadate cofactor with the axial
hydroxo ligand, while one hydroxo and two oxo groups are present in the equa-
torial plane. This is different from the anionic fully deprotonated vanadate
proposed previously based on the bond-length analysis of the X-ray structure
of vanadium chloroperoxidase,183 but in agreement with recent computational
predictions (see also Section 5.2).184–186 Furthermore, the solid-state NMR spectra
reveal that the active sites of vanadium chloro- and bromoperoxidases have unique
electronic environments, despite their similar geometries.182 These results illustrate
the promise of an integrated approach involving 51V spectroscopy and DFT
calculations for the analysis of diamagnetic vanadium sites in proteins.
3.4.5. Catalysts, ceramic, and nanocomposite materials

Traditionally, 51V solid-state NMR spectroscopy has been most widely employed
for the analysis of various vanadia-based catalysts, as well as of ceramic and
nanocomposite materials, with extensive literature addressing various spectroscopic
and chemical aspects of these solids. These systems are not the primary focus of this
overview, and we therefore refer the reader to the beautiful detailed reviews of this
field,155,169 as well as to judiciously chosen recent reports.150,187,188 In addition, we
point the reader to the interesting work of Grey and Kim, who demonstrated
17O-51V TRAPDOR NMR in anionic conductors to be a sensitive probe of
dynamics of oxo anions coordinated to the different vanadium polyhedra.165

4. MESOPHASES

For 51V NMR spectroscopy of mesophases, both solution and solid-state ap-
proaches are employed. In the solid-like amorphous systems, the lines are typically
broad due to the conformational heterogeneity, and extracting the anisotropic para-
meters may therefore be challenging. If some intrinsic order is present, as in liquid
crystalline systems, seven separate, equidistant resonance lines corresponding to the
seven quadrupolar transitions can be observed, the separation of which reflects first
order quadrupole perturbation, which can be exploited to evaluate the quadrupole
coupling constant in the specific vanadium compound and the order parameter of
the liquid crystalline phase; Eq. (13).189

DnLC ¼ Sa �
3e2qQ

4Ið2I � 1Þh
(13)

DnLC is the splitting, Sa the ordering parameter, e2qQ/h ¼ CQ the quadrupole cou-
pling constant, and I the nuclear spin.

A typical example, VO(OiPr)3 in the nematic liquid crystal MBBA, is depicted in
Fig. 17. The majority of the reports in the literature focus on analyses of isotropic
NMR parameters for inferring local coordination geometry of the vanadium sites,
and on studies of kinetics of formation of mesophases by simple one-dimensional
experiments. Below we describe the applications of 51V NMR in specific systems.



Fig. 17. 11.2MHz 51V NMR spectrum (1st derivative) of VO(OiPr)3 in the liquid crystal
4-methoxybenzylidene-40-butylamin (MBBA) at 295K; vanadium content 8.3%; 231C. The
splitting amounts to 12 kHz.
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4.1. Applications

4.1.1. Sols and gels

Vanadium pentoxide gels have been a subject of interest and numerous studies due
to their interesting physical properties, including proton and electron conduc-
tion,190 defining their applications as antistatic coatings in photography,191 as well
as potential importance in lithium batteries192 and in electrochromic devices.193 51V
NMR spectroscopy has been an essential method for probing the composition and
local structure of these gels, as well as the gelation kinetics.

Mege and co-workers194 addressed the effect of surfactants on the formation of
vanadium alkoxide gels. The authors conclude that surfactant modifies the gel poro-
sity and affects the gelation rate. 51V NMR spectra revealed that, in the presence of
surfactant, hydrolysis is slowed down and the precursor as well as intermediate
species VO(OAm)3 and VO(OAm)3�x(OH)x (Am ¼ amyl) are present after 6 h.

Alonso et al. explored the synthesis of vanadium pentoxide nematic gels and the
mechanism of polymerization of vanadium species.195–197 51V NMR spectroscopy
was employed to address the speciation in solution, by the characteristic vanadate
and peroxovanadate isotropic chemical shifts. Kinetics of gel formation has been
traced by monitoring the decrease in intensities of the 51V isotropic peaks corre-
sponding to [H2V10O28]

4� Formation of vanadia–silica composite gels was ad-
dressed by Choi et al.198 51V isotropic chemical shifts revealed that the predominant
vanadium species in the gel is dependent on the original vanadium content, and is
identified as V10O28

6� at low V/(V+Si) ratios, while an additional V(V) in distorted
octahedral coordination species emerges when V/(V+Si) ¼ 48%.
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Dubarry et al.199 used 51V magic angle spinning NMR spectroscopy to probe
the local environments of vanadium in Li1+aV3O8 � nH2O xerogels. The authors
observed several vanadium sites, and are able to assign their symmetries based on
the chemical shift anisotropy and quadrupolar coupling constant. The interesting
conclusion of this work is that the vanadium environments in the xerogels under
investigation differ from those in vanadium pentoxide gels.
4.1.2. Foams

Carn et al.200 developed a non-static patterning method for the synthesis of
macroporous vanadium oxide foams. 51V MAS NMR spectroscopy revealed four
distinct vanadium environments in the foam: square pyramidal VO5 with a water
molecule in a trans position with respect to the vanadyl VQO bond; a highly
distorted VO5 environment; a square pyramid VO5 with a water molecule inter-
acting with the vanadyl bond; and a square pyramid environment of vanadium
close to that in the crystalline V2O5. These types of vanadium species are similar to
those observed in the V2O5 xerogels.
4.1.3. Micelles

Crans, Levinger and coworkers utilized 51V solution NMR spectroscopy to probe
interactions of dipicolinatodioxovanadium(V) complexes in reverse micelles.201,202

Based on the analysis of the 51V longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates and
1H-1H NOEs, the authors conclude that the oxovanadium complex is buried in the
hydrophobic part of the interfacial region of the Aerosol OT microemulsions,203

while in the water/cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)/n-pentanol/cyclohex-
ane quarternary microemulsions, the complex is located near the lipid interface,
with the hydrophobic portion of the dipicolinato ligand facing the aqueous micellar
interior.
4.1.4. Hexagonal mesostructured phases

Luca and Hook204 reported on the synthesis of a novel hexagonal meso-structured
vanadium oxide (HMVO). 51V MAS NMR spectroscopy was employed to address
the local geometry of vanadium in this phase. Interestingly, reduced quadrupolar
interaction was observed compared with the crystalline and gel V2O5 samples,
indicating that the coordination geometry in HMVO is square pyramidal but
somewhat less distorted than in V2O5.
4.1.5. Liquid crystals

As noted above, first order quadrupole perturbation influences the seven Zeeman
levels in such a way that seven equidistant transitions are generated, comparable
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with first order interaction in crystalline samples, by several orders of magnitude
smaller however than in the crystalline solid state.189 Ordering factors Sa for oxo-
vanadiumtris(alkoxides) VO(OR)3 (R ¼ nPr, nBu, tBu) dissolved in liquid crystals
such as nematic phase 4 (Merck), obtained by employing Eq. (13), are concentration
and temperature dependent. Typical Sa values at ambient temperature and concen-
trations of ca. 10% w/w amount to 0.1. Interestingly, an Sa of the same magnitude
has been reported for a solution of Z5-C5H5V(CO)4 in nematic phase 4.205
5. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

5.1. Methodological aspects

For a long time, computational chemistry of transition metal complexes used to be
less well developed than that of common organic molecules, because the former
require highly sophisticated, and hence, expensive, quantum chemical methods
from the conventional ab initio hierarchy. This situation has changed with the
advent of DFT in its modern Kohn–Sham implementation, which turned out to be
extremely fruitful for the study of geometries, energies, and properties of transition
metal complexes.206 NMR parameters such as chemical shifts and spin–spin
coupling constants are important properties that can now be routinely computed
with DFT, and several reviews of this field mention transition–metal complexes
explicitly.207–209 In fact, the very first DFT-based method for the calculation
of chemical shifts, Sum-Over-States Density Functional Perturbation Theory
(SOS-DFPT), had been validated right from the start against known 51V chemical
shift tensors.210 Occasionally, newly developed exchange-correlation functionals are
assessed by their performance in reproducing chemical shifts of transition–metal
nuclei, including 51V.211 It therefore seemed appropriate to include a summary of
the body of theoretical literature on this nucleus in the present review.

As the details of the underlying theoretical machinery have been often summa-
rized and documented,212,213 we will only briefly touch some of the basic aspects
of chemical-shift computations. Formally, the magnetic shielding tensor, r, is
obtained as second derivative of the total quantum-mechanical energy of a system
with respect to the external magnetic field and the magnetic momenta of the nuclei
present.214 This derivative is conveniently evaluated by means of double pertur-
bation theory, and can in principle be formulated for any desired quantum-
mechanical approximation. In order to circumvent the so-called gauge problem,
one usually employs sets of gauge origins for the magnetic perturbations that are
distributed over the molecular system, either at the level of Hartree–Fock or
Kohn–Sham-DFT molecular orbitals (MOs), in the Individual Gauge for Localized
Orbitals (IGLO) or Localized Orbitals/Local origin (LORG) approaches, or, more
commonly, at the level of the atomic basis set, in the Gauge-Including Atomic
Orbitals (GIAO) framework.212–214 The tensor components of r are obtained as the
sum of two parts, a diamagnetic (shielding) part, which depends only on the
ground-state wave function, and a paramagnetic (deshielding) part, which depends,
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in addition, on the excited states, expressed in terms of the virtual (unoccupied)
MOs (cf. the approximations to sdia and spara, Eqs. (2a–c) in Section 2.1). As with
lighter nuclei, it is usually the latter paramagnetic part that is decisive for the actual
d(metal) value and the considerable range frequently observed for such nuclei.
Individual matrix elements to these paramagnetic contributions become important
when occupied and virtual MOs have the proper symmetry (i.e., when they can mix
upon action of the angular operator of the magnetic perturbation) and a small
energetic separation (which appears as ‘‘energy denominator’’ in the salient
expressions; cf. Eq. (2b)). Selected pictorial rationalizations of such contributions,
notwithstanding215 a comprehensive interpretation of metal shielding tensors
on this basis is difficult, because there is usually a plethora of significant MO
contributions, quite often unique to a particular structure. Besides validation of
the available theoretical methods, the main body of computational 51V NMR
spectroscopy has thus concentrated on selected applications, e.g., to structural
questions or to reactivities in homogeneous catalysis, rather than on detailed
interpretations.

In the absence of an empirical absolute shielding scale for 51V, only calculated
relative chemical shifts, d, can be compared with experiment. In computations, the
common standard, neat VOCl3, is almost invariably modeled as an isolated mole-
cule (see below for a discussion of medium effects), the isotropic s value of which is
used as reference. The s value(s) computed for the complex under scrutiny is then
subtracted from this reference, affording the desired d(51V) value. Because the
chemical shift is thus obtained as difference of two s values, it can benefit to some
extent from a cancellation of errors. Such errors could for instance arise from the
neglect of relativistic effects. To our knowledge, no such relativistic calculations
have been reported for a 51V chemical shift so far, but it is known for other 3d
metals that relativistic effects, while noticeable for the magnetic shieldings s, cancel
to a large extent for relative d values.208,216 A selection of computed absolute s
values for VOCl3 is collected in Table 12, illustrating the sensitivity of this property
to details of geometrical parameters, exchange-correlation functional, and basis set.

Apart from the singular result with the (probably too unflexible) deMon basis set
(entry 1 in Table 12), the magnitude of s is mainly governed by the nature of
the exchange-correlation functional employed in the NMR computation: typical
‘‘pure’’ density functionals (entries 2–6) yield s values around ca. �2,000, while
popular hybrid functionals (entries 7–15) afford values around ca. �2,300.
The concomitant deshielding of the metal nucleus upon inclusion of Hartree–Fock
exchange in the hybrid functional has been noted for many other transition metal
complexes as well, for instance in ferrocene, where this effect has been analyzed in
detail.217

The first systematic study of 51V equilibrium chemical shifts, published in 1998,218

has been conducted for a set of seven vanadium complexes that are known experi-
mentally (VOCl2F, VOClF2, VOF3, VF5, VO(OCH2CH2)3)N, [V(CO)6]

�, and
[V(CO)5(N2)]

�) and eight complexes of the general type V(O � � �X)Men(OMe)4�n

(X ¼ vacancy or AlH3, n ¼ 0 – 4), the latter modeling known species with bulkier
alkyl groups (CH2SiMe3 instead of CH3 or H). Later it has been shown that the use



Table 12. Computed absolute isotropic 51V shielding constants s for VOCl3

Entry Method Functional Basisa Geometryb s Reference

1 IGLO-SOS-DFPT PW91 deMon/II Experiment �1505 [210]

2 IGLO-SOS-DFPT PW91 WTB/II BP86 opt �2010 [218]

3 LORG-DFT PBE Wachters/6-31G* Experiment �2023 [211]

4 LORG-DFT BLYP Wachters/6-31G* Experiment �2073 [211]

5 LORG-DFT BP86 Wachters/6-31G* Experiment �2037 [211]

6 GIAO-DFT BP86 Wachters/6-31G* BP86 opt �1959 [218]

7 LORG-DFT B3LYP Wachters/6-31G* Experiment �2392 [211]

8 LORG-DFT PBE0 Wachters/6-31G* Experiment �2405 [211]

9 GIAO-DFT B3LYP Wachters/6-31G* BP86 opt �2317 [218]

10 GIAO-DFT B3LYP Wachters/II BP86 opt �2306 [219]

11 GIAO-DFT B3LYP WTB/II BP86 opt �2418 [218]

12 GIAO-DFT B3LYP Wachters/II BP86 CP-opt �2264 [219]

13 GIAO-DFT B3LYP Wachters/II BLYP CP-opt �2346 [221]

14 GIAO-DFT B3LYP Wachters/II BP86 CPMD �2292(71) [219]

15 GIAO-DFT B3LYP Wachters/II BP86 CPMD(l) �2334(71) [227]

aDenoted metal/ligands; deMon, Wachters, and WTB stand for a decontracted (6s6p5d) basis from

the deMon library, the augmented (8s7p4d) Wachters basis, and a contracted (14s11p8d) well-

tempered basis, respectively. 6-31G* and II are standard polarized double- and triple-zeta bases,

respectively; see refs. for details.
bExperiment from gas-phase electron diffraction; opt and CP-opt stand for optimized with all-

electron-Wachters/6-31G* and pseudopotential/plane-wave basis sets, respectively; CPMD denotes

a mean value over snapshots from a corresponding trajectory, (l) designating a model for the bulk

liquid (see text).
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of these models is indeed justified, as equilibrium d(51V) values computed for
VOMe3 and VO(CH2SiMe3) agree within better than 20 ppm,219 a rather insignifi-
cant difference compared with the total 51V chemical-shift range of ca. 3,500
covered by the test set. For the total set of 15 complexes, a number of the IGLO-
and GIAO-based methods detailed in Table 12 were assessed by correlations
between equilibrium 51V chemical shifts, computed for DFT-optimized geometries,
and the corresponding experimental d(51V) values. Little discrimination between the
various methods was apparent, both in terms of the slopes of the linear regression
lines (which were all close to the ideal value of 1) and the mean absolute deviations
from experiment. For the GIAO-BP86 and -B3LYP methods, the errors were
between 114 and 119 ppm,218 a quite satisfactory agreement (ca. 3% of the total
chemical shift range covered). Whereas both ‘‘pure’’ and hybrid functionals thus
performed similarly well for d(51V), the latter variants, B3LYP in particular, had
been found clearly superior for many other transition–metal nuclei.220 Therefore,
the GIAO-B3LYP level was also recommended for the calculation of 51V chemical
shifts.218

These comparisons involved computed equilibrium chemical shifts in the gas
phase, de, whereas the experiments refer to thermally averaged values in a solvent.
Inert organic solvents had been used in the experiments for this test set, and little
effect on the trends in d(51V) is to be expected. Thermal averaging, however, could
affect the metal chemical shift noticeably, in particular when this nucleus is very
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sensitive to small structural changes, such as thermally induced elongations
of bonds from their equilibrium values. The first study of such thermal effects on
transition–metal chemical shifts was conducted for vanadium complexes, where
such thermal fluctuations were modeled by short-time (a few picoseconds) classical
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations based on DFT-derived energies and gradi-
ents, specifically in the Car-Parrinello MD (CPMD) scheme.221 Mean isotropic
shielding constants were obtained by averaging the instantaneous s values over
a sufficient number of snapshots from the MD trajectory. For VOCl3 and three
small vanadates, [VO2(OH)2]

�, [VO2(H2O)4]
+, and [VO(O2)2(H2O)]�, only small

differences were found in the gas phase between these thermal averages (sav) and
the corresponding equilibrium values (se), e.g., less than 30 ppm for VOCl3 (com-
pare entries 12 and 14 in Table 12). Even smaller effects were obtained when zero-
point corrections to se values (which are not included in the MD simulations with
their classical propagation scheme) were computed using a perturbational
approach.222 For VOCl3, for instance, such corrections (affording s0) amounted
to less than 20 ppm. Subsequently, zero-point and classical thermal effects were
evaluated for the above-mentioned test set (excluding the OMe derivatives).219 For
most complexes, similarly small changes to sav and s0 were obtained (up to ca.

40 ppm), resulting in even smaller changes in the corresponding d values. Somewhat
larger effects, exceeding 100 ppm, were obtained for the carbonyl complexes,
[V(CO)6]

� and [V(CO)5(N2)]
�, and for the model Lewis-acid complex

V(O � � �AlH3)Me3, in which cases the thermally averaged chemical shifts agreed
better with experiment than the equilibrium ones. Over the whole, smaller test set,
however, these improvements were only moderate: for instance, on going from
de(CP-opt) to dav(CPMD) values, the mean absolute deviation decreased from 165
to 134 ppm.219

In terms of s values, zero-point and thermal effects are deshielding in essentially
all cases, due to enhanced paramagnetic contributions upon the concomitant
elongations of the vanadium-ligand bonds. The sensitivity of the 51V nucleus
toward these geometrical parameters has been evaluated in terms of shielding/bond-
length derivatives, @sV/qrV�L, which were found to account to a large extent for
the calculated changes in s.219 For the six V-C bonds in [V(CO)6]

�, e.g., such
a derivative of �44.5 ppmpm�1 has been obtained. This number is about twice as
large as an earlier empirical estimate (�20 ppmpm�1),100a but is definitely on the
same order of magnitude. For a peroxovanadate–imidazole complex, the computed
51V chemical shift has also been shown to depend noticeably on the particular
conformation of the imidazole ligand, i.e., its rotation about the V-N axis.223

When 51V NMR spectra are recorded in polar protic solvents such as water,
the effects of the latter on the chemical shifts may no longer be negligible. With this
possibility in mind, the MD-based protocol has been extended to model 51V
chemical shifts in water.221 This was achieved by filling the periodic boxes in the
CPMD setup with an appropriate number of water molecules, thus modeling an
infinite bulk solution. In this approach, solvent and solute are treated on an equal
quantum-chemical footing and are free to interact or react, at least on the short
time scales accessible. In fact, spontaneous processes observed in such simulations
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can provide interesting insights into structure and speciation of the species under
scrutiny (see below). NMR properties were then averaged over snapshots without
periodic boundary conditions, i.e., containing a single complex each, and with the
surrounding water molecules represented as point charges. Initially, the underlying
CPMD simulations had been performed with the BLYP functional,221 but the BP86
combination, preferable for transition–metal complexes, has later been shown224 to
provide very similar results in conjunction with GIAO-B3LYP NMR computa-
tions. Up until now, this approach has been applied to a number of oxo- and
peroxovanadium(V) complexes,221,223,225,226 the data of which are summarized in
Table 13 and displayed graphically in Fig. 18.

In general, the combined thermal and solvent effects on the computed 51V
chemical shifts are not large (compare de (g) and dav (aq) values in Table 13),
exceeding 100 ppm only for the bis(peroxo) complexes, [VO(O2)2L]

� (L ¼ water
or imidazole, see last two entries in Table 13). In the latter cases, a very large
decrease of the V-L bond lengths upon solvation has been noted (by ca. 0.3 and
0.1 Å, respectively),221,223 consistent with the concomitant shielding of the 51V
nucleus in water.

When comparing simulated and experimental d(51V) values in water, it turns out
that most peroxo species are described very well (filled circles in Fig. 18), whereas
a systematic shift of ca. 140 ppm to lower field is apparent for the theoretical d(51V)
data of ‘‘normal’’ vanadates (filled squares in Fig. 18). The reasons for this dis-
crepancy are not understood at present. Initially it had been speculated that
systematic errors in d(51V) might be introduced by a different treatment of the
aqueous substrate and the standard, VOCl3, because the latter was only modeled in
the gas phase, not as the neat liquid it is used experimentally.221 Preliminary efforts
to model such a neat liquid with CPMD, however, produced no evidence for
Table 13. Equilibrium (de) and thermally averaged (dav)
51V chemical shifts, computed at

the GIAO-B3LYP level for minima or snapshots from optimizations or CPMD simulation

with the BP86 functionala

Compound Reference de (g) dav (g) dav (aq) Experimentb

(CP-opt) (CPMD) (CPMD)

[VO2(glygly
0)]� [226] �637 n.a. �627 �505

[VO2(H2O)n]
+c [221] �664 �662 �694 �545

[VO2(OH)2]
� [224] �659 �669 �715 �560

[VO(O2)(H2O)3]
+ [225] �484 n.a. �560 �543

[VO(O2)(glygly
0)]� [225] �616 n.a. �656 �649

[VO(O2)2(H2O)]� [224] �588 �561 �682 �692

[VO(O2)2(im)]� [223] �722 �696 �833 �748

aRelative to gaseous VOCl3, optimized or modeled at the corresponding level; (g) and (aq) denote

gaseous and aqueous phase, respectively. im, imidazole; glygly0, NH2-CH2-CO-N-CH2-COO�.
bIn water; see cited references for the experimental sources.
cBLYP functional employed in CPMD optimizations and simulations, where n was equal to 3 in the

gas phase, and approximately 3.5 in water.



Fig. 18. Plot of calculated (B3LYP/CPMD) vs. experimental 51V chemical shifts of aqueous
vanadate (squares) and peroxovanadate complexes (circles) from Table 13, together with the
ideal line (no fit); a [VO2(glygly

0)]�, b [VO2(H2O)n]
+, c [VO2(OH)2]

�, d [VO(O2)(H2O)3]
+, e

[VO(O2)(glygly
0)]�, f [VO(O2)2(H2O)]�, g [VO(O2)2(H2O)]�, h [VO(O2)2(OOH)]2�, i

[V(O2)4]
3�; for assignments of the latter two resonances see text.
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a substantial gas-to-liquid-shift for that compound: only a slight deshielding of ca.

40 ppm was predicted upon going into the bulk (compare last two entries in
Table 13),227 albeit with an unknown error margin due to a possibly incomplete
equilibration of the MD simulation. At present, the search for better exchange-
correlation functionals appears to be the most promising route to identify theo-
retical methods and levels that allow computation of 51V NMR properties with
a uniform, high accuracy.

Compared with studies on isotropic 51V chemical shifts, assessment of computed
tensor elements is much less well developed (see also preceding section on experi-
mental solid-state 51V NMR spectroscopy). In the first SOS-DFPT study,
experimental chemical shift anisotropies and asymmetry parameters of some meta-
vanadates MVO3 (M ¼ Li and Na) were reasonably well predicted (better than
60 ppm and 0.01 for Dd and Z, respectively), even though only a minimal cluster
model without cations was considered in the computations.210 In a more recent
solid-state NMR study, observed and GIAO-B3LYP computed chemical shielding
anisotropy (CSA) parameters of three oxovanadium(V) complexes with O and N
donors were also found in respectable agreement, within ca. 70 ppm and 0.15 for ds
and Zs, respectively (see preceding section for definition of these parameters).139

Larger errors were apparent in the theoretical isotropic chemical shifts of these
complexes (exceeding 300 ppm), part of which may be related to the fact that the
geometries of substrates and standard were taken from different sources, namely
experiments in the solid and a DFT-optimization in the gas phase, respectively.
Even larger discrepancies were found for one complex containing, in addition to O-
and N-donors, an S-donor atom coordinated to the metal. Because in this
case, the results were also quite basis-set dependent, more definite conclusions
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concerning the DFT performance would have to await more systematic studies
involving larger basis sets and, possibly, complexes with other donors from the
second main row.

To summarize this section, the theoretical methods to compute 51V chemical
shifts from first principles are well advanced, and it is now possible to model this
property under the conditions of the NMR experiment, i.e., at ambient temperature
and in solution. For essentially all vanadium complexes studied so far, effects of
solvation and/or thermal averaging on d(51V) are rather small, rarely approaching
or exceeding 100 ppm. Occasional, larger deviations notwithstanding, the intrinsic
accuracy of the currently employed flavors of DFT appear to be on the same order
of magnitude, and a further reduction of this ‘‘theoretical uncertainty’’ is a chal-
lenge worth pursuing. Within the limits set by this error margin, however, structural
and functional applications of 51V NMR calculations are already possible, as will be
discussed in the following section.
5.2. Applications

The first chemical applications of 51V chemical shift calculations were directed
toward homogeneous catalysis, emphasizing the potential usefulness of 51V NMR
spectroscopy for a screening of potential catalysts. Inspired by empirical correla-
tions between transition–metal chemical shifts and reactivities,228 and by observa-
tions that oxo- and imidovanadium(V) complexes can be active catalysts for olefin
polymerization, attempts have been made to correlate computed d(51V) values
in model catalysts VXMe3 with the barriers DEa for ethylene insertion into one of
the V-C bonds, believed to be the rate-limiting step in the catalytic cycle.229–231

For the model oxovanadium(V) species (X ¼ O), coordination of a Lewis acid of
increasing strength to the terminal oxo ligand was computed to successively reduce
this barrier and to produce an ever more deshielded 51V nucleus in the adduct
complex.229 A similar trend between computed barriers and d(51V) values has been
found in imidovanadium(V) complexes, depending on the electron-withdrawing
capabilities of the alkyl and aryl groups attached to the imido nitrogen atom and
the possibility of forming additional intramolecular contacts between ortho-aryl
substituents and the metal center.230 The common trend for both systems, which
extends to the respective protonated species as limiting cases with lowest barriers, is
depicted in Fig. 19 (open squares and circles). In these systems, 51V NMR could be
useful to screen potential catalysts, as more active catalysts should be characterized
by higher metal chemical shifts. In particular for imidovanadium complexes, the use
of which as olefin-polymerizing catalysts has flourished recently,232 it would be
rewarding if this property could be exploited for catalyst design and optimization.

For the parent systems with X ¼ NH, O, S, and Se a similar trend was predicted,
but with a much smaller sensitivity of the computed barrier toward d(51V)231

(see filled triangles in Fig. 19). Thus, NMR/reactivity correlations in general will be
limited to closely related species within specific families of compounds. Such
limitations became even more apparent in the [VO(O2)2L]

� system, which was



Fig. 19. Top: Schematic sketch of olefin insertion into VXMe3. Bottom: Correlations of
predicted activation barriers for ethylene insertion (BP86 + ZPE level) and 51V chemical
shifts (GIAO-B3LYP) in such VXMe3 systems; triangles: parent systems (dotted line: linear
correlation); squares: Lewis adducts of oxo species; circles: imido derivatives (dashed line:
linear correlation for the latter two systems combined). Data taken from refs. 229–231.
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predicted to be a viable catalyst for ethylene epoxidation in the case of
L ¼ imidazole.223 General trends between O-transfer barriers and d(51V) were only
found for very closely related ligands L, notably neutral N-heterocyclic aromatic
species, suggesting that in this case 51V NMR will probably be less useful in catalyst
design.

Besides these reactivity studies, 51V chemical shift computations have been
applied to structural problems, i.e., to cases where 51V NMR spectra are known,
but not the precise structure of the species producing them. Even though no definite
structural proof is possible in this way, a good accord between calculated and
experimental shifts can be taken as evidence for the plausibility of the structure
employed in the computation. This approach has furnished support for the
assignment of complexes between vanadate and the simplest dipeptide, glycylgly-
cine, to anionic, five-coordinated species [VO2(glygly

0)]� (glygly0 ¼ NH2-CH2-CO-
N-CH2-COO�), cf. XIII in Fig. 20).233,226 Specifically, static computations in
the gas phase have strongly disfavored a structure with a fac orientation of the
tridentate dipeptide ligand (which optimized to a mer conformation) and to a
complex with intact peptide linkage, i.e., protonated at the peptide nitrogen atom
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(which showed a deviation of ca. 200 ppm between the calculated and the observed
51V chemical shift).233

Similar results have been obtained for the related glycylserine complex, for which
the calculations corroborated the presence of two structural isomers, namely one
coordinated via an O atom of the carboxylate group (as depicted in Fig. 20),
and one coordinated via the O atom of the hydroxymethyl side-chain.234 Further
distinction of details concerning type and number of other O-donor ligands about
the metal, however, were not possible with these static gas-phase studies, as the
computed d(51V) values of several such possibilities (e.g., XI – XIII in Fig. 20) were
all found within 100 ppm of experiment, i.e., within the previously established
uncertainty of the DFT-based approach (see above). Progress toward such a dis-
tinction has subsequently been made in a CPMD study of the glycylglycine complex
in water: in these simulations, the neutral species XI with six-coordination about the
metal turned out to be unstable, quickly losing the labile water ligand and a proton
to the surrounding solvent.226 The resulting species XIII was also validated by its
computed 15N chemical shift.

The combination of CPMD simulations and chemical shift calculations was also
used to study peroxovanadate complexes, which are present at high pH and H2O2

concentrations and which are characterized by high-field 51V resonances, between
ca. �710 and �850 (cf. Table 2 and text in Section 2.1.1).235 According to the
computational results, some of the original (largely tentative) assignments of the
signals in that region may need revision. For instance, species formulated as
[VO(O2)3]

3� or [V(OH)(O2)3]
2� were either not stable in the simulations or afforded

predicted d(51V) values outside this characteristic, strongly shielded region.225 Two
stable high pH structures with computed chemical shifts in that region, [V(O2)4]

3�

and [VO(O2)2(OOH)]2� are depicted in Scheme 15. When the latter is identified with
the species originally believed to be [VO(O2)3]

3� (from which it formed spontane-
ously within a few picoseconds in a CPMD simulation), and when both assignments
are switched, excellent accord with experiment is obtained (see data points labeled h

and i in Fig. 18).
In these CPMD-based structural applications, the inclusion of thermal and

solvation effects was not so critical for the accuracy of the 51V chemical shift of
a given minimum, but rather allowed to explore the intrinsic stability of a given
species under the experimental conditions. Both aspects combined, apparent kinetic
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stability and well-reproduced experimental d(51V) values, are thus a promising tool
to study structures and speciation of vanadium complexes in solution.

For a large set of small oxovanadium(V) complexes modeling the active site of
a vanadium-dependent chloroperoxidase (VCPO), the GIAO-B3LYP computed
CSA (and nuclear quadrupole coupling) tensor components have been compared
with the corresponding quantities derived experimentally for the actual enzyme.140

This comparison can provide insights into details of protonation state and hydrogen-
bond network involving the active center, information that is not available from
the positions of the heavy atoms, as located by X-ray crystallography in
a VCPO single crystal. Of the 86 optimized model complexes, just 16 were found
to match the experimental tensorial NMR data reasonably well (within 15–20% of
the respective values). The majority of these candidates, and the most plausible ones
based on other considerations such as accessibility at the given pH, have an overall
singly negatively charged vanadate core (see Fig. 21), in accordance with energetic
preferences obtained in quantum-mechanical/molecular-mechanical calculations185

of larger sections from the whole enzyme.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The numerous investigations reviewed here illustrate the power of 51V both in
solution and in solid-state NMR spectroscopy for analyses of various vanadium-
containing systems encompassing virtually all classes of inorganic, organovanadium
and biological materials. As demonstrated, a plethora of modern 51V solid-state
NMR methods is available to the experimentalist, and a careful choice of the
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method suited to a particular system yields a wealth of information about the
geometrical and electronic aspects of local structure of vanadium sites. 51V NMR
spectroscopy is especially beneficial when used in conjunction with modern com-
putational methods for calculations of the electric field gradients and of the chemi-
cal shielding anisotropy tensors. This integrated approach has great promise for
providing the accurate description of geometry and electronic structure of complex
vanadium solids intractable by the traditional crystallographic methods. Given
the large amount of shielding, coupling, and relaxation data now available for
classification of vanadium centers in specific environments, future applications will
concentrate on geometric and electronic structure elucidation of insufficiently char-
acterized materials such as those stemming from biological sources and present as
active (transient) species in catalytically conducted reactions.
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There are numerous examples of solid-state effects in the literature; here we have

selected some of the most notable ones, which are presented as case studies. These

case studies are classified by nuclei and by the dominant interaction that defines the

solid-state effects. Examples are presented for 13C, 15/14N, 1H, 17O, 31P, and 19F.

In addition to the effects discussed for chemical shifts the review also presents

examples of the solid-state effects on the quadrupolar constants in the case of non

1/2 spin nuclei.
1. INTRODUCTION

Information available from solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) is
being increasingly used to provide information on molecular and crystal structure1

of materials not amenable to single crystal or high resolution powder diffraction
X-ray spectroscopy studies. One reason for this increase is that the availability of
SSNMR, once restricted only to a relatively small number of NMR research
groups, is becoming much more widespread. A second reason is the sensitivity of
the NMR parameters, especially the chemical shift and quadrupolar constants, to
the local environment, making these parameters good probes of local structural
features2,3 not easily obtainable from other methods such as powder diffraction
X-ray. In addition, the state of the art in quantum chemical calculations of shielding
is such that theory can be used to accurately reproduce the experimentally measured
data. This accuracy allows for confidence in making assignments, as well as for
providing insight into the relationship between the molecular structure and chem-
ical shifts. This is at the point that quantitative structural predictions are a realistic
expectation in the near future. This type of analysis is currently being extended
beyond the structure of a single molecule and is being used to gain information on
crystal structures,4–8 an extension which requires an understanding of the inter-
molecular interactions present in solids and how they affect the NMR parameters.

There are a number of NMR parameters that can be used to obtain structural
information: the chemical shift (both the isotropic shift and the tensor compo-
nents), J couplings, dipolar couplings, and quadrupolar parameters. Any change in
the local structure, symmetry, and/or electronic distribution of a chemical species
due to intermolecular interactions can have an effect on any of these NMR pa-
rameters. These effects can be either indirect effects, the ones resulting from changes
in the molecular structure, or direct effects, involving changes in the distribution of
the electron density due to the crystalline field. While the dipolar and J couplings
have a direct relationship with structure and are widely used for structural char-
acterization in solution studies,9 they are very difficult to measure in solids and are
seldom used in structural studies. The most widely used of the NMR parameters in
the solid state is the chemical shift, but with the increased use of NMR spectroscopy
in nuclei with spin larger than 1/2, quadrupolar parameters are becoming of greater
importance. This article will focus on the use of SSNMR measurement of chemical
shift and quadrupolar coupling constants along with the quantum chemical cal-
culation of these parameters to gain insight into the effects of intermolecular
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interactions and their implication on structure determination. Finally, in this article
we report only results on crystalline or microcrystalline materials, for which the
intermolecular environment is well characterized, neglecting any discussion on
amorphous samples. We also refrain from discussing those studies using SSNMR
in which external probes such as 129Xe have been used to probe the structure of
materials.10

For crystalline solids, the solid-state spectra of spin-1/2 nuclei such as 13C or 15N,
under conditions of fast magic angle spinning (MAS) and high power proton de-
coupling, becomes very much like a proton decoupled solution spectra in terms of
spectral resolution and line widths. In the absence of solid-state effects, the number
of lines and their frequencies or chemical shifts do not change when going between
solution and solid state. However, there are cases where one or both of the above
change in going between solution and solid state; this article describes all the pos-
sible known reasons for these changes. For nuclei with spin greater than 1/2 the
SSNMR spectrum is further complicated by the presence of the residual quadru-
polar coupling, which is also influenced by the same intermolecular factors.

The shielding is a tensor quantity, resulting in the observed chemical shifts in a
solid being dependent on the orientation of the magnetic field in the molecular
frame.11 The shielding is due to the induced electronic circulation around the nuclei
in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field for any given orientation. For a
single crystal sample this gives spectra with as many lines as the number of mag-
netically inequivalent nuclei in the asymmetric unit, with the individual resonance
frequencies depending on the orientation of the crystal with respect to the external
field. For a microcrystalline sample, all orientations of the molecule with respect to
the magnetic field co-exist in the sample; this results in a so-called powder pattern of
all possible chemical shielding values for each magnetically inequivalent nuclei.
These powder patterns can be very broad, depending on the electronic environment
of a given nuclei. In many cases a given powder pattern spans the entire isotropic
chemical shift range typical of that nuclei, e.g., �200 ppm for the case of a 13C
nuclei in olefinic compounds. The powder pattern is characterized by the three
principal values of the chemical shift tensor; the isotropic chemical shift measured
in a solution or MAS experiment is the average of these three principal values.
It is often found that a change due to intermolecular effects is concentrated in
only one of the principal values or shows up as opposite effects in two of the
components, with one increasing and one decreasing. This leads to changes in
the isotropic chemical shift often being magnified in the individual components
of the shielding tensor; therefore, much more detailed information can be obtained
in the case where the components are measured instead of just the isotropic
chemical shifts.

The quadrupolar coupling of nuclei possessing a quadrupole moment is also very
sensitive to the local environment. The readers are referred to general SSNMR
books for a detailed description of the quadrupolar coupling.12,13 Briefly, the mag-
nitude of the coupling constant depends on the size of the quadrupolar moment of
the nucleus as well as the size and orientation of the electric field gradient (EFG) at
the nucleus. The EFG, generated by the nonspherical electron distribution about
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the nucleus, is very sensitive to variations in the electronic environment that arise
due to changes in the structure and/or intermolecular interactions. The use of
SSNMR on quadrupolar nuclei has been limited, especially on organic materials.
This, however, is changing, with 17O the most popular quadrupolar nuclei being
investigated. Under MAS conditions, the isotropic chemical shift, the quadrupolar
coupling constant, and the asymmetry factor of the quadrupolar interaction are
obtained. The lineshape of the solid-state spectra of spin 1/2 nuclei in the vicinity of
quadrupolar nuclei is also affected through the dipolar coupling between the two
magnetic species; from the spectal analysis both the coupling constant and the EFG
tensor can also be extracted. This is commonly done in samples with 13C-14N bonds.
This effect on the spectra can be quite large for directly bonded nuclei at low
magnetic fields, but is greatly diminished by going to higher fields as the coupling is
not field dependent. Therefore, the choice is often made to go to higher magnetic
fields where this dipolar coupling can be ignored, if possible, making for an easier
spectral interpretation.

Advances in NMR spectroscopy have allowed for determination of chemical shift
data in increasingly complex compounds. The use of higher magnetic field strengths
and higher spinning speeds has allowed for the high resolution MAS of large
molecules on limited amounts of material. When measuring the tensor data, the
primary advance is in the use of two dimensional spectroscopic techniques to allow
for the separation of the tensor data in a second dimension based on the isotropic
chemical shift. There are a number of experimental methods that achieve this sep-
aration, including the magic angle turning family of experiments (FIREMAT)14

and the PASS15 method.
Advances in both computational resources and methodology have allowed for

the accurate calculation of chemical shielding in large chemical systems. The use of
density functional theory (DFT) methods to efficiently include electron correlation
has been a major advance. Currently, calculations in light nuclei typically agree to
within �5 ppm on shift tensor components16,17 when calculations are done on an
isolated molecule provided there are no significant intermolecular effects that need
to be considered, as is the case for most rigid, neutral, nonpolar molecules. When
intermolecular interactions are a factor, however, the agreement between experi-
ment and theory on an isolated molecule degrades, making the use of theory an
important tool in the interpretation and analysis of the NMR data that would be
difficult if not impossible to interpret otherwise. Therefore, there has been much
work focused on methodology to include intermolecular effects into the calcula-
tions, so that theory can accurately reproduce experimental results in these cases,
resulting in a number of useful models. The use of these different models can serve
as a guide for the interpretation of the experimental values and for the role the
different intermolecular effects play in the measured solid-state NMR parameters.

It should also be noted that the NMR parameters of quadrupolar nuclei can also
be calculated. However, the amount of data available, both experimental and the-
oretical, on these quadrupolar parameters is much less than the amount of chemical
shift data that is available. Therefore not as much information is known on the
correlation and agreement between experiment and theory for the coupling
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constant and the EFG tensor, or about the affect of including intermolecular effects
into the calculations.

This article will start with a general discussion of how the solid-state spectra can
differ from the solution state spectra with which most chemists are much more
familiar, focusing on the changes that are due to intermolecular effects. This will be
followed by a discussion of the most commonly used theoretical treatments that
calculate the effect of intermolecular interactions on the NMR parameters. Finally,
a presentation of case studies from the literature, sorted by nuclei, will be made. The
cases presented are by no means a complete literature survey; they are, however, a
sampling to illustrate the effect that intermolecular interactions have on the chem-
ical shift and to hopefully act as a source of information to guide future studies.
2. ORIGIN OF SOLID-STATE EFFECTS ON CHEMICAL SHIFTS

The majority of the time there will be no or only very minor differences between the
isotropic chemical shifts measured in solution (in a nonpolar solvent) versus those
measured in the solid state via either a MAS spectrum or from the average of a
measurement of the principal values of the chemical shift tensor. When this is the
case, it is an indication that intermolecular effects are probably not a factor for the
chemical system being studied and that there are not crystal effects complicating
the interpretation of the SSNMR spectra. In these cases there is often also good
agreement (typically within 5 ppm for principal values) between the experimental
chemical shift values and the results of calculations done on a single isolated mol-
ecule. However, there are many examples in the literature where substantial differ-
ences are measured between solution and solid-state chemical shifts and/or between
experimental solid-state data and single molecule theoretical measurements.
In some cases these differences in the isotropic chemical shift values are of such
magnitude, that duplication of lines may be observed in the SSNMR spectra.
In other cases only a detailed study of the principal components and comparison
between experiment and theory reveals differences. When such differences are
observed one must look to the structure of the molecule and its local environment
for reasons to explain the differences. Some of the differences are due to changes in
the molecule itself (structure and/or dynamics) upon going from solution/liquid to
solid; others are due to strong intermolecular interactions in the solid state.

In this section, a discussion of the solid-state effects which can impact the observed
SSNMR spectra is presented. First the effects observed due to changes in the mol-
ecule and its structure between solution and solid state will be discussed. These effects
include differences in molecular and crystal symmetry, multiple molecules present in
the crystal asymmetric unit, conformational and/or tautomeric freezing, polymor-
phism, and phase changes. This will be followed by a discussion of the intermolecular
interactions present in the solid that lead to the observed changes: electrostatic effects,
hydrogen bonding (HB), and molecular magnetic susceptibility or ring current
effects. It should be noted that these two discussions are very much inter-related, as
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the crystal structure or structures of a substance in the solid state are also a direct
result of the intermolecular forces present in the material.
2.1. Conformational and tautomeric averaging

One factor that can cause changes in the chemical shifts as well as in the number of
resonances observed between solution and solid state is conformational averaging
due to motion that it is present in solution but absent or different in the solid state.
In addition, most tautomeric exchange processes are only observed in solution.
Both mechanisms can lead to different nuclei being equivalent in solution, but
nonequivalent in the solid state. If the motion or the tautomeric process is stopped,
the averaging will be removed and therefore the magnetic equivalency lifted. There
are cases where these processes do not even stop in the solid state, or at least not at
room temperature, especially in the case of motional averaging. One such example
is the rotation about the threefold symmetry axis in methyl groups. Depending on
the differences in the environment that the individual nuclei sample, the change in
the chemical shift when these processes are stopped can be of varying magnitudes.
Fig. 1 shows the difference observed in anisole in going from the solution state,
where the twofold stochastic jumping of the methoxy group leads to averaging
of the two ortho carbons, to a low temperature SSNMR where this motion is
stopped.18
2.2. Crystal symmetry

In some cases the molecule of interest has higher symmetry as an isolated molecule
than it does in the solid state, which affects the number of resonances observed.
An example of this situation is naphthalene.2,19 The isolated molecule has D2h

symmetry, and as such a solution 13C NMR spectrum shows a total of three res-
onances, one for the bridgehead carbons, one for the alpha protonated carbons, and
one from the beta protonated carbons. In the solid state the molecular symmetry is
reduced from D2h to Ci; this reduction in symmetry leads to the observation of five
resolvable chemical shift tensors. The change in the molecular symmetry can be due
to slight changes in the bond lengths and angles within the molecule and/or due to
differences in the crystal environment; often it is a mixture of the two.
2.3. Multiple molecules per asymmetric unit

A second possible effect imposed by the crystal structure is that there can be more
than one molecule per asymmetric unit. The asymmetric unit contains all nonsym-
metry related atoms in the unit cell; it is therefore the smallest part of the unit cell
which can be used to generate the entire cell. The number of molecules per asym-
metric unit, designated Z0, is most commonly one; however it can be a fraction of a



Fig. 1. High resolution spectra of anisole at (a) room temperature liquid and (b) MAS
spectrum at 180K showing the splitting of the aromatic carbons upon freezing out the
motion of the methoxy group. Peaks marked with asterisks are MAS side bands. (Repro-
duced with permission from ref. 18.)
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molecule (in cases where there are molecular symmetry elements which coincide
with crystallographic symmetry elements and therefore relate a portion of the
molecule to the rest) or it can be two or more. When Z0 is greater than one there is
the potential to see multiple lines for each nuclei in the molecule. Typically, multiple
resonances are observed for only some of the nuclei, namely those whose environ-
ment differ enough to lead to an observable change in the chemical shift, while
other of the resonances remain accidentally degenerate (see Fig. 2).
2.4. Presence of polymorphs

Polymorphism is another phenomenon that can only be observed in the solid
state.20–22 While there are still discussions of a precise definition of what constitutes
polymorphism, one very general definition is the existence of different crystal



Fig. 2. Region of 13C CPMAS of cis-verbenol containing signals from two olefinic carbons.
Top spectrum shows existence of three lines (resonances at �143 ppm are in a 2 : 1 ratio) for
each of the olefinic carbons corresponding to three molecules per asymmetric unit, as was
confirmed by the X-ray structure. Bottom shows a mixture of two polymorphs; the lower
intensity lines are believed to be from an uncharacterized polymorphic form with four mol-
ecules per asymmetric unit. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 5.)
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structures of the same chemical substance under the same conditions. Other defi-
nitions are more precise, requiring distinct properties and/or the same phase, or
more general, allowing for amorphous states and solvates. The study of polymorphs
has exploded, in large part due to their importance for the pharmaceutical indus-
try,23–25 as different polymorphs of a given compound can have different physical
properties. In addition, patent rights which can play an important role in the sta-
bility, formulation, and commercialization of drugs are tied to a given polymorph.
Many techniques have been used to study polymorphs, including microscopy,
SSNMR, infrared, Raman, ultraviolet and fluorescence spectroscopies, thermal
techniques, and of course X-ray crystallography. SSNMR has emerged as one of
the most powerful tool in the characterization of polymporphs and is often used in
conjunction with diffraction methods. In particular, the differences in the chemical
shifts between polymorphs can be related to differences in structure, conformation,
and/or intermolecular interactions. The literature of the study of polymorphs with
SSNMR has rapidly increased since the 1990s. A typical example of the effect of
polymorphism on the 13C SSNMR spectra is given in Fig. 3.



Fig. 3. High chemical shift region of the 13C CP/MAS spectra of various polymorphic forms
of cortisone acetate. Top to bottom: Forms I, II, III, IVaq, IVet, IVac, and Vaq. The stars
indicated the signals from the same ester carbonyl carbon (C22) in each form. (Reproduced
with permission from ref. 1.)
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2.5. Multiple solid-state phases

Structural changes between different crystalline phases of a substance, i.e., different
structures that exist under different temperature and/or pressure conditions,
can also lead to changes in the chemical shift of a given nuclei. In many cases the
phase transition is due to the loss of water leading to a transformation between
a hydrate and anhydrous form of a substance. As in polymorphism, any number
of spectroscopic and analytical techniques have been used to gain insight into
the structural changes between solid-state phases, including SSNMR. However,
there are typically limitations on the temperature and/or pressures at which
the NMR experiments can be performed, thereby limiting the phases that can
be studied. An example of changes that can be observed in the MAS spectra is
given in Fig. 4.



Fig. 4. 31P and 15N MAS spectra of AgNO3 �PPh3 as a function of temperature, with the
phase transition at 300K. The splitting in the 31P spectra is due to J coupling between the 31P
and the 107Ag. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 26.)
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2.6. Electrostatic effects

Electrostatic intermolecular effects can occur whenever there is a nonspherical
distribution of charges in the environment surrounding a molecule, whether it is
in a traditional ionic salt or in a substance that has polar bonds. The largest
electrostatic effects are the Coulombic forces between unlike charged ions in
ionic compounds. The effect of having neighboring charged species surrounding
a molecular or atomic entity of interest, as is typically in ionic compounds, is
large. In pure ionic compounds, the effect of this interaction cannot be theo-
retically reproduced by considering an isolated pair of ions as a given ion of
interest is associated with more than one ion of the opposite charge. This makes
these systems difficult to treat theoretically as any truncation in terms of nearest
neighbors leads to a highly charged cluster. Electrostatic interactions also exist
between compounds that do not have a net charge. Examples would be the
zwitterionic form of amino acids as well as any compound containing a polar
bond such as that in a carbonyl group. In this case a central molecule along
with any molecules which interact with this central molecule should be used to
include the intermolecular effects in a calculation, although this is not the only
option. These electrostatic interactions produce significant polarization of the
central molecule’s electronic density that modify the strength of the induced
magnetic fields when the molecule in placed in an external magnetic field. The
specific mechanisms on how these affect the shielding will be further discussed in
the next section where all methods of including intermolecular effects in calcu-
lations will be treated.
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2.7. Hydrogen bonding

HB27 is a phenomenon that occurs in a variety of chemical systems. A hydrogen
bond is defined in the most general sense as a donor–acceptor interaction, either
intramolecular or intermolecular, involving a hydrogen atom. These bonds are
formed when a hydrogen atom that is bonded to an electronegative atom A, leaving
the hydrogen atom with an electron deficit, is in a position to interact with a
hydrogen acceptor atom B, which has the ability to provide electrons to form the
hydrogen bond interaction. HB interactions encompass a wide range: from the
interaction between the hydrogen atom and the acceptor atom being very strong,
essentially a covalent interaction, to it being very weak, on the order of van der
Waals forces. The majority of cases, known as moderate hydrogen bonds, fall
between these two extremes; in these cases the interaction between the hydrogen
and the acceptor atom is mostly electrostatic in nature. As will be discussed further
in the next section, the strength of the hydrogen bond is very important in deter-
mining the best approach to use in calculations of shielding including these inter-
actions. Hydrogen bonds strongly affect the NMR spectra in solids in a number
of ways.28 Intramolecular hydrogen bonds can be strengthened or weakened in the
solid state relative to solution state structures, leading to conformation changes
and/or significant changes of the molecular electron density. Furthermore, solid-
state packing may lead to the formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds that also
may change molecular conformations and/or electron densities. All of these changes
have significant effects on the NMR chemical shifts and quadrupolar constants,
mainly in 17O and 1H, which make HB one of the most studied and most common
origin of the intermolecular solid-state shielding effects.

2.8. Magnetic effects

The last intermolecular effect that must be introduced is the ring current or mo-
lecular magnetic susceptibility effect that can be observed in compounds with
aromatic moieties. In aromatic compounds there exists highly anisotropic magnetic
susceptibility due to the fact that large secondary magnetic fields are induced from
the interaction of the delocalized electrons of the aromatic p system with the
external magnetic field necessary for the NMR experiment. The magnetic field
generated by these electrons is very directional with its largest strength directly
above and below the p system. If any atoms are located in this area, the chemical
shifts of those nuclei are impacted by these induced magnetic fields. Therefore this
effect is only observed when atoms are fixed in this region. This ring current effect
has been used in solution NMR of peptides to discuss the structural implications of
unusually low chemical shifts of select protons in the vicinity of aromatic rings in
the side chains.29 In the solid state this effect has recently been observed between
molecules in both 1H isotropic chemical shifts30 and 13C chemical shift principal
values31 when the crystal packing of aromatic hydrocarbons stacks the molecules so
that they lie parallel to each other. The directional nature of this interaction also
results in the isolation of the effect in one of the principal components.
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3. THEORETICAL METHODS

As discussed in the previous section, there are numerous mechanisms that can
explain the changes observed between the NMR chemical shifts measured in
solution versus those determined in a solid phase. While the experimental meas-
urements can provide unequivocal evidence of the existence of solid-state effects on
chemical shifts, the experiments alone seldom can provide conclusive information
on their chemical and/or structural origins. Theoretical and computational methods
play a fundamental role in interpreting the experimental results and providing
insight on the physical origin of the solid-state effects, as it is possible to complete
calculations on a variety of models, each of which can selectively include different,
plausible mechanisms responsible for the solid-state effect on the chemical shifts.

The theoretical methods available to take into account intermolecular inter-
actions can be classified in mainly two categories, those that represent the inter-
molecular interactions by an electric or magnetic field that mimics the interactions
generated by the rest of the molecules in the crystal and those that explicitly treat
the neighboring molecules. Most of the methods in the first category can be clas-
sified as electrostatic; in these methods either a finite distribution of charges or
multipoles are used to represent the electric field generated by the environment.32–34

Recently it has been shown that it is possible to observe purely magnetic inter-
molecular effects;31 in this case the use of Nuclear Independent Chemical Shieldings
(NICS)35–37 calculations have been used to take into account these effects.38

The other category of methods available treats the neighboring molecules
explicitly in the quantum mechanical calculations of the chemical shielding. For a
number of years the explicit representation was accomplished by including a finite
number of neighboring molecules in the calculations; this approach is usually
described as a ‘‘cluster model’’. The greatest disadvantage of the ‘‘cluster model’’ is
that their computational costs increases rapidly with the number of neighboring
molecules included in the calculations. To avoid this problem a number of com-
binations of cluster and electrostatic models have been used over the years; in these
hybrid models the closest neighbors are explicitly represented and the more remote
ones are replaced by an approximate field. In recent years several research groups
have proposed and implemented in available computer codes full crystal models
to calculate the chemical shielding with periodic boundary conditions (PBC).39–58

A description of the most popular methods of each category is given in the fol-
lowing sections.
3.1. Field expansion models

Field expansion methods were proposed many years ago in the pioneering work of
Buckingham and Raynes,59 but only in recent years, with the advances in the
calculation of shielding using quantum mechanical methods,34,60 have they been
applied without resorting to empirical parameterizations. Using the uniform pro-
cedure for differentiation of molecular wave functions61 it is possible to calculate
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the derivatives of the shielding with respect to the electric field, EFG, etc. If the
crystal field can be represented by a multipolar expansion, then the dependence of
the chemical shielding with the crystal field can be expanded in powers of the
electric field and field gradient. The coefficients in this expansion are the derivatives
of the shielding tensor with respect to the electric field and its gradient. This
methodology has been used as a model to explain the 13C and 17O shielding in
carbonmonoxyheme proteins,32,62 the effects of electric field on the 13C and 17O
chemical shifts of carbon monoxide bound to Fe2+,63 and the non equivalence
of the 19F NMR resonances in similar bonding situation due to lattice effects.64
3.2. Magnetic field methods

As mentioned above, recent work has demonstrated that for certain packing ar-
rangements in polycyclic aromatic compounds it is possible to observe purely
magnetic intermolecular effects on the chemical shifts.30,31,65,66 These effects can be
calculated using NICS36,37,67 calculations of the magnetic field induced by the
aromatic rings currents. The relationship between NICS and the magnetic field
induced by the electronic structure of aromatic compounds has been recently dis-
cussed by Merino et al.,68 who demonstrated that at any given point in space the
induced magnetic field, Bind, i.e., the magnetic field generated by the electronic
currents induced in the molecular electronic structure by the presence of an external
magnetic field, is proportional to the external magnetic field. The calculated NICS
at the position of interest is the proportionality constant between the external and
the induced field. Therefore, the NICS calculated at the position of a nucleus in
a neighboring molecule, using as the source the electronic distribution of the central
molecule, gives the intermolecular shielding contribution due to the molecular
susceptibility or ring currents of the central molecule. This approach provides
an accurate method to calculate intermolecular ring current effects without using
semi-classical approximations. While the work from Merino et al.68 discussed the
isotropic NICS, the extension of this mechanism to the tensor components of the
chemical shielding is straightforward, as has been demonstrated by Facelli.38
3.3. Electrostatic charge models

Charge models, which describe the intermolecular effects by a discrete distribution
of point charges, are very attractive because they are derived from a very simple
idea: namely that the crystalline electrostatic potential can be represented by a finite
distribution of point charges, bond dipoles, and/or distributed multipoles. The great
advantage of the charge models is that the cost of a shielding calculation does not
significantly increase when a finite charge distribution is added and that they can
be easily implemented in most of the existing programs for shielding calculations.
A variety of point charge methods have been used to successfully reproduce the
observed solid-state effects on shielding.3,33,34,69–75 These methods will be discussed
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individually below. In all the electrostatic methods the shielding calculations are
performed using standard techniques,76 but with a finite number of point charges
added to the model system. The principal difference between the various
approaches reported in the literature is the way in which the charges representing
the crystal field are selected.

Numerous methods are also available to calculate intermolecular effects on
shielding using continuum models; the interested reader can consult the recent
review by Bagno et al.77 However, as these methods only take into account the
average of the intermolecular interactions, they are not suitable for the treatment
of solid-state effects, which commonly are highly anisotropic.

It should be mentioned that limitations to the charge models have also been
presented. Strohmeier et al.78 have shown that strong HB interactions cannot be
fully treated by a charge model; in this case a hybrid between the charge model and
a cluster representation should be used. The cluster chosen in this case explicitly
treated the strong HB interaction, whereas other intermolecular interactions were
treated by the charge array model.

3.3.1. Charge field perturbation theory

Oldfield et al. pioneered the used of the Charge-Field Perturbation (CFP) method
to take into account electrostatic effects on the quantum chemical calculation of
shielding.34 In the early work using the CFP method, the shielding was calculated
with the TEXAS program79,80 using an array of point charges to represent the
intermolecular effects. These charges, calculated by the Mullikan population anal-
ysis using the Gaussian program,81 were placed at the position of the lattice where
the neighboring atoms would have been located. This method was used to study
the intermolecular effects of a HF molecule on the shielding of fluorobenzene.33

Further uses of the CFP method are the study of secondary and tertiary structural
effects on protein shielding3 and the lattice effects on the 13C shielding tensors of the
zwitterionic forms of L-threonine and L-tyrosine82 using point charges determined
with the AMBER83 program.

3.3.2. Karplus QM/MM

Cui and Karplus introduced the Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics
(QM/MM)84 approach in which they combined the use of the CHARMM85,86

program to treat the MM part and the Gaussian program81 for the QM calculation
of the chemical shifts. The effect of the MM region on the QM calculation of the
chemical shifts is taking into account by introducing the point charges from the
CHARMM simulations into the QM calculations. The authors note that it is
important to include in the QM calculation of the chemical shifts not only the direct
effects of the MM, by using an electronic density calculated in the presence of the
point charges, but also the indirect effect, by including the point changes in the
Coupled Perturbation Hartree Fock (CPHF) or Coupled Perturbation Kohn Sham
(CPKS) equations. As with most methods using point charges, this method is not
able to accurately reproduce strong HB effects.
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3.3.3. GEODESIC and GRID methods

In the charge models discussed above the electrostatic field of the lattice is rep-
resented by point charges located at the position of the atoms of the neighboring
molecules in the lattice; these charges are calculated using a suitable population
analysis method for a given quantum mechanical electronic density. In an attempt
to better represent the electrostatic field generated by the lattice Ferraro et al.70

applied the GEODESIC87 and GRID88 methods to the calculation of shielding.
These methods still place the point charges at the position of the atoms of the
neighboring molecules in the lattice. However, the charges are determined by a least
square fit procedure to reproduce the electrostatic potential of each neighboring
molecule instead of using a population analysis method to determine them. In both
methods the electrostatic potential of the molecule is calculated using the electronic
density from a quantum mechanical method. The GRID method uses a regular grid
of field points just outside of the fused spheres of the van der Waals surface of the
molecule; at these points the electrostatic field generated by the QM electron density
and the point charges is compared. In the GEODESIC scheme the points are
selected on tessellations of an icosahedron surrounding the molecule’s van der
Waals surface. In the shielding calculation point charges are located at the lattice
position of the atoms for as many shells as desired. The results reported by Ferraro
et al.70 included the charges for all molecules up to 5–6 Å from the central one.
3.3.4. SCREEP method

The Surface Charge Representation of the Electrostatic Embedding Potential
(SCREEP) method, introduced originally by Truong et al.89 to study catalysis, has
been applied to the calculation of shielding by Solis et al.73 The SCREEP73 model
for shielding calculations considers a region of space, C, in which the electrostatic
potential representing the lattice is produced by a charge distribution of the elec-
tronic density, r(r), lying entirely outside C. In the SCREEP model, C is the region
occupied by the cluster of atoms treated by quantum mechanical methods and r(r)
is an appropriate charge density representing the crystalline environment outside C.
Using the Green’s theorem90 it is possible to replace the infinite charge distribution
of the lattice outside C, r(r), by a surface charge density, s(r), over the boundary
closed surface, S, of the volume C, such that the electronic potential generated by
both distributions is the same inside the region C:

Vel �

I

S

sðr0Þ
jr� r0j

d2r0 ¼ 0. (1)

In the numerical implementation of the SCREEP method the surface S is divided
into M elements of area, Sj, for which individual point charges are assigned
according to:

qj � sðrjÞSj. (2)
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The calculation of these SCREEP charges proceeds in three steps:
&
 Construction of a discrete surface S around the cluster.

&
 Calculation of Madelung potentials on test points, Vj, inside C.

&
 Solve the linear equations.
Vj � Aijqj ¼ 0 (3)

with

Aij ¼
1= ri � rj

�� �� for iaj

1:07ð4p=SjÞ
1=2 for i ¼ j

. (4)

In the SCREEP implementation72,73 the S surface is generated employing the
gepol93 algorithm91 and the Madelung potentials, Vj, are calculated with the Ewald
summation technique, using the lattice parameters and space group of the crystal
and atomic charges for the atoms generated quantum mechanically. These charges
are obtained for the isolated molecule with the Gaussian suite of programs81 using
the Charges from Electrostatic Potentials (CHELP) method.92 The number of sur-
face charges required to represent the Madelung potential depends on the size of the
crystal. To improve the accuracy of the SCREEP calculations, charges from the
environment that are close to the quantum cluster and the surface S may be treated
explicitly without approximation. In this case, the potential of these explicit charges
is evaluated inside the cluster and subtracted from the potential V(r) in Eq. (3).
A cutoff radius Rcut (RcutRa ¼ radius of the atomic spheres �2.5–3.0 Å) was selected
such that all the lattice ions in the environment lying within Rcut to the closest atom
of the cluster are attributed to the explicit region. For nonionic compounds it was
verified that it was not necessary to perform any further refinement of these charges
to secure the convergence of the SCREEP results. However, for ionic system
these procedures were repeated in an iterative fashion, quantum mechanically
recalculating the atomic charges of the molecule embedded in the SCREEP potential
of the charges generated by the previous iteration. This procedure was repeated
until the standard deviation of the charges was less than 0.002e, usually three to four
iterations.

3.3.5. Embedded ion method

The Embedded Ion Method (EIM) has been shown to improve the agreement
between experimental and calculated chemical shifts in a wide variety of sys-
tems, ranging from ionic systems such as potassium carbonates and thiocar-
bonates93 to systems with HB75,94,95 and neutral systems with intermolecular
Coulombic interactions such as b-HMX.96 The EIM74 method for shielding
calculations utilizes the Ewald summation as implemented in the program
EWALD written by Klintenberg et al.97,98 The original program was written to
work on pure ionic compounds and therefore was only able to deal with full
electron charges. To work with molecules and molecular ions the EWALD
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code was modified to deal with partial atomic charges.74 The EIM accounts
for intermolecular interactions by using charge arrays to mimic the electrostatic
crystal potential. The potential experienced by a molecule of interest in an
infinite crystal lattice, the Madelung potential, is simulated by a finite set of
charges which are generated by the EWALD program. This finite set of
charges is divided into three regions. The first region, which includes the
molecule of interest, contains a relatively small number of fixed charges, gen-
erally 50–200 depending on the size of the molecule, at the crystallographic
location of the atoms in the molecules nearest to the molecule of interest.
These charges are fixed to partial atomic charges that have been calculated for
the molecular system. The second region, a spherical volume surrounding the
first region, is a second set of additional fixed charges. The remainder of the
charges surrounding the inner two regions constitutes the third region and
both the charges and their positions are varied such that the potential
throughout the first region reproduces the Madelung potential as computed by
the Ewald summation method.99 The accuracy of the solution is checked at a
set of randomly chosen points within the first region, with an rms of 1 mV
agreement between the calculated potentials and the Ewald summation poten-
tial being required. In addition, the program checks the size of the charges in
zone three as the observation of unreasonably high negative or positive charges
is an indication of problems in the fitting procedure. The accuracy of the
results has been shown to improve with an increase in the number of charges
included in regions two and three. The unit cell parameters and the fractional
coordinates of all atoms in a unit cell must be provided as well as an initial
estimate of the atomic charges on each atom of the system of interest. The
user is required to specify the number of unit cells to reproduce in each
direction, the number of points in each of the first two regions, and the
number of randomly chosen points at which the potential produced by the
finite charge array will be compared with the potential calculated by the Ewald
summation method.

The procedure of the calculations established by Stueber et al.54 is to first obtain
the partial atomic charges from a calculation of an isolated molecule or ion. The
method chosen to calculate these partial charges is the Natural Bond Orbital (NBO)
as implemented in the Gaussian suite of programs.81 These charges are used in the
EWALD program to calculate an initial charge array in which to embed the mol-
ecule of interest. The calculation of new NBO charges is then completed on the
molecule or ion in this charge array. Using this second set of NBO charges,
EWALD is used to calculate a second charge array that is then used to calculate
a third set of NBO charges. This process is repeated until the NBO charges show
no change larger than 0.001e. At this point it was determined that a ‘‘consistent’’ set
of charges had been reached and the chemical shielding is then also calculated.
It generally takes three to five steps for this level of charge consistency to be
attained. A recent study has shown that the EIM results are of similar quality to
those obtained by the SCREEP method.100
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3.4. Cluster models

Cluster models101 are the most popular method used to treat solid-state
effects on chemical shielding because they do not require any additional compu-
tational tools. Any quantum chemical program capable of performing a shielding
calculation 60,76,102–104 can be used. The issues associated with the cluster methods
are fundamentally related to the selection of a ‘‘representative’’ model cluster,105

one that realistically represents the crystalline environment, while still being com-
putationally treatable. In principle it can be argued that a large cluster of molecules,
including several layers of neighbors, should be an adequate representation of the
environment surrounding the central molecule. Unfortunately, computational lim-
itations always severely constrain the number of molecules that can be treated
quantum mechanically in the cluster model. This invariably leads to uncertainties in
the results as it can be difficult to discriminate between the shortcomings of the
model cluster used in the calculation and any uncertainties intrinsic to the method
used in the shielding calculation. To reduce the computational cost of the cluster
calculations many authors106–108 have proposed the use of more dense basis sets for
the central molecules and less complete ones for the molecules representing the
environment.

To be meaningful any calculation using the cluster model should take into
account the Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE), as the calculation of solid-state
effects are not given by the direct comparison of the results obtained for the isolated
molecule and the one in the cluster, but by comparing the cluster calculation with
a calculation of the central molecule when using all the basis functions used in
the cluster calculation. This method to estimate the BSSE is often referred to as the
counterpoise correction.109
3.5. ONIOM method

Karadakov and Morokuma introduced Our own N-layerd Integrated Molecular
Orbital and Molecular Mechanics (ONIOM) hybrid method for the calculation
of chemical shielding,110 using a two layer model (ONIOM2(MP2-GIAO :
HF-GIAO)). In the ONIOM approach the molecular system under consideration
is divided in a series of layers which are treated with decreasing levels of theory
when moving toward the outer layers and away from the region of interest. The
level of treatment of each layer can include highly correlated methods such as
MP2, HF, semi-empirical methods, and finally molecular mechanics. The same
ONIOM approach was used by Rickard et al.111 to study the chemical shifts
of different conformers of b-D-glucopyranose. Finally Zheng et al.112 used the
ONIOM(MP2-GIAO :B3LYP-GIAO) method to calculate the carboxyl carbon
shielding tensors in several amino acids in clusters representing at least one layer
of first neighbors. While all the examples available on calculations of shielding
using the ONIOM method can be classified as cluster calculation as they
use quantum mechanical methods for all of the layers, it is possible also to use
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ONIOM as an electrostatic approach if the outer layers are treated by molecular
mechanics.
3.6. Tight-binding approach

The tight-binding (TB) MO-INDO/S sum-over-states theory113 was used to study
the interchain interactions on the 13C shielding of several polymers. In principle the
TB method, which takes into consideration the full periodicity of the crystal lattice,
provides an exact description of all the intermolecular effects. However, very few
calculations of shielding are performed using semi-empirical methods and this
has been the only implementation of the TB approach for shielding calculations.
The TB study of the interchain effects on 13C shielding determined by calculations
in seven different right- and left-handed alpha-poly(L-alanine) show qualitative
agreement with the experiments. Due to the lack of a consistent literature it is
difficult to assess the general applicability of the TB method to study intermolecular
effects on shielding. Moreover, as with the full crystal methods discussed in the next
section, the TB method includes all possible intermolecular interactions and does
not provide any physical insight on the relative importance of different interaction
mechanisms.
3.7. Full crystal models

In recent years two independent research groups have reported new theories that
allow the calculation of shielding in systems with PBC. Sebastiani and Parrin-
ello39–44 implemented their method in the popular CPMD program.114 Sebastiani
proposed the use of localized Wannier orbitals and a periodic pseudoposition
operator with a saw-tooth shape. This method can be used to calculate shielding in
both isolated and full periodic systems. A similar theory was presented by Mauri
et al.50 in which the problems associated with the lack of definition of the position
operator in periodic systems has been resolved by using a modulated external
magnetic field; they calculate the shielding by numerical differentiation of the
values calculated for two small, but not zero, wave vectors. This method, as well as
the one from Sebastiani, has been implemented using pseudopotentials and
therefore cannot take into consideration the contribution of the inner shells. This
approximation can be problematic for non first row nuclei and in a subsequent
paper52 Pickard and Mauri introduced the Gauge Including Projector Augmented
Wave (GIPAW) method that formally includes the contribution of the core elec-
trons when using pseudopotentials. Numerous applications using this method
have been presented.45–58 A comprehensive comparison of both full crystal methods
in a series of compounds for which both high quality NMR chemical shift tensor
data and ND crystal structure data are available16,17 is long overdue, but unfor-
tunately the GIPAWmethod is only available through a very expensive license from
a commercial vendor.
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4. CASE STUDIES OF SOLID-STATE EFFECTS

In this section, we present a number of literature case studies measuring and
interpreting the SSNMR effects on both chemical shifts and quadrupolar constants.
As mentioned in the introduction, the examples presented are by no means a com-
plete survey of the literature available on this topic; instead they were selected
as representative case studies. In particular the cases chosen were ones in which
there was an analysis or interpretation of the intermolecular effect in terms of the
underlying intermolecular interactions and their physical origins. The examples are
arranged by nuclei; consequently different aspects of several literature reports
are discussed in multiple parts of the text as they contain information on more than
one nuclei.
4.1. 13C examples

The majority of SSNMR studies involving intermolecular effects have been on 13C
due to its widespread use for the characterization of organic substances and the
relative ease to perform 13C SSNMR spectroscopy using commonly available
NMR spectrometers. In addition, 13C measurements of chemical shifts tensors or
principal components are much more common than in any other nuclei and present
the most readily available source of data to demonstrate the high anisotropic
character of intermolecular interactions. The effects studied in the literature and
reported here include examples of all the different effects outlined in the first section
of this review article.

4.1.1. Intermolecular shielding due to magnetic susceptibility

In a 13C SSNMR study of 4,7-di-t-butylacenaphthene Ma et al.31 observed that the
experimental and theoretical tensor data from a calculation of an isolated single
molecule lacked the expected level of agreement, with an RMS error of 7.0 ppm
between the experimental and calculated chemical shift tensor principal values. The
deviations were concentrated in the components perpendicular to the aromatic
plane, with the largest effect being a 23 ppm difference in the d11 component of
the CH2 carbon. A 23 ppm difference between experiment and theory for a tensor
component is completely unexpected for a CH2 carbon with a narrow tensor having
a span of only 20–30 ppm and whose tensors have been shown previously to be
calculated with high precision. It should also be noted that the difference between
the solution and solid-state isotropic chemical shift for the CH2 carbon is only
2 ppm; certainly this effect would have been easily overlooked in an analysis
restricted to the chemical shift isotropic values. An even relatively larger solid-state
effect was observed for the proton isotropic chemical shift of the hydrogen on this
CH2 group, with a 4.6 ppm difference measured between the isotropic chemical shift
in the solid state (�0.9 ppm) and in solution (3.65 ppm). As discussed latter in the
1H section of this review, this corresponds to nearly half of the typical 1H chemical



Fig. 5. Different views of the crystal structure of 4,7-di-t-butylacenaphthene showing how
molecules stack. The distance between the planes of the molecules in the stack is 3.4 Å, with
the hydrogen of the CH2 group being 2.6 Å away from the plane of the neighboring molecule.
(Reproduced with permission from ref. 31.)
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shift range. A fragment of the crystal structure of 4,7-di-t-butylacenaphthene is
shown in Fig. 5.

Theoretical efforts to account for the observed differences included calculations
of the 13C shielding using the EIM approach, cluster calculations, and the use of
NICS calculations. Treatment with the EIM approach to include intermolecular
effect did little to improve the agreement with the measured values, resulting in a
RMS of 6.2 ppm and with a 22 ppm difference remaining between the calculated
and experimental d11 component in the CH2 carbon. This is a clear indication that
the discrepancy is not due to an electrostatic intermolecular interaction. A cluster
calculation, including the molecules directly above and below the molecule of
interest improved the overall agreement, leading to a overall RMS of 4.0 ppm as
well as a much smaller 9 ppm discrepancy in the problematic d22 component of
the CH2 carbon. There were also substantial improvements in other components
that were perpendicular to the molecular plane, namely the d33 components of the
aromatic carbons near the CH2 group. Finally, a NICS calculation at the position
of the CH2 carbon shows that the magnetic effect of the two first neighbor
molecules accounts for a 14.5 ppm correction for the d11 component. The fact that
this intermolecular effect is additive, arising half from each of the first neighbors
(top and bottom), and that it can be nearly completely modeled with the use of
NICS calculations clearly confirms that it is an intermolecular magnetic suscep-
tibility or ring current effect.

While this is the first study in which this type of effect has been reported in
carbon tensor components (other studies on 1H are outlined further below), it is an
effect that can be observed whenever magnetic nuclei are positioned directly above
or below an aromatic structure, with the strength of the effect being dependent only
on the distance and the nature of the aromatic structure.38 An examination of the
crystal structures of aromatic compounds115 indicates that as the aromatic mol-
ecules become larger and more disk-shaped, the p–p intermolecular interactions
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begin to outweigh the C–H interactions, leading to a shift toward crystal structures
with molecular arrangements that form parallel graphite-like planes, as observed in
4,7-di-t-butylacenaphthene. This indicates that as larger aromatic molecules became
amenable to SSNMR studies the number of examples of these molecular susceptibly
or ring current effects may increase.
4.1.2. Loss of motional averaging

There have been numerous studies in which conformational averaging due to
molecular motion that is observed in solution NMR spectra is absent in the solid
state. In other cases the averaging is still observed in the solid at room temperature,
but is removed in low temperature studies.

One such case is a study of anisole,18 with the spectra shown in Fig. 1. Solution
and neat liquid room temperature spectra show only four aromatic resonances that
can be assigned to the ipso, ortho, meta, and para carbons. However, by lowering
the temperature to �200K the number of aromatic carbon resonances increases to
six, with a 7 ppm difference between the two ortho carbons and 1.3 ppm between the
meta carbons. The measurement of the tensor components of these carbons show
that the differences in the isotropic chemical shift of the ortho carbons cis and trans

to the methoxy carbon are concentrated in the d11 (9 ppm) and d33 (14 ppm) com-
ponents.

A similar study on p-tolyl ether,116 with the structure shown in Fig. 6, shows that
the four 13C resonances observed in a solution state measurement increase to eleven
resolved resonances for the 14 magnetically nonequivalent carbons in the solid state
when the molecular motion is stopped. With the help of the tensor components and
quantum chemical calculations of the tensor several assignments could be made to
individual carbons. Table 1 reports the comparison between solution and solid-state
isotropic values along with tensor values that were obtained and the assignments
Fig. 6. Structure of p-tolyl ether.



Table 1. 13C chemical shift data from p-tolyl ether

Carbon type Assignmenta d11 d22 d33 diso
b davg

c dliq
d dMAS

C(O) C9 238.3 147.4 74.4 153.4 155.6 155.2 154.4

C(O) C2 238.6 160.7 74.4 157.9 159.1

C(CH3) C5 228.3 152.9 14.2 131.8 132.7 132.1 131.9

C(CH3) C12 232.7 160.2 7.6 133.5 134.3

CH3 34.2 23.4 �0.4 19.1 20.8 20.6 18.5

CH3 39.2 25.4 2.7 22.4 21.8

Cmeta 226.5 143.1 23.8 131.1 131.4 129.9 130.8

Cmeta 228.3 143.6 22.8 131.6 131.9

Cortho C7 196.4 138.7 13.3 116.1 118.8 118.4 116.7

Cortho 202.0 127.5 21.4 117.0 118.9

Cortho(2) 204.4 140.5 18.1 121.0 121.7

Note: All values referenced to TMS.
aAssignment numbering taken from Fig. 6.
bThe isotropic chemical shift taken as average of the three principal values.
cThe weighted average of the isotropic chemical shifts of the same carbon type.
dThe reader is referred to the original paper116 for the reference for the solution chemical shifts.
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that could be made. The NMR chemical shifts, especially the tensor components,
were shown to be very sensitive to the dihedral angle between the two aromatic
rings.

4.1.3. Ionic materials

An early study of the 2-propyl cation by Haw et al.117,118 showed that the calcu-
lation of the 13C chemical shift tensors measured for this cation in a solid matrix
at low temperatures could not be satisfactorily reproduced by calculations on
an isolated cation. Lacking a crystal structure of this ionic material, the best they
could do was to test the effect of various counter ions along with various plausible
spatial arrangements of these counter ions had on the calculated principal values.
Their results showed that the addition of the counter ions had a large effect on
the principal values, but they were unable to find an arrangement that gave a
good match for the experimental data, most likely due to the lack of structural
information.

The first rigorous treatment of intermolecular shielding effects in ionic com-
pounds was a study on carbonate and thiocarbonate anions performed using the
EIM method.93 For the majority of these compounds crystal structures existed,
allowing for the use of the EIM and avoiding any structural ambiguities in the
crystal models used. The improvements gained in going from calculations on
isolated anions to calculations that use EIM to treat the crystal environment
are summarized in Fig. 7. The structures used in all cases have the heavy atoms
locked at the X-ray diffraction positions while the hydrogen atom positions were
optimized.



Fig. 7. Correlation between experimental and calculated chemical shift tensor principal
values obtained for an isolated molecule with a fully optimized geometry (ISO/OPT), an
isolated molecule with optimization of hydrogen atom positions only (ISO/H-OPT), and for
an EIM calculation using this same H-OPT geometry (EIM/H-OPT) along with the cor-
responding RMS values. The solid line represents the linear fit in the EIM calculation.
(Reproduced with permission from ref. 93.)
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The improvement observed is such that the EIM results can be used to assign the
orientation of the tensor components in the molecular frame, allowing further
analysis of the results, a task not possible with the results of calculations on isolated
anions.
4.1.4. Multiple molecules per asymmetric unit

Several studies have reported that modern SSNMR can resolve the 13C resonances
corresponding to nuclei in different molecules in the asymmetric unit. One such
example is a study by Harper and Grant5 on cis-verbenol (structure is shown in
Fig. 8). This molecule has three molecules per asymmetric unit in its major po-
lymorph, an observations first made on the basis of this NMR study and then
confirmed with an X-ray analysis. As shown in Fig. 2, three resonances for the
olefinic carbons are suggested by the splitting of the peaks in the spectrum. From a
fitting of a FIREMAT dataset at least two distinct sets of tensor data were obtained
for each of the ten carbons in this polymorphic form. An X-ray diffraction structure
of this form119 shows that the three molecules are very similar, with the largest
variations in angles being less than 21 and bond lengths less than 0.013 Å. The
crystal structure is dictated by HB, with the three molecules arranged in a helical
chain about the short axis (a) of the unit cell and that the only major variation in



Fig. 8. Structure of cis-verbenol and asymmetric unit showing how the crystal structure is
governed by the HB between the three molecules in the unit.
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the structures was associated with the dihedral angle on the hydroxy hydrogen, with
the dihedral angle describing the hydrogen position (H-O-C4-C3) determined to be
55, 69, and 741 in the three molecules of the asymmetric unit. Calculations showing
the sensitivity of the tensor components to this dihedral angle were completed, and
are summarized in Fig. 9 for the olefinic carbons C2 and C3. A

13C MAS spectrum
(Fig. 2) of this compound also shows the existence of a second polymorphic form
that has never been isolated; the NMR indicates that this second form has four
molecules per asymmetric unit. Principal values for several carbons of this second
polymorph were extracted from a FIREMAT spectrum taken on the mixture of the
two forms.

A second example of multiple molecules per asymmetric unit is parthenolide,7

shown in Fig. 10. In this case there are two molecules per asymmetric unit and in the
13C NMR spectrum there are 29 resolved resonances resolved for the 15 carbons.

In both of these cases very good correlation was observed between the tensor
components from experiment and those from DFT calculations on a single
molecule, with an RMS distance between the two sets of data found to be �3 ppm.
This seems to indicate that the small differences in conformation observed between
the structures are the dominant factor in the differences in chemical shifts that
are observed and that the actual intermolecular interactions play an indirect
role only to the extent that they are the driving forces behind the formation and
stabilization of the different structures.
4.1.5. Studies of polymorphs

The first example of polymorphism that will be discussed is that of two forms of
dimethyl-3,6-dichloro-2,5-dihydroxyterephthalate.120 The two known forms of this
compound are commonly designated as the white and yellow forms based on their



Fig. 9. Plots of the variation of the tensor components for the olefinic carbons C2 and C3 as
a function of the H-O-C4-C3 dihedral angle. Geometries were relaxed at each point before the
shielding calculations. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 5.)

Fig. 10. Structure of parthenolide.
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Fig. 11. Crystal packing and HB arrangement in the two polymorphs of dimethyl-3,6-
dichloro-2,5-dihydroxyterephthalate. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 120.)
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color; the white form has two molecules per asymmetric unit. A fragment of the
crystal for these two polymorphs, showing the HB interactions is given in Fig. 11.
Note that in the yellow form the hydrogen bonds are intramolecular, whereas in the
white form they are intermolecular. The drastic difference in HB is due to the
change in the dihedral angle between the planes of the ester group and the phenyl
ring; in the yellow form this angle is 41 and in the two yellow form molecules it is 70
and 851.

In this study, the principal values of the 13C chemical shift tensors were measured
from the fitting of FIREMAT data and calculations were completed at the B3LYP/
D95** level on both a single molecule and a stack of three molecules, using the
arrangements shown in Fig. 11 along with a third arrangement for the white form in
which a b molecule was stacked between two a molecules. The overall agreement of
these calculations is shown in Fig. 12.

As expected, the single molecule calculation for the yellow molecule, without
any intermolecular HB, gave better agreement with experiment (RMS of 5.7 ppm)
than those for the white-a or the white-b molecule (8.2 and 8.6 ppm, respectively),
which have intermolecular HB. The white molecules, however, showed greater
improvement with the addition of the neighboring molecules (RMS of 6.0 ppm
for white-a, 5.9 ppm for white-b, and 4.5 ppm for yellow). A closer look at the
individual shift components shows that the improvement was concentrated in the
carbons most closely associated with the HB, specifically in the d11 and d22 com-
ponents of the ester carbon and the d22 component in the carbon with the
hydroxyl group.

Smith et al.121 reports a similar study on 5-methyl-2-[(2-nitrophenyl)amino]-3-
thiophenecarbonitrile using the chemical shifts obtained from a 2D PASS exper-
iment and chemical shifts calculated using DFT. This compound, shown in Fig. 13,
has seven polymorphs for which their structures are known.122 In this study meas-
urements were made on three of them: the red, the orange, and the yellow forms



Fig. 12. Correlation between the calculated and experimental 13C shift tensor components
for the yellow, white-a and white-b molecules of dimethyl-3,6-dichloro-2,5-di-
hydroxyterephthalate. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 120.)

Fig. 13. Chemical structure of 5-methyl-2-[(2-nitrophenyl)amino]-3-thiophenecarbonitrile
with numbering scheme used along with X-ray structures of the three polymorphs studied.
(Reproduced with permission from ref. 121.)
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Fig. 14. 13C CPMAS spectra of the ROY polymorphs. (Reproduced with permission from
ref. 121.)
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that are collectively referred to as ROY. These three polymorphs share a similar
molecular structure with the only major difference being the angle between the
planes of the two rings. The differences observed between the isotropic 13C chemical
shifts are shown in Fig. 14.

DFT calculations were performed only on an isolated molecule; the RMS
between experiment and theory was 6.9 ppm for the 13C chemical shift tensor
components. This RMS is larger than typical, and is most likely an indication that
intermolecular effects not accounted for in the calculations do play a role in the
measured chemical shifts. Modeling of the dependence of the chemical shifts on
the angle between the two rings, measured as the C11-C13-C16-S17 dihedral angle
was completed. A goodness of fit between calculated chemical shift components,
both for 13C and 15N, done as a function of this angle with respect to the exper-
imental results was completed; the best fit for the R form was at an angle of 41.01
(X-ray diffraction 43.61), for the O form it was 58.01 (X-ray diffraction 50.11), and
for the Y form 91.91 (X-ray diffraction 91.81).

There have been several different 13C NMR studies of polymorphs using full
crystal models; all of them report only isotropic chemical shift values123–125 and in
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all cases the agreement between the experimental and calculated isotropic chemical
shifts is good. In the case of testosterone, the RMS agreement between theory and
experiment for the two forms was 3.97 ppm.125
4.1.6. Hydrogen bonding

Whereas HB plays an indirect role in defining the structures of the crystals discussed
in the above discussion of polymorphs and multiple molecules per asymmetry unit,
in this section we present examples in which the HB interaction directly affects the
13C shielding. The discussion deals with the effects of HB on the 13C chemical shifts
of the carbonyl, carboxyl, or carboxylic acid carbons which has been widely studied
due to the role that they play in amino acid and peptide structures.

Before the widespread use of calculations of shielding, the trends in the 13C
chemical shift tensors of the carboxyl carbon in amino acids were discussed.126 It
was shown that while there was little difference between the isotropic chemical shifts
of protonated and deprotonated carboxylic groups, there were large differences
observed in the d11 and d22 components. In addition, the d22 component could be
correlated to the strength of the hydrogen bond formed by this carboxyl group,
measured by the O-H separation. Early quantum chemical calculations showing
similar trends were subsequently completed for a model system of acetic acid and
methyl amine.127 The results of these calculations show that the calculated tensor
components reproduced this trend with the O-H distance (Fig. 15). In this paper,
Facelli et al. go on to discuss how the O-H distance and therefore the trend in the
components can be related to the difference between the two C-O bond lengths in
the carboxylic group; at the short O-H distances you have a protonated group with
two very different C-O bond lengths and in the other extreme of long O-H sep-
arations you have a structure where the two C-O distances are essentially the same.
In the latter case the system is very similar to the p delocalization in aromatic
carbons.

Other studies have theoretically treated the HB in amino acid systems by the
CFP,82 cluster,128 EIM,129 full crystal,130 and ONIOM methods.112 The set of
amino acids used in these studies were different, as was the basis set used and the
level of theory; therefore, a direct comparison of actual tensor components cannot
be made nor can a direct comparison of the actual RMS be made. However, a
general comparison of the improvement in the RMS of each of these methods can
be made; this data is given in Table 2. The reader is directed to the individual papers
for details of the calculations and a more complete analysis of the results, including
that of the other carbons in the amino acids. In all cases there was substantial
improvement of the calculated d11 and d22 components of the carbonyl carbon when
the HB was treated in the calculations. It is also interesting to note that in the EIM
calculation129 the agreement between experiment and theory for the sp2 carbon
data which includes the problematic carbonyl carbons is as good as that for the sp3
carbons; this is a good indication that the EIM effectively treats the HB intermo-
lecular effect in these cases. The three methods using DFT (EIM, ONIOM, and full
crystal) all produce results of comparable quality.



Fig. 15. Comparison of trends observed for the carbonyl carbons in calculations using
acetic acid and methylamine at different separations (top) and experimentally in a set of
carboxyl carbons from peptides and amino acids. (Reproduced with permission from ref.
127.)
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Similar experimental trends in the tensor components were also observed for the
carbonyl carbon in peptides, as shown in the plots in Fig. 16. However, very few
calculations of shielding in peptides take intermolecular interactions into account,
most likely due to the size of the system combined with the need for crystal struc-
tures for the noncluster methods. Early calculations done at the semi-empirical
FPT-INDO method by the Ando group131 using formamide molecules as the HB
partner were able to model the general trends observed in the components as a
function of the N?O separation.

More recently, a study of the 13C isotropic chemical shifts and HB in a set of eight
histidine containing dipeptides highlighted the need to include the nearby lattice into
calculations.132 In this study three models were used to calculate the 13C isotropic
chemical shifts; one of these was a supermolecule or cluster approach. While the single
molecule calculation results had very poor agreement with experiment, the cluster
approach had an RMS difference of 1.9ppm. Finally, there has been one study using
EIM in the peptide melanostatin (L-Pro-L-Leu-Gly amide).133 The calculation was



Table 2. Comparison of the improvement in the agreement between theory and experiment

for carbon chemical shifts of amino acids when intermolecular HB are included in the cal-

culations

Method Amino acids in dataset Isolated molecule

RMS (ppm)

RMS with

intermolecular effects

treated (ppm)

CFPa
L-Threonine 12.3 6.4

L-Tyrosine

Clusterb L-Alanine 35.5 19.6

L-Serine

DL-Serine

a Glycine

EIMc
L-Alanine 13.3, 4.8, 17.8 4.1, 3.9, 3.8

L-Asparagine �H2O

L-Histidine �HCl �H2O

a Glycine

g Glycine

ONIOMb
L-Alanine 35.5 5.9

L-Serine

a Glycine

Full crystala L-Alanine ��
d 4.8

L-Tyrosine

a Glycine

aRMS of all carbons.
bRMS of only the carbonyl carbons.
cRMS of all carbons, sp3 only, sp2 only, respectively, with the D95** basis set.
dNo comparison made to isolated molecule due to nature of calculation.

Fig. 16. Plots of the observed principal values of the carbonyl 13C chemical shift tensors in
peptides against the N?O hydrogen bond length in: (1) Ala-Pro-Gly �H2O, (2) Ala-Ser, (3)
Ala-Gly-Gly �H2O, (4, 5) Ac-Ala-NHMe, and (6) (Ala)n. (Reproduced with permission from
ref. 131.)
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done on the X-ray structure with optimized hydrogen atom positions. The RMS
difference between the experimental and calculated 13C shift components was im-
proved from 6.47ppm for the isolated molecule to 2.58ppm in the EIM; as expected
the majority of the improvement came in the carbonyl carbons involved in the HB.
4.2. 14N/15N examples

Many studies have shown that the nitrogen shieldings are very sensitive to their
environment. This is not surprising because the high polarizability of the lone pair
of electrons in nitrogen and the sensitivity of the nitrogen shielding to the electron
density and energetics of this orbital. Nonetheless, the literature on nitrogen
SSNMR is not as rich as the one for carbon, due to the great experimental diffi-
culties presented by these nuclei.
4.2.1. Study of phase transitions

The five solid phases of NH4NO3
134 and the transitions between these phases were

studied by a combination of 15N MAS, with the spectra shown in Fig. 17, and static
measurements of the nitrate nitrogen. Differences in all three tensor components
were observed for the nitrate nitrogen in the different phases, with the lack of D3h

symmetry of this ion reflected in the non axially symmetric tensors. The difference
between the two in-plane components (d11 and d22) correlates with the differences in
bond lengths of the unequal N-O bond lengths observed in the neutron diffraction
data of the different phases, as shown in Table 3. In the case of the lowest tem-
perature phase (V) the MAS clearly shows the presence of two inequivalent NO�

3

ions, as is indicated by the diffraction data. No calculations were performed in this
study.
4.2.2. Ionic compounds

An exploration the effect of the change in the crystal environment on the NMR
parameters of the 14N, including the isotropic chemical shift (diso) and the quad-
rupolar coupling constant (CQ) and its associated asymmetry parameter (ZQ),
of various ammonium and tetraalkylammonium salts was presented in a recent
paper by Jakobsen et al.135 The compounds studied included the following
salts: CH3NH3Cl, (NH4)2(COO)2H2O, (CH3)3(C6H5)NI, (CH3)3(C6H5CH2)NCl,
[(n-C4H9)4N]2Mo2O7, (NH4)2HPO4, and NH4H2PO4, all of which have known
crystal structures. While the variation in the isotropic chemical shift was relatively
small, the quadrupolar parameters showed both a wide variety (CQ varied from
�20 kHz to 1MHz and the asymmetry parameter spanned nearly its entire range of
0–1). This great sensitivity to the crystalline environment allowed the authors to
obtain two sets of parameters when there were multiple nitrogen sites in the asym-
metric unit. No calculations were completed to analyze the variations observed.



Table 3. Chemical shift data (ppm) and differences in the N-O bond lengths (Å) for the

nitrate ion in the different phases of ammonium nitrate

Phase dMAS d11 d22 d33 D(d11�d22) D(N-O)

Va 353.7, 353.1 442 414 204 28 0.032, 0.004

IV 353.4 441 410 210 31 0.046

III 355.8 432 423 211 9 0.003

II 354.1 434 417 219 17 0.027

I 354.5 354 354 354 0 0.0

aThis phase has two molecules per asymmetric unit for which the nitrate resonances are resolved in the

MAS, but for which only one set of tensor components were obtained in the static powder pattern.

Fig. 17. CP/MAS spectra of NH4NO3 at each of the phase transition temperatures: (A)
�401C, (B) 361C, (C) 831C, and (D) 1251C. In the NO�

3 region of (A) the peak due to phase
IV and one of the peaks due to phase V overlap. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 134.)
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4.2.3. Tautomerism effects

In nitrogen heterocycles, tautomerism via proton transfer often leads to averaging
in solution just as molecular motion does in the anisole example presented earlier.
There are a number of studies focused on the tautomeric process and on solid-state



Fig. 18. Structure of benzotriazole.

Table 4. Comparison of solution and solid state 15N chemical shifts of benzotriazolea

Solution Solid stateb

Acetone Trifluoroacetic acid

N1,3 �102.0 N1,3 �158.0 N1 �157.6 (�157.4)

N2 �10.3 N2 �29.4 N2 �11.8 (�9.4)

N3 �56.4 (�36.2)

aChemical shifts in ppm relative to neat external nitromethane.
bNumbers in parenthesis are calculated chemical shifts using GIAO-CHF.
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15N chemical shifts of such systems as it relates to the form (e.g., protonation state)
found in the solid state.60,136,137 One such study by Weinch et al.138 reports a
comparison of the solution versus the solid state for a series of benzotriazole de-
rivatives. The parent benzotriazole is shown in Fig. 18 and a comparison of the
solution and solid-state chemical shifts for this molecule is in Table 4. This data
clearly shows that in neutral solution the hydrogen is being exchanged between N1

and N3, whereas in the solid state it is found only on N1. The data in trifluoroacetic
acid reports the expected chemical shift when all of the nitrogens are protonated.
The additional differences between the solution values and the average of the solid
state can be attributed to weak intermolecular hydrogen bonds that can be seen
from the X-ray diffraction structure.

4.2.4. EIM treatment

There have been several studies incorporating intermolecular effects using the EIM
in the calculation of nitrogen NMR parameters. They include both the chemical
shift tensor components and the quadrupolar coupling parameters. The first of
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these studies was in a set of amino acids129 that included L-asparagine monohy-
drate, L-histidine monohydrochloride monohydrate, g glycine, a glycine, and
L-alanine. Calculations were done on a single molecule, with the EIM, and for the
L-histidine and L-asparagine with a combination EIM/cluster that explicitly treated
the HB interactions by placing a cluster inside of the EIM charge array. It should be
noted that the clusters used inside the EIM and the clusters used in the cluster
model were not the same. In the cluster model truncation of the nearest neighbors is
possible, whereas in the EIM this is not the case. Therefore, in the case of the cluster
model ALL hydrogen bonds are included whereas in the case of the EIM/cluster
calculations on L-histidine only the HB interactions of the Ca carbon sidechain were
treated explicitly. The clusters used in the cluster model are shown in Fig. 19 and the
results of all the calculations are displayed in Fig. 20.

In this study it was found that it was necessary to explicitly treat the strong HB in
these compounds in order to get good agreement with experiment for the nitrogen
shifts; this was not the case for the 13C shielding in these same compounds where, as
previously discussed, the EIM results are satisfactory. In this study the 14N quad-
rupolar coupling constants were reported as the principal values (wxx, wyy, and wzz)
of this tensor quantity; the results of their calculations are presented in Table 5.
From Table 5 it is clear that the best results are obtained when neighboring mol-
ecules were explicitly treated in the cluster model or an EIM/cluster calculations
(this group includes only Nd2 of L-asparagine along with Nd2 and Ne3 of L-histidine).

The above results using the cluster and EIM models for the calculation of the
nitrogen shielding and quadrupolar parameters on amino acids can be compared
with the same parameters calculated by Gervais et al.130 on L-alanine and a glycine
using full crystal methodology. A comparison of the two methods is given in
Table 6. From these results it appears that both the cluster and the full crystal
calculations reproduce both the chemical shifts and the experimental 14N quadru-
polar parameters, at least for these two compounds, better than either the single
molecule or EIM calculations. This is an indication of the need to explicitly include
strong HB interactions in the model being used.
4.2.5. Hydrogen bonding

Facelli et al.139 showed that benzamide cluster calculations completed with models
including HB drastically improved the agreement between experiment and theory.
DFT calculations on an isolated molecule using a low temperature neutron diffrac-
tion structure had components that differed from the experiment by �47,+19, and
�21 ppm for d11, d22, and d33, respectively. Using the neutron diffraction data to
add the first neighbors of a benzamide molecule into the calculation reduced these
differences to �4,+10, and+4ppm. In these calculations the first neighbors were
truncated by replacing the phenyl ring with a methyl group.

A similar study on the nucleic acid bases: adenine, cytosine, guanine, thymine,
and uracil140,141 also shows great sensitivity of the nitrogen tensor data to the
inclusion of HB neighbors in the calculations. In several cases the more accurate
calculations, those including HB, were a necessity in aiding in the assignment of the



Fig. 19. Cluster used in the cluster calculations for (a) L-asparagine and (b) L-histidine.
Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines with distances given in Å. (Reproduced with
permission from ref. 129.)
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solid-state chemical shifts to specific nitrogens. Two models, both using molecular
fragments of the nearest neighbors, were used to include the intermolecular inter-
actions: model A in which the fragment’s atoms, including the hydrogen atoms,
were placed at the atomic positions of the X-ray diffraction structure, and model B
in which the position of the hydrogen atoms were optimized before the chemical
shift calculations. The fragments used in the models are shown in Fig. 21.

The RMS agreement between experiment and theory on the isolated molecules
was 33.6 ppm; both models showed a substantial improvement, with the RMS of



Fig. 20. Correlation between experimental 15N tensor components and calculated shieldings
for (a) isolated molecule, (b) cluster, (c) EIM, and (d) EIM/cluster. Solid lines indicate the
expected correlations having a slope of �1 and an intercept of �135.8 ppm. All calculations
done using B3LYP/D95**. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 129.)
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model A calculated as 20.4 ppm and that of model B 16.6 ppm. Individual chemical
shift components differed by as much as 54 ppm between calculations with and
without intermolecular effects. It was found that there was only one nitrogen, N1 of
adenine, which did not show any improvement in the calculations using the crystal
model systems; this is not surprising as this is the only nitrogen having no HB
interactions. The protonated nitrogens which act as proton donors, showed the
largest effects in the d22 component, the in-plane component that lies perpendicular
to the N-H bond; this effect is always to a higher chemical shift, i.e., making the
nucleus more deshielded. Smaller but still significant effects are observed in the



Table 5. Experimental and calculated QCC principal values (MHz)a

Single molecule Cluster EIM EIM/cluster Experimentalb

a Glycine

N

wzz 0.45 1.26 0.73 1.18

wyy �0.35 �0.91 �0.48 �0.91

wxx �0.10 �0.35 �0.25 �0.27

g Glycine

N

wzz 0.51 0.96 0.66 1.24

wyy �0.49 �0.63 �0.42 �0.80

wxx �0.02 �0.33 �0.24 �0.44

L-Alanine

N

wzz �0.57 1.08 0.66 1.21

wyy 0.48 �0.67 �0.44 �0.76

wxx 0.09 �0.41 �0.22 �0.45

L-Asparagine

N

wzz 0.46 1.16 0.77 0.77 1.15

wyy �0.41 �0.94 �0.59 �0.53 �0.70

wxx �0.05 �0.22 �0.18 �0.24 �0.45

Nd2

wzz �4.71 �3.39 �3.61 �2.65 �2.68

wyy 2.46 2.24 2.32 1.72 1.78

wxx 2.25 1.16 1.28 0.93 0.90

L-Histidine

N

wzz �0.45 1.69 0.95 0.93 1.15

wyy 0.35 �1.20 �0.71 �0.68 �0.69

wxx 0.09 �0.49 �0.24 �0.25 �0.47

Nd1

wzz �2.57 1.92 �2.01 1.86 1.47

wyy 1.45 �1.40 1.55 �1.45 �0.93

wxx 1.12 �0.53 0.47 0.41 �0.54

Ne3

wzz �2.19 �2.21 �1.99 �1.82 �1.29

wyy 1.29 1.80 1.42 1.52 1.25

wxx 0.90 0.41 0.56 0.30 0.03

aThe values are all from B3LYP/D95** calculations using NBO charges in the EIM; the original

paper has results with other basis sets and with ChelpG charges used in the EIM.
bThe reader is referred to original paper for references to the experimental data.
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other two components. The nonprotonated nitrogens, which act as proton accep-
tors, have the d11 component lying in the plane and perpendicular to the direction of
the HB interaction; it is this component that shows the largest effect and the effect is
to lower chemical shifts.



Table 6. Comparison of nitrogen NMR parameters in L-alanine and a glycine obtained by

different methods

Single moleculea Clustera EIMa Full crystalb Experimentala

L-Alanine

d11 �320.1 �327.9 �334.5 �329.3

d22 �337.9 �340.3 �350.8 �340.5

d33 �353.2 �349.3 �370.7 �350.4

diso �337.1 �339.2 �352.0 �340.1 �337.1

wzz �0.57 1.08 0.66 1.25 1.21

wyy 0.48 �0.67 �0.44 �0.79 �0.76

wxx 0.09 �0.41 �0.22 �0.46 �0.45

a Glycine

d11 �341.5 �338.9 �350.0 �330.5 �337.6

d22 �351.8 �349.6 �366.1 �350.1 �346.0

d33 �361.9 �363.0 �375.2 �355.2 �355.4

diso �351.7 �350.5 �345.3 �346.3

wzz 0.45 1.26 0.73 1.28 1.18

wyy �0.35 �0.91 �0.48 �0.98 �0.91

wxx �0.10 �0.35 �0.25 �0.30 �0.27

aResults all with B3LYP/D95** from ref. 129.
bResults from ref. 130.

Fig. 21. Models used to simulate intermolecular interactions in: adenine (UL), cytosine (UC),
guanine (UR), thymine (LL), and uracil (LR). (Reproduced with permission from ref. 140.)
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Fig. 22. Model of the guanine-cytosine (GC) base pair showing the definition of the N?N
separation and the orientation of the N1 chemical shielding tensor. The s33 component is
perpendicular to the plane of the page. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 142.)

Table 7. Changes in the nitrogen shielding tensor components of the imino nitrogen due to

the formation of a hydrogen bonded base pair given as the difference between the shielding at

the equilibrium N?N separation and the isolated base

Base pair Ds11 Ds22 Ds33 Dsiso

AT �12.9 �55.0 33.2 11.6

AU �13.8 �55.4 33.0 12.1

GC �10.6 �33.4 27.6 5.5
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Czernek142 completed a theoretical study of the changes in the 15N tensors of the
imino N (protonated) of the nucleic bases of cytosine and adenine, which act as HB
donors with in Watson–Crick base pair, as a function of the length of the hydrogen
bond. This length was measured by the N?N separation of the two nitrogens
involved. An example of the guanine-cytosine (GC) base pair is given in Fig. 22;
calculations were also completed on the adenine-thymine (AT) and the adenine-
uracil (AU) base pairs. The changes at the equilibrium separation relative to the
isolated molecule are shown in Table 7. The differences are in agreement with the
effects of HB in the nucleic acid bases discussed above.
4.2.6. EIM study of nucleosides

Stueber and Grant75 report both the 13C and 15N chemical shift tensors for the
nucleosides adenosine, guanosine dihydrate, 20-deoxythymidine, and cytosine, all of
which demonstrate strong intermolecular HB. As with previous EIM studies, the
15N tensor components show a significant improvement when the lattice effects
are included; the RMS for structures with optimized hydrogen atom positions
is improved from 24.3 to 12.6 ppm when the EIM charge array is added to the
calculation.

This study also explores the sensitivity of the results to the hydrogen positions
for adenosine, for which there is a neutron diffraction structure. The agreement
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between the experimental and calculated 15N chemical shift principal values shows
an improvement when the neutron structure is used: for an isolated molecule the
RMS is decreased to 15.3 ppm and for the EIM the RMS is 7.9 ppm. This im-
provement can be traced back to the more accurate determination of the location of
the hydrogen atoms and is indicative of how sensitive the NMR shielding is to the
hydrogen positions. A comparison of the X-H, for X ¼ C, N, or O, bond lengths in
this compound shows a difference of �0.14 Å between those from the X-ray and
neutron diffraction structures. The difference between the bond lengths from the
neutron diffraction structure and those from the optimized structures in an isolated
molecule are �0.02 Å for bonds to N or O and 0.005 Å for bonds to C. For the case
where the hydrogen positions are optimized within the EIM generated charge array
the difference relative to the neutron diffraction distances for the O-H and N-H
bond lengths decreases even more to �0.01 Å.
4.2.7. EIM study of b-HMX

Finally, even in the absence of any strong electrostatic or bonding interactions, it
has been shown that inclusion of the crystal environment can lead to an improve-
ment in the calculated 15N shift tensor components. This is the case in b-HMX,
shown in Fig. 23, where a study of the crystal structure indicates the presence of two
intermolecular Coulombic interactions.143

Clawson et al.96 has completed a study of the 15N chemical shift tensors in
b-HMX, including calculations on a single molecule, a cluster containing the two
significant Coulombic interactions, and two EIM calculations, one with a single
molecule and one with the cluster. Using B3LYP/6-311G**, the RMS was 17 ppm
on the isolated molecule, 11 ppm on the cluster, and 7 ppm for both of the EIM
calculations. The improvement was largest in the in-plane components, with a large
Fig. 23. Neutron diffraction structure of b-HMX. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 96.)
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decrease in the chemical shift observed for the components that are perpendicular
to the N-N bond for both nitrogens (the d22 for the nitrate and the d11 for the
amine). Finally, the agreement between the EIM and cluster results provides
further confirmation on the electrostatic nature of the intermolecular interactions in
b-HMX.
4.3. 1H examples

In recent years there have been significant advances in high resolution 1H SSNMR
which have made possible the study of the intermolecular interactions that affect
the 1H chemical shifts in greater detail. In general two main interactions have
attracted most of the work in 1H studies: the effects of the hydrogen bonds and the
stacking effects due to intermolecular magnetic effects or also commonly named
ring current effects. This review provides several examples of both types of effects.

4.3.1. Hydrogen bonding

The importance of HB on the proton chemical shifts was reported as early as 1979
by Rhim’s study on single crystals of water.144 The powder pattern spectrum and
the single crystal spectrum for one particular orientation are given in Fig. 24, which
shows clearly that there is only one 1H chemical shift tensor in hexagonal ice and
that the hydrogen bond interactions are responsible for its very large anisotropy,
28.5 ppm.
Fig. 24. (A) Anisotropic chemical shift spectrum of polycrystalline ice at liquid nitrogen
temperature. (B) Anisotropic chemical shift pattern of a single crystal of hexagonal ice at
certain crystal orientation at liquid nitrogen temperature. (Reproduced with permission from
ref. 144.)
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More recent computational studies in water,101 using the cluster method, have
demonstrated that modern computational calculations of water clusters are able to
reproduce the experimental solid-state effects. The calculated anisotropy of the 1H
shielding tensor is 15.71 ppm for an isolated water molecule, 26.99 ppm in the
dimer, 30.92 ppm in the trimer, and finally reaches a limit value of �34.83 ppm for a
cluster of 17 water molecules. The calculated values in these clusters agreed well
with the experimental ones for ice that range from 28.5 to 34.2 ppm. It is note-
worthy that the HB effect on the 1H shielding tensor is highly anisotropic. While the
shielding component along the O-H bond is almost constant, 41.36 ppm for the
single molecule and 46.91 ppm for the 17 molecule cluster, the components per-
pendicular to the O-H bond move from 24.77 and 26.54 ppm in the isolated mol-
ecule to 11.97 and 12.19 ppm, respectively, in the 17 water molecule cluster.

Wu et al.145 have studied the dependence of the 1H shielding tensor components
in a series of crystalline hydrates. The experimental results in Fig. 25 show the high
sensitivity of the shielding components with the O?H hydrogen bond distances.
Fig. 25. Plot of the isotropic 1H chemical shift (top) versus hydrogen bond length, the
correlation coefficient is 0.8411. Individual shielding tensor components (bottom) versus
hydrogen bond length for the flipping water molecules in hydrates. The correlation coeffi-
cients for d11, d22, and d33 are 0.9256, 0.8392, and 0.7254, respectively. (Reproduced with
permission from ref. 145.)



Fig. 26. Plot of span and skew of the chemical shift tensor versus hydrogen bond length for
the stationary water molecules in hydrates. The correlation coefficients are 0.9469 and 0.9261
for the span and skew, respectively. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 145.)
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The anisotropic character and structure dependence of the HB effects on the 1H
shielding are even more apparent for 1H shielding tensor components in the mo-
lecular frame, which have been derived from the experimental components using a
two site jump model. As depicted in Fig. 26, the span of the shielding tensor in
water hydrates shows an excellent correlation with the length of the O?H hydro-
gen bond, while the skew of the tensor correlates well with O-H?O angle.

Harris et al.146 presented a comparative study of the SSNMR in the white and
yellow polymorphic forms of methylnitroacetaniline (MNA) using a combination
of SSNMR and computations to determine the position of the hydrogen atoms in
the crystal structures. These determinations are possible due to the high sensitivity
of the 1H chemical shifts to the crystal packing. While the previous examples show
that the principal components of the shielding tensors are more sensitive that the
isotropic values, it is apparent from Fig. 27 that even the easily measured isotropic
MAS spectra is able to clearly differentiate between the two common polymorphs
of MNA.

An extensive study of the hydrogen bond effects on bulk chemical shifts using
first principle calculations with full PBC has been presented by Sebastiani et al.147

The same computational approach, but using a very large periodic cell with only
one molecule in the simulation cell produces reasonable estimates of the molecular
shielding. While the comparison of these two calculations give a good estimate of
the intermolecular effects on the shielding, the calculations using full PBC are not
able to distinguish between the different types of intermolecular effects, as they are,
in principle, exact calculations including all possible intra- and intermolecular
interactions that the define the NMR shielding in the solid. Calculations were
reported for L-alanine, L-tyrosine, L-histidine �HCl �H2O, and L-adenine �HCl �H2O
using both X-ray diffraction and optimized geometries. All the calculations
reported in this work used CPMD,114 using the BLYP exchange correlation
functional148 with Goedecker-type of pseudopotentials149 and with cutoffs ranging
between 70 and 90Ry. For the molecular calculations the supercells were selected
such that the minimum distance between atoms in neighboring cells was 5 Å.
The results of these studies are depicted in Figs. 28–30.



Fig. 27. Proton fast MAS SSNMR spectra of MNA; top: white form, bottom: yellow form.
Upper right: molecular structure. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 146.)
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4.3.2. Molecular magnetic susceptibility effects

Ring current effects150 have been used to explain the chemical shifts of proton in
polycyclic aromatic compounds for many years, but recently several groups have
been able to measure these effects in solids using a combination of proton SSNMR
and quantum chemical computations.30,31,65,66,151

As discussed above in the theory and 13C sections, these effects are of magnetic
origin and their magnitude is independent of the nuclei. While they are noticeable in
the 13C chemical shifts, they become extremely important for 1H shielding as they can
reach a significant fraction of the total spectral range. These large effects are depicted
in the spectra of hexa-n-dodecyl-hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene (HBC-C12, Fig. 31) in
Fig. 32.

Comparison of the liquid spectra (d) with the liquid crystal and solid phase
spectra clearly show a significant shielding of the aromatic proton, with a shift from
8.2 ppm in the liquid to 6.2 ppm in the liquid crystal and solid phase. This re-
markable shift of almost 20% the normal proton chemical shift scale has been
attributed to ring current effects due to the stacking of the HBC-C12 molecules.

Quantum chemical calculations using different methods and models30,65 provide
a solid theoretical justification for the explanation of this intermolecular effect
based on molecular magnetic susceptibility or ring current effects. Fig. 33 depicts
the results from Ochsenfeld et al.30 in a model system of two hexabenzocoronene
molecules with varying inter-planar distances, which provide the quantitative basis



Fig. 28. Structure of L-alanine, where the NH?O hydrogen bond distances are in Å and the
proton labels corresponds to the lines denoted in the simulated spectra for L-alanine in the
condensed phase. The bottom spectrum corresponds to the spectrum of the isolated molecule
with the crystal and optimized geometries, the middle to the computed spectrum using full
periodic boundary conditions and the top is the experimental spectrum. In the computed spectra
the CH3 and NH3 shifts have been averaged. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 147.)
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for using the molecular susceptibility as the physical mechanism to explain the
observed solid state.

4.4. 17O examples

The observed and calculated intermolecular effects in 17O chemical shifts are almost
exclusively due to hydrogen bond interactions. A significant amount of experimental
and theoretical work has been devoted to understanding the origins of these effects
and to the development of empirical relationships between hydrogen bond structural
parameters and 17O shielding tensor components. As a consequence of the quadru-
polar nature of the 17O nuclei most studies of oxygen SSNMR provide additional
information on the quadrupolar parameters, which are also affected by intermolecular
interactions in general and by HB in most of the cases reported in the literature.

Gervais et al.130 have reported the SSNMR of 17O labeled amino acids. In this
study the 17O NMR parameters, chemical shifts, and quadrupolar constants were



Fig. 29. Structure of L-histidine .HCl �H2O, where the NH?O hydrogen bond distances
are in Å and the proton labels corresponds to the lines denoted in the simulated spectra in the
condensed phase. The bottom spectrum corresponds to the spectrum of the isolated molecule
with the crystal and optimized geometries, the middle to the computed spectrum using full
periodic boundary conditions and the top is the experimental spectrum. (Reproduced with
permission from ref. 147.)
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measured using several SSNMR techniques, MAS, DOR, and multiple quantum
experiments, in order to resolve all of the nonequivalent resonances in the spectra.
The calculations were performed using full PBC in the DFT approximation as
implemented in the PARATEC code.50 The calculated results show excellent
agreement with the experimental values, as depicted in Table 8. However as only
the calculations in the crystalline system have been reported it is not possible to
quantitatively assess the importance of the intermolecular contributions to the 17O
shielding and quadrupolar constants.

Using the data in Table 8 and the experimental geometries of these amino acids it
is possible to establish the relationships between the NMR parameters and char-
acteristic bond lengths among the atoms involved in the HB interactions. These
relationships are presented in Fig. 34 for the calculated principal components of the
17O chemical shielding tensor. It is worth noting that the relative small dependence
of the isotropic chemical shifts with the CQO?H-N bond length arrives from a
significant cancellation between the larger effects on the principal components of
the tensor.

In a similar study Yates et al.56 have presented a similar relationship for a series
of glutamic acid polymorphs. These correlations are presented in Fig. 35.



Fig. 30. Structure of L-adenine .HCl �H2O, where the NH?O hydrogen bond distances are
in Å and the proton labels corresponds to the lines denoted in the simulated spectra for L-
adenine .HCl �H2O in the condensed phase. The bottom spectrum corresponds to the spec-
trum of the isolated molecule with the crystal and optimized geometries, the middle to the
computed spectrum using full periodic boundary conditions and the top is the experimental
spectrum. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 147.)

Fig. 31. Molecular schema of hexa-n-dodecyl-hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene (HBC-C12).
(Reproduced with permission from ref. 151.)
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Fig. 32. One dimensional 1H spectra of (a, c, d) a-deuterated and (b) fully protonated HBC-
C12 (see schema in Fig. 31) in different physical states, namely: (a, b) crystalline phase at
333K, (c) liquid crystal phase at 383K, and (d) dissolved in deuterated chloroform. Spectra
a–c were recorded under MAS at 35 kHz. The dashed line in spectrum (b) shows the en-
hanced resolution achieved by a data processing method. The asterisk in spectrum d indicates
the signal due to residual CHCl3. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 151.)
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Wu et al.152 have studied the influence of the N-H?O and C-H?O hydrogen
bonds on the 17O NMR tensors in crystalline uracil using the cluster model. These
calculations were performed using the Gaussian suite of programs81 with the
B3LYP exchange correlation functional and with different basis sets. In all the
calculations the positions of the hydrogen atoms were optimized prior to the NMR
calculations. The cluster structures and atom numbering used in this study are
depicted in Fig. 36.

From Figs. 37 and 38 the importance of including intermolecular interactions
in the calculations of the 17O NMR constants is apparent. The results clearly
show that excellent agreement is achieved when the full cluster is included in the
calculations. Unfortunately, this convergence is not monotonic and for several
shielding components good agreement can also be observed for smaller clusters.
As discussed earlier, this is a critical drawback of the cluster calculations, there are



Fig. 33. Dependence of the calculated 1H NMR shifts at the GIAO-HF/SVP level on the
inter-plane distance for model structures. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 30.)

Table 8. Experimental and calculated 17O isotropic chemical shift values, CQ and ZQ pa-

rameters for several amino acids130

Site diso (ppm) CQ (MHz) ZQ

Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc.

L-Alanine O1 284.0 292.3 7.86 8.20 0.28 0.29

O2 260.5 274.4 6.53 6.90 0.70 0.67

L-Alanine �HCl O1 327.8 322.2 8.31 8.24 0.0 0.05

O2 176.7 181.9 7.29 7.89 0.20 0.21

L-Valine �HCl O1 351.0 338.7 8.40 8.67 0.03 0.04

O2 181.0 181.3 7.35 7.68 0.21 0.24

Glycine �HCl O1 333.0 331.2 8.40 8.62 0.0 0.00

O2 178.0 181.3 7.60 7.77 0.25 0.25

L-Tyrosine �HCl O1 327.0 319.3 8.22 8.47 0.0 0.01

O2 183.0 185.7 7.35 7.46 0.19 0.20

O3 83.0 90.5 8.56 8.60 0.65 0.8
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no universal rules on how to build them and as shown here even agreement with the
experimental values may be misleading in determining which neighboring molecules
should be included in the calculations.

The results reported in urea153 by the same research group further substantiates
the findings in uracil. The urea results are depicted in Fig. 39, where the number of
hydrogen bonds used in the x-axis represents the number of neighboring molecules



Fig. 34. Calculated 17O chemical shielding principal components versus CQO?N-H hy-
drogen bond length for amino acids. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 130.)
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included in the cluster calculations. In this case a monotonic convergence with the
size of the cluster used in the calculations is observed.

Wu et al.154 also studied in great detail the 17O SSNMR of nucleic acid bases
using site-specific enriched compounds. Extensive quantum mechanical calculations
at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level were used to provide a better understanding
of the intermolecular effects observed. To take into account these effects, the
researchers used the cluster model based on the X-ray diffraction structures of these
compounds with additional quantum chemical optimizations to determine the
hydrogen positions. The cluster models used in the quantum mechanical calculation
involved only the first neighbors linked to the central molecule by hydrogen bond
interactions. From Fig. 40 the reader can get a sense of how important the solid-
state effects are in these compounds. These results of this study154 also confirm the
well established observation that large changes in the chemical shielding principal
values do not necessary imply large changes in their relative orientation in the
molecular frame.
4.5. 31P examples

The literature of solid-state effects on 31P shielding is not as large as that of the
previously discussed nuclei. Perhaps the fact that phosphorous does not form
strong HB and that its electronic structure is less polarizable than nitrogen has



Fig. 35. Graphs (from top to bottom) of the calculated 17O isotropic chemical shielding, the
magnitude of the 17O quadrupolar constant and the 17O electric field tensor anisotropy as a
function of the CQO bond length. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 56.)
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limited the observation of the solid-state effects on the 31P chemical shielding.
Schneider et al.71 used 31P experimental chemical shift data in P4S3 to test the
Crystal Potential Derived Point Charge (CPPCh) method to take into account the
intermolecular effects. The results of this study would indicate that the solid-state
effects on this compound are mostly indirect effects. The RMS between the
experimental chemical shift principal values155 and those calculated using
the optimized molecular geometry (BLYP/6-31G**) is 58.5 ppm, but when using
the experimental neutron diffraction geometry the RMS decreases to 28.9 ppm.
The inclusion of the intermolecular interactions via the CPPCh charges does not
improve the agreement with the experimental shielding values any further; in fact



Fig. 36. Atomic numbering and hydrogen bonding network in crystalline uracil. (Repro-
duced with permission from ref. 152.)
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the results using the CPPCh and Grid70 methods show slightly higher RMS of 31.0
and 30.1 ppm, respectively.

The results in P4S3 appear not to be universal. The calculated 31P chemical shifts
in O-phosphoserine, O-phosphothreonine, and O-phosphotyrosine show signifi-
cantly better agreement when a cluster model is used in the calculations.156 This
may be attributed to the existence of HB interactions in these compounds. These
calculations were done using the B3LYP/6-311++G** level, for the isolated mol-
ecule, an electrostatic model and a cluster model. In all cases the calculations were
based on the X-ray diffraction structures. The results in O-phosphoserine show that
for this compound the point charge methods completely fail in reproducing the
experimental data. As depicted in Fig. 41, this is not the case for the cluster model
that shows a substantial improvement in the agreement between the calculated and
experimental 31P chemical shifts in the solid state.

The results reported in phosphonates and bisphosphonates are quite the opposite
of the two previous cases.157 As shown in Fig. 42 the shielding values calculated
using charge lattice model introduced by Oldfield (CPF)33 show a significant im-
proved agreement with the experimental values, when compared with the results
obtained for the isolated molecule.

Finally 31P SSNMR spectroscopy has been used to illustrate the effect of sample
grinding in SSNMR.26 A sample of silver nitrate triphenylphosphine was subject to
several grinding treatments; the MAS spectra depicted in Fig. 43 shows how



Fig. 37. Calculated (symbols) and experimental (dotted lines) 17O chemical shielding tensors
principal components for O2 and O4 (see Fig. 35) using different molecular models. All
calculations are at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level. (Reproduced with permission from ref.
152.)
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sensitive the spectra is to the grinding procedure used before taking the SSNMR
spectra. It is remarkable that not only the line widths are significantly158 affected by
the grinding,159 but also the position of the spectral lines. The grinding effect has
been attributed to mechanically or thermally induced phase transitions in silver
nitrate triphenylphosphine. Similar behaviors due to grinding and/or heating due to
high speed spinning have been observed in poly(L-alanine).159,160 These examples
shows how sensitive SSNMR can be to the different packing arrangements possible
in solids and promise its great value in providing a better understanding of pol-
ymorphic behaviors of crystalline materials.
4.6. 19F examples

Limited studies have been reported on the solid-state effects on the shielding of 19F;
most are computational in nature. For example, Auguspurger and Dykstra64 used



Fig. 38. Calculated (symbols) and experimental (dotted lines) 17O quadrupole coupling
constant and asymmetry parameter for O2 and O4 (see Fig. 35) using different molecular
models. All calculations are at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level. (Reproduced with per-
mission from ref. 152.)
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the charge filed perturbation (CFP) approach161 to provide a rational explanation
for the different 19F chemical shifts observed in equivalent bonding environments in
proteins. They showed that nonequivalence effects associated with common nearby
dipoles of small molecules can be as large as 20 ppm. de Dios and Oldfield33 com-
pared a point charge treatment with cluster calculations in a study of the 19F
chemical shielding in a series of clusters of fluorobenzene and (HF)x. The results
show an excellent correlation between the full cluster calculations, an additive
cluster approach and the electrostatic treatment. This indicates that, at least in these
systems, the intermolecular contributions to the 19F shielding are additive and
electrostatic in nature. This is the same conclusion that can be obtained from the
study presented by Solis et al.73 which shows that the intermolecular effects on the
19F shielding in o-F-benzoic acid, p-F-benzoic acid, tetra-fluoro-1,4-benzoquinone,
and 5-F-uracil calculated with the GRID and the SCREEP electrostatic approaches
agree with those calculated using the cluster method. Finally, Body et al.162



Fig. 39. (A) Calculated (B3LYP/6-311++G**) 17O quadrupole coupling tensors in urea
for different models with increasing number of hydrogen bonds. The error bars indicates the
uncertainty arising from the Q calibration. (B) Calculated (B3LYP/6-311++G**) 17O
chemical shielding tensor principal values for different models with increasing number of
hydrogen bonds. The dashed lines in both cases indicate the experimental values. (Repro-
duced with permission from ref. 153.)

Fig. 40. The relationship between 17O chemical shifts in gas, liquid and solid states. The gas-
phase data are calculated results for single molecules fully optimized at the B3LYP/6-
311G(d,p) level of theory. The liquid phase values are experimental data results in DMSO
solutions and the solid-state values were determined by MAS. Chemical shifts are referenced
to liquid H2O. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 154.)
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Fig. 41. Calculated shielding parameters versus experimental chemical shifts of the 31P nu-
clei of O-phosphoserine, O-phosphothreonine, and O-phosphotyrosine (both conformers) as
isolated molecules or as part of the hydrogen bonded cluster. (Reproduced with permission
from ref. 156.)

Fig. 42. Experimental versus computed 31P shielding and chemical shifts, respectively for
phosphonates and bisphosphonates. A and B correspond to the calculations using the iso-
lated molecule model and A0 and B0 to the charge lattice model calculations. The solid and
open circles denote the neutral and charges species respectively. (Reproduced with permission
from ref. 157.)
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Fig. 43. Effect of sample grinding on the SSNMR 31P spectra of AgNO3 �PPh3. Trace (a) is
obtained from a sample that was packed into a rotor without grinding; trace (b) is from a
sample that was not subject to intense grinding; and trace (c) is obtained from a sample
following intense grinding for 90 sec. All spectra were acquired at room temperature with CP
at urot ¼ 3.0 kHz and B0 ¼ 4.70 T. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 26.)
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demonstrated that in the case of inorganic fluorides it is necessary to use appro-
priate cluster models to reproduce 19F chemical shielding using quantum chemical
methods. As discussed in the theory section is quite difficult to decide on the com-
position of a representative cluster for ionic solids. The work of Body et al.162

represents one of the first attempts to establish a systematic procedure to select
cluster models for inorganic fluorides.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This review presents a detailed description of the different physical mechanisms that
lead to changes, with respect to the liquid state, in the observed chemical shifts
measured by SSNMR. The review also presents a comprehensive discussion of the
theoretical methods available to include intermolecular effects so that calculations
reproduce the changes in the chemical shifts observed when going from the liquid to
the solid state. The literature review clearly shows that the available methods are
able to predict chemical shifts in solids with great accuracy, to the point that it is
possible to use the chemical shifts to complement diffraction techniques for crystal
and molecular structure elucidation. The review also presents selected examples of
observations and calculations of solid-state effects on the shielding of several nuclei.
The results of these case studies clearly establish the importance of considering
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intermolecular effects when analyzing SSNMR. Also, the importance of studying,
when possible, full shielding tensors or at least their principal values is highlighted
in several of the examples that show the increase sensitivity to intermolecular effects
of the tensor components relative to the isotropic values.
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Encapsulation of proteins with reverse micelles has recently been identified as an

important new biological NMR application. Encapsulation involves transfer of

a hydrated protein into the interior chamber formed within an inverted shell

of surfactant (usually dioctyl sulfosuccinate), forming a particle that is dissolved in

a low-viscosity solvent, most commonly a short chain alkane. Experimental evi-

dence has demonstrated that macromolecules of significant size and complexity can

be encapsulated, and that under appropriate conditions encapsulated molecules

retain native structure and biological activity. The tumbling rate of an encapsulated

protein is roughly proportional to the bulk viscosity of the solvent, and by selecting

an appropriately low viscosity liquid the tumbling rate of an encapsulated molecule

may be significantly over that that measured for the free protein in aqueous

solution. Such samples may exhibit spectroscopic properties that are superior to

those of the free molecules in aqueous solution, and encapsulation thus promises

to provide an important enhancement to the resolution and sensitivity of solution

NMR experiments.In addition to the benefits associated with increases in the rate
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of tumbling, encapsulation has also been shown to be an important biophysical

technique that can be used to investigate the influence of environment on proteins.

The function of proteins depends not only on the physiochemical attributes of the

molecules themselves but also on the local environment in which the molecules are

active. Reverse micelle based encapsulation is capable of producing novel environ-

ments that serve as a platform for studying the influence of confinement, hydration,

ionic strength, and temperature in limits that are beyond the scope of other

experimental approaches.
1. INTRODUCTION

Solution NMR spectroscopy plays an increasingly important role in the charac-
terization of complex biopolymers. The remarkable pace of progress in the field
continues to be advanced by a seemingly inexhaustible series of technological
advances that focus on enhancement of the resolving power and sensitivity of the
method. Solution NMR methods are currently routinely applied as a primary high
resolution structure-determining approach for small through medium proteins and
nucleic acid oligomers of up to �30 kDa in size.1,2 In addition to its demonstrated
utility as a structural tool, analysis of NMR relaxation also provides the most
effective approach for elucidating macromolecular dynamics across a wide range
of relevant time scales with atomic (bond-vector) resolution. Finally, solution NMR
is a highly effective platform for characterizing the structural and dynamic effects
due to changes in temperature, solution conditions, and the binding of ligands.

This review focuses on the implementation of reverse micelle encapsulation as
a complement to standard solution NMR and biophysical methods. The original
motivation for application of the method was focused on addressing the funda-
mental problems that slow molecular tumbling has on the relaxation properties
of nuclear spins. Therefore, a major component of this review is to recall the basic
principles and achievements of the method. More recently, the natural compati-
bility of the reverse micelles with low temperature studies have led to a unique series
of experiments that probe the influence of low temperature on the structure of water
and the stability of encapsulated proteins. Finally, it has become apparent that
multidimensional multinuclear NMR experiments and the tunable spatial confine-
ment generated via encapsulation are a powerful combination for biophysical
studies.

Encapsulation within reverse micelles involves transfer of a hydrated macromol-
ecule of interest into the interior chamber formed within an inverted shell
of surfactant (usually dioctyl sulfosuccinate), forming a reverse micelle particle that
is dissolved in a low-viscosity solvent, most commonly a short-chain alkane
(n-CnH2n+2). As discussed in Section 11, experimental evidence has demonstrated
that macromolecules of significant size and complexity can be encapsulated and
that under appropriate conditions encapsulated molecules retain native structure3

and biological activity.4–15 The tumbling rates of encapsulated macromolecules
depend on the bulk viscosity of the solvent, and by selecting an appropriately low
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viscosity liquid, the tumbling rate of an encapsulated molecule may be more rapid
than that measured in aqueous solution. Such samples may exhibit spectroscopic
properties that are superior to those of the free molecules in aqueous solution, and
encapsulation thus promises to provide an important enhancement to NMR meth-
ods. In addition to the benefits associated with increases in the rate of tumbling,
encapsulation has also been shown to be an important technique for investigating
the influence of confinement and low temperature on complex macromolecules.
2. THE CHALLENGE OF COMPLEX BIOMACROMOLECULES

Every analytical method has natural constraints on its effectiveness, and for
solution NMR, it is the very success of the approach that exposes the fundamental
limitation. Improvements in the resolution and sensitivity of the method have quite
naturally motivated its application to systems of increasing size and complexity,
e.g., larger proteins. Such applications present three central challenges to solution
NMR methodologies. First, as the size of the molecule under study increases, the
number of resonances naturally increases, leading to spectral crowding. Spectral
complexity can in principle be addressed by increasing the dimensionality of the
experiments used to investigate the system of interest (2D, 3D, 4D, and even
beyond); however, there are practical limits to the effectiveness of this strategy.
Secondly, as the reorientational correlation time constant increases beyond 10 nsec
the line width of NMR resonances becomes a limiting factor in the resolving power
of the NMR experiment, independent of the considerations associated with spectral
complexity. Finally, in addition to the limitations associated with spectral com-
plexity and intrinsic resolution, increasing size of the molecule under investigation
also compromises the ability to probe extensive coupled spin networks.

All modern multidimensional multinuclear NMR experiments rely on sensitivity
enhancement of relatively insensitive nuclei (13C and 15N) with protons. Polariza-
tion transfer is commonly accomplished using an INEPT element,16,17 the efficiency
of which is intrinsically time-dependent (the INEPT contact time is equal to
1/2JHX). As a result of the shortened lifetime (T2) of the coherent states, the effi-
ciency of the polarization transfer is significantly reduced when applied to samples
with effective molecular weights of �30 kDa and larger. The dominant mechanism
of NMR relaxation at moderate applied magnetic field strengths is the dipolar
interaction, and thus deuteration (including random fractional deuteration and
perdeuteration) may be successfully employed to improve relaxation characteristics
through reduction of the dipolar interaction. The quantitative reduction is impres-
sive here since the interaction is scaled by the ratio of the squares of the gyromag-
netic ratios of the deuteron and proton. Deuteration allows high resolution two-
dimensional (15N-HSQC) and three-dimensional multinuclear spectra (HNCO,
HNCACB, CBCA(CO)NH, etc.) to be recorded for moderate to large sized mac-
romolecules.18 Unfortunately, high levels of deuteration reduce or even eliminate
the information available from the proton nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE)
measurements, which are currently the fundamental source of structural
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information available from solution NMR studies. Global structural restraints
based on the comprehensive characterization of residual dipolar couplings
(RDCs)18–25 may eventually be developed into an effective complementary struc-
tural approach, but structural refinement that emphasizes 1H-1H NOEs remains the
only established high resolution NMR-based structural approach.

Reduction in the rate of transverse relaxation can be accomplished spectroscopic-
ally using a technique named Transverse Relaxation-Optimized Spectroscopy
(TROSY).26 The TROSY method exploits the interference between dipolar and
chemical-shift-anisotropy (CSA) relaxation mechanisms to reduce the net trans-
verse relaxation rate, thus generating spectra with substantial improvement in
resolution and sensitivity for correlations that involve nuclei with large CSA values
(15N and aromatic 13C nuclei). Optimal application of TROSY requires access to
very high magnetic field (418T), and fortunately access to this instrumentation
continues to improve. Nevertheless, the relaxation properties of aliphatic 13C nuclei
present in all but the very largest particles will not be enhanced because they have
a low CSA. Effective application of the method therefore generally requires
deuteration, which as pointed out above, limits the measurement of the 1H-1H
NOEs that are fundamental to the structure determining process. Therefore,
although the TROSY-based approaches represent a significant advance, there
remains a need for new methods aimed at enhancing the resolving power and
sensitivity of NMR experiments.
3. THE RATE OF NMR RELAXATION DEPENDS ON THE

MOLECULAR TUMBLING RATE

The rate of relaxation of excited nuclear spins depends on the rate of reorientational
motion, e.g., tumbling, of the molecule containing those spins. This is distinct from
electronic/optical spectroscopy, wherein the transition frequencies are much higher
than those employed in NMR (1012–1014Hz as opposed to 108Hz). Relaxation due
to spontaneous emission is efficient at higher frequency, but much less so at lower
frequency, since that rate depends on the cube of the frequency. A defining feature
of nuclear magnetic resonance relaxation is the explicit coupling between the rate of
NMR relaxation (R1, R2) and molecular motion. NMR relaxation occurs as a result
of the stimulated emission that arises as a result of the presence of fluctuating
magnetic fields that can include both external effects (applied RF fields) and
internal effects, which arise from the modulation of interactions due to molecular
reorientation and/or the local motion of bond-vectors in the presence of the applied
static magnetic field (B0).

NMR relaxation may include contribution from a number of distinct mecha-
nisms, including the dipolar interaction, chemical shift anisotropy, spin–rotation
interactions, scalar coupling interactions, and electron–nuclear interactions.
For biologically active macromolecules, the dominant mechanisms of relaxation
are typically the dipolar and CSA interactions, and we focus the theoretical
development here on these two key mechanisms.
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The correlation time is the intrinsic constant of the time correlation function,
G(t). For random reorientational motion, the simple exponential form for the
correlation function shown in Eq. (1) is generally assumed:

GðtÞ ¼ Ce�t=tc , (1)

wherein C is a constant that depends on the precise form of the longitudinal and
transverse relaxation time constants and the NOE (see below). The correlation time,
tc, of an isotropically reorienting spherical molecule may be related to the bulk
solution viscosity through the Stokes–Einstein equation (Eq. (2)):

tc ¼
1

6Dr

¼
ZVh

kBT
, (2)

wherein Dr is the rotational diffusion constant for a sphere, Z the viscosity, Vh the
effective volume of the macromolecule, kB the Boltzmann constant, and T the
absolute temperature. Thus changes in temperature and viscosity lead to propor-
tional changes in the rate constant for tumbling.

The rate constant for longitudinal relaxation, R1, transverse relaxation, R2, and
the proton-nitrogen NOE all depend on reorientational motion, which is itself
quantitatively expressed in terms of the frequency-domain representation of the
correlation function. This spectral density function, J(o), is obtained from the
Fourier transformation of the time-domain correlation function, which is Lore-
ntzian for the simple exponential form assumed above as demonstrated in Eq. (3):

JðoÞ ¼
tc

1þ ðotcÞ
, (3)

wherein o is the Larmor frequency of the spin (in rad � sec–1). It should be noted
that the expression for the spectral density given above corresponds to the case in
which there is no internal molecular motion – a more general form will be intro-
duced below.

The rate constant for NMR relaxation depends on the spectral density function
evaluated at several frequencies (Eq. (4)):

R1 ¼
1

T1
¼ N

_2g2Hg
2
X

4r6XH

� �
4JðoXÞ þ JðoH � oXÞ þ 6JðoH þ oXÞ½ �

þ
o2

XDs
2

3
JðoXÞ; ð4aÞ

NOE ¼ 1�
gH
gX

_2g2Hg
2
X

4r6XH

� �
JðoH � oXÞ � 6JðoH þ oXÞ½ �NT1; (4b)

R2 ¼
1

T2
¼

_2g2Hg
2
X

8r6HX

4J 0ð Þ þ 3J oXð Þ þ J oH � oXð Þ þ 3J oHð Þ þ 6J oH þ oXð Þ½ �

þ
o2

XDs
2

18
4Jð0Þ þ 3JðoXÞ½ � þ Rex. ð4cÞ
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The H-subscripts in Eq. (4a–c) represent N numbers of H nuclei, gH and gX are
the gyromagnetic ratios of 1H and X-nuclei respectively, Ds is the chemical shift
anisotropy of the X-nuclei, I the internuclear H–X distance, _ is Planck’s constant
(reduced) and the X-subscripts usually refer to 13C, 15N, or 31P nuclei. The
dependence of transverse relaxation rate constant (R2) on the reorientational cor-
relation time may be evaluated by direct calculation, using an explicit form for
the spectral density function. A popular expression for the spectral density function;
the Lipari–Szabo Model-Free formalism (Eq. (5a, b)), is commonly employed for
this purpose:27,28

JðoÞ ¼
2

5

S2tc
1þ ðotcÞ

2
þ

ð1� S2Þt

1þ ðotÞ2

� �
; (5a)

wherein

1

t
¼

1

tc
þ

1

te
: (5b)

S2 is an orientational (NMR) order parameter, and te the correlation time for
internal motion. In the limit of slow tumbling, the magnitude of the spectral density
function inspected at various frequencies for an H–X pair may be ranked as shown
in Eq. (6):

Jð0Þ4JðoXÞ � JðoH � oXÞ � JðoHÞ � JðoH þ oXÞ: (6)

In the limit of slow reorientational motion J(0) becomes the dominate term in the
overall rate of transverse NMR relaxation, and therefore R2 is directly proportional
to tc, as shown in Eq. (7a–c):

R2 ¼
_2g2Hg

2
X

8r6HX

4Jð0Þ þ 3JðoXÞ þ JðoH � oXÞ þ 3JðoHÞ þ 6JðoH þ oXÞ½ �. (7a)

R2 �
_2g2Hg

2
X

8r6HX

4J 0ð Þ½ �. (7b)

R2 / Jð0Þ. (7c)

The rotational correlation time of a spherical protein in water scales roughly with
molecular weight over a substantial range, e.g., a spherical protein with molecular
weight of 50 kDa and typical characteristics (partial specific volume E0.75mL/g,
f/fo E1.2) has a radius ofE26 Å and tumbles in water (ZE850 mPa � sec�1 at 300K)
with a correlation time of E15 nsec. The viscosity of water is relatively sensitive to
temperature, e.g., Zwater varies fromE1,000 mPa � sec�1 at 293K toE450 mPa � sec�1

at 333K, and this acute dependence may be exploited to reduce the rate of trans-
verse relaxation in studies of thermostable macromolecules.29

Water is a relatively viscous fluid, whereas most solvents of relatively low
polarity have intrinsically low relative viscosities. This class of liquids includes the



Table 1. Viscosity of short chain n-alkane liquids at 300K

Ethane Propane Butane Pentane Water

Viscosity (mPa � sec) 35 97 158 224 850

Liquefaction pressure (MPa) 4.7 1.05 0.40 0.10 –

Note: 1MPa ¼ 10 bar ¼ 145psi�10 atm; 1mPa � sec ¼ 10�3 centipoise.
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short-chain n-alkanes (CnH2n+2), other solvents such as CO2 and certain refrig-
erants whose intermolecular interactions are restricted to London forces. Such
solvents have viscosities in the range necessary to impart greatly increased tum-
bling rates and correspondingly decreased rates of transverse relaxation (see Eqs.
(2), (3), and (7a–c)). The viscosities of commonly available low viscosity liquids are
listed in Table 1. Ethane, propane, and butane are gases at standard temperature
and pressure but are liquefied by low pressures at room temperature to produce
highly effective low viscosity solvent systems (note that the pressures required
to liquefy butane, propane, and ethane are well below the pressures that can
destabilize protein structure).

Water-soluble proteins fold so as to position most of the polar and charged
residue on the surface of the molecule, with hydrophobic residues directed to the
interior portion of the molecule. Transferring a water-soluble protein to an apolar
environment will cause a reorganization of the protein structure to place hydro-
phobic residues in contact with the solvent and to minimize contact for polar and
charged residues. Efforts to dissolve polypeptide or nucleic acids directly in low-
polarity solvents will fail, leading to denaturation of the target macromolecule.

The challenge to expanding the applicability of reverse micelle-based encapsu-
lation techniques is to make use of the very low viscosity alkane (or other) solvents
while preserving native structure. Such technology involves encapsulation of
a protein and several layers of aqueous buffer solution within a shell of surfactant
that isolates the aqueous-protein component from the bulk hydrophobic environ-
ment. The protein-buffer-surfactant assembly thus forms an inverted or reverse
micelle that is dissolved in a hydrophobic solvent such as liquid propane.
4. REVERSE MICELLES

Reverse micelles are spherical aggregates of amphipathic molecules that are
organized with charged/polar headgroups oriented inward toward an aqueous
nanoscale core and acyl chain moieties directed outward toward the bulk apolar
solvent. A structural model of a reverse micelle particle is shown in Fig. 1. His-
torically, reverse micelles have a long record of applications in such diverse fields
such as biocatalysis, bioseparations, cosmetics, nanoparticle synthesis, and oil
recovery.30–35 More recently, reverse micelles have been used in conjunction with
NMR as a tool in structural biology and biophysical research. A number of polar
and ionic surfactants spontaneously form reverse micelles in the presence of an
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apolar solvent and aqueous medium (Fig. 2). Dioctyl sulfosuccinate, AOT, is the
most commonly used reverse micelle forming surfactant. The amphiphilic property
of AOT is delicately balanced; AOT dissolves in nonpolar solvents at ambient and
low temperatures and will solubilize water, while at elevated temperatures it will
dissolve in water and solubilize apolar solvents.36 The keystone shape of the AOT
molecule is an important factor in formation of the reverse micelle particle, e.g.,
extending the arch-like shape in three-dimensions naturally produces the internal
cavity that is occupied by the aqueous phase. Inverting the surfactant molecules in
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a spherical assembly generates a unique charged/polar surface, the specific nature
of which affects both the water holding capacity of the assembly as well as the
distribution of counterions along the inner micellar surface.

According to the standard model of reverse micelle formation, nanoscale droplets
of water promote the aggregation of the amphiphilic surfactant around a water
core.37,38 A fundamental physical parameter of reverse micelle particles is the water
loading, w0, which is defined as the molar ratio of water to surfactant. Water
loading is under facile experimental control, and reverse micelles respond
to changes in the amount of water used in their formulation with remarkable
plasticity. The radius of the reverse micelle naturally increases as a function of w0,
and at sufficient values of w0, the aqueous nanoemulsion is capable of solubilizing
(coencapsulating) a variety of water-soluble substances, including complex dyes of
widely varying size and chemical composition. Biomacromolecules, such as proteins
and nucleic acid oligonucleotides, can also be encapsulated within the aqueous core,
the former of which is the focus of this review.39–41 The water pool will have
properties similar to bulk water at w0 above 40, although some reports assert that
bulk-like behavior begins at a w0 of 20.41,42 The encapsulation/solubilization
of water within the reverse micelle is proportional to the number of micelles in
solution, and an increase of water or an increase of surfactant concentration will
directly affect the number of reverse micelle particles in solution.43 Another
parameter that reflects the intrinsic plasticity of reverse micelles is the aggregation
number, which is simply the number of surfactants that make up a single reverse
micelle particle. In contrast to water loading, the aggregation number is indirectly
controlled by tuning the surfactant and water concentrations. In the limit of low w0,
it has been estimated that the aggregation number of surfactant molecules in
a reverse micelle will increase in a linear fashion as the amount of w0 increases
above lower limit values (w0�1.5), and the limiting aggregation number of AOT in
isooctane has been estimated at �16.37 At water loading values compatible
with encapsulation of proteins, the accepted aggregation number falls in the broad
range between 50 and 150, although there appears to be no direct quantitative
experimental confirmation of this assumption.

The ability of reverse micelles to host a wide variety of molecules derives directly
from the fact that the particles are capable of encapsulating an aqueous core for-
mulated with widely varying compositions of salts, buffers, and pH. This tolerance
to the variations in the core conditions allows the solution to be optimized for
different types of guest molecules. Generally, the addition of salts to the water
phase has been shown to decrease the amount of water uptake by the reverse micelle
system.43–48 With respect to protein uptake by reverse micelles, cations such as
sodium and calcium are generally chosen to increase the size of the water pool, since
the goal would be to confine the protein entirely in the water pool and minimize
potential interactions between the protein and the interior surface of the reverse
micelle.

A dynamic equilibrium exists between the water, solvent, and surfactant system,
with reverse micelle particle colliding, coalescing, and then reemerging. Small
amounts of solvent penetrate the surfactant up to the polar head groups, and water
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will also interact with the hydrocarbon tails of the surfactant.48 Increasing the
salinity of the water pool will alter the curvature of the micelle, which in turn affects
the amount of water solubilized. The salt interacts with the charge on the inner
surface of the micelle, affecting the space available for fluctuation between the
individual surfactant molecules by creating a more rigid and curved surface.48,49

Reverse micelle particles exhibit a size polydispersity that depends on a number
of factors, but under typical conditions of median water loading and temperature,
the polydispersity is low.49–52 Theoretical and experimental methods aimed at eval-
uating polydispersity of AOT reverse micelle preparations conclude that the size
distribution of reverse micelle populations is directly related to the particle size,
with increasing particle size (water loading) leading to increases in polydispersity.51

The overall amount of water solubilized by the particles in turn depends on
parameters such as temperature, pressure, and ionic strength.
5. WATER IN REVERSE MICELLES

Water confined to reverse micelles has physical properties that are distinct from that
of bulk water.53 Virtually all of the data available on the physical properties
of encapsulated water are derived from AOT-based systems, although the results
are expected to be generally representative of all reverse micelles. A number of
states of encapsulated water have been postulated, including the hydrogen bonded
bulk-like state of water at standard temperature and pressure, a nonhydrogen-
bonded or weakly hydrogen bonded state that can be induced by the introduction
of a solute, e.g., a biopolymer, and in the limit of low hydration, water largely
devoid of hydrogen bonding capacity due to solvation of the surfactant headgroups
and dissolved salts.53,54

The proton chemical shift of water is a sensitive probe of water structure, that
allows investigation of both dynamical states as well as the equilibrium condition
of water.54,55 Early work in the field established a fundamental relationship between
the water content of the reverse micelle system and the chemical shift of the water
proton resonance. This relationship was interpreted in terms of physical model,
producing much of the intuitive framework that is under current common use.
An essential feature of the model is that the chemical shift of the proton resonance
of the encapsulated water depends on the water content. At low water loading
values, most of the water molecules will be involved in solvating the surfactant and
counterions, forming hydrogen bonds with oxygen molecules on the sulfonate and
succinate groups, forming ion–dipole interactions with the anionic surfactant head
group and counter ions or dipole–dipole interactions with the succinate group.56

Estimates predict that at a water content below 1% (v/v% H2O/solvent) all of the
water molecules participate directly in solvation.55 As more water is added to the
system, water begins to form a bulk-like pool in which hydrogen bonding between
the free water molecules occurs. The water exchanges between the two sites, the
pool and the surfactant head groups, with a rate constant of �10�4 sec�1.55 Op-
timization of hydrogen-bonding between the water molecules leads to deshielding of
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the proton, which moves the 1H water resonance to lower frequency until finally the
water exhibits the chemical shift of bulk water in the limit of large w0.

57

More recently, NMR and IR spectroscopy have been used in combination to
visualize multiple types of water in AOT reverse micelles: free water in the pool,
anion bound water (water bound to the carbonyl and sulfonate groups), bulk-like
water, and cation bound water.58 Free water is that which is dispersed through
either the solvent layer or between the surfactant monomers and is described as out-
of-core since it is not easily measurable. Solution NMR experiments showed a
single resonance, which indicates relatively rapid exchange between the above
mentioned water types on the NMR time scale. The resonance exhibited an upfield
change in chemical shift (d) as w0 decreased, as expected based on previous stud-
ies.55,57 Shifts in hydroxyl stretching frequencies to higher values correspond to
greater hydrogen-bond strength and a higher electron density over the O–H bond,
which is consistent with the qualitative change in the NMR chemical shift, e.g., the
resonance moves upfield. The observed chemical shifts measured under a wide
variety of conditions were fit to Eq. (8):

d ¼ Xbdb þ Xcdc þ Xddd , (8)

where in the b-subscript corresponds to anion bound water, the c-subscript to bulk
water, the d-subscript to cation-bound water, and Xx and dx the molar fraction and
chemical shift of the individual components. The results indicate that the anion-
bound water resonance has a chemical shift of �2.8 ppm, the cation-bound water
has a chemical shift of �6.1 ppm, and the shift of the bulk water resonance is
�5.7 ppm. At lower water loading values, most of the water is involved in solvating
the negatively charged surfactant and the corresponding negatively charged envi-
ronment draws electron density away from the water protons, causing the subse-
quent deshielding and a higher NMR resonance frequency.
6. THERMODYNAMICS OF REVERSE MICELLE PARTICLE

FORMATION

Current theory suggests that the water uptake by reverse micelles is an entropy
driven process.59 According to the standard model, water molecules added to an
AOT/n-pentane reverse micelle system initially cluster together, followed by
surfactant monomers forming around the clusters creating a stable nanodisper-
sion.60 The clustering phenomenon is composed of a disruption of the pentane
molecules ordered around the water molecules, which is an endothermic process,
followed by an association of water molecules within the surfactant water pool,
which is an exothermic process.61 In addition to relatively free water molecules
(at sufficiently high w0) within the pool, there are additional water molecules which
are bound to either the surfactant or the counter-ions, and there is a continuous
equilibrium between the two species.39,62,63 Once the system has reached thermo-
dynamic equilibrium, it is stable and the nanodispersion can remain intact for
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several months at room temperature. Calorimetric studies have been used to meas-
ure the enthalpy changes as a function of increasing AOT concentration,59–61 and
results indicated that as the concentration of AOT increases, the molar enthalpies
of the bound water decrease. Positive values of the enthalpy change for bound
water can be related to the disruption of the hydrogen-bonding networks that the
water forms when in the pentane solution, and as the micellar structure expands and
water is ordered around the head group charges.59 Reverse micelle formation is
a complicated solvation process. Although only enthalpy changes have been mon-
itored, it is generally accepted that the positive DH values thus indicate that
a corresponding change in entropy must be responsible for driving the system
to spontaneously take up water. The water within the reverse micelles, although
confined and ordered near solvent head group, is entropically favored over water in
the apolar solvent phase.
7. PROTEINS ENCAPSULATED BY REVERSE MICELLES

There are currently dozens of literature citations describing studies of encapsulated
proteins.7,40,64–66 A schematic model of an encapsulated protein is shown in Fig. 3.
The issue is not whether proteins can be encapsulated, but how the buffer con-
ditions and surfactant selection can be manipulated to optimize encapsulation.
Under optimized conditions, properly encapsulated proteins should exhibit native
structure (as assayed spectroscopically). The encapsulated structure of human
ubiquitin was solved using multidimensional multinuclear NMR methods and
shown to be natively folded.67 Similarly, the fast time scale dynamics of ubiquitin
was investigated using NMR relaxation experiments and were shown to be very
similar in the encapsulated and free solution forms (see Section 17).35 Enzymatic
activity has also been monitored in the encapsulated state. Native like enzymatic
Fig. 3. Model diagrams of AOT reverse micelle and protein encapsulation. (a) AOT
surfactant in both line and space-filling structure. (b) Water-filled reverse micelle with the
near face cut-away to show the interior. (c) Encapsulated ubiquitin within an AOT reverse
micelle. Note that the near and far face of the reverse micelle has been cut-away and the water
removed to facilitate visual perspective of protein encapsulation.
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activity strongly suggests the presence of native structure. Proteins such as
a-chymotrypsin and malic dehydrogenase have been shown to be enzymatically
active, and the activity is highly dependent on parameters such as water loading,
temperature, and pressure.68,69 It thus becomes apparent that reverse micelles are
excellent hosts for a wide range of target proteins and that when properly optimi-
zed, encapsulation preserves native-like structure, activity, and dynamics of the
hosted proteins.

AOT reverse micelles have been shown to be effective for encapsulation of the
largest number of proteins, and examples included proteins which have a hydro-
phobic, basic, or acidic outer surfaces. A representative but highly abbreviated list
includes lysozyme, ribonuclease A, trypsin, a-chymotrypsin, malic dehydrogenase,
pepsin, HIV-1 reverse transcriptase, and bovine serum albumin.70–77 AOT reverse
micelles have also successfully solubilized DNA and RNA (ribosomes).78–80 In spite
of its demonstrated utility, a few proteins, notably highly basic proteins such as
horse heart cytochrome c, appear to be incompatible with encapsulation within
AOT reverse micelles. Several groups have advanced the idea of adjusting the
surfactant composition to optimize encapsulation efficiency to produce NMR
spectra that indicate the presence of a unique native-like protein fold – a concept
that seems to have been appreciated by early researchers in the field.70 In this
regard, other surfactants such as CTAB, with and without nonionic cosurfactant
components such as 1-hexanol have also proven to be very useful.81,82 Recent
efforts focusing on mixtures of E12C4 and AOT (and DTAB in one important
example) and on mixtures of AOT and 1-hexanol have also yielded promising
results.83–86
8. ENCAPSULATION PROTOCOLS

Reverse micelles may be suitably formulated in apolar solvents having a wide
variety of physical properties. Much of the early work in the field was carried out
using isooctane, which has a bulk viscosity of �500 mPa � sec�1 and a boiling tem-
perature of 601C. More recently n-pentane has proved to be a useful solvent, largely
owing to the fact that its relatively low viscosity provides a better platform
for survey studies, and its relatively low boiling point, 37.51C, provides a better
predictor for the stability that will be encountered with more volatile solvents.
Straight chain alkane solvents containing fewer than five carbon atoms have boiling
temperature below normal laboratory temperature. The relatively low viscosities of
these liquids, which for liquid n-butane, propane, and ethane at room temperature
are 200, 158, 97, and 35 mPa � sec�1, all compare favorably with water, which has a
bulk viscosity of �1000 mPa � sec�1. Practical requirements demand that the solvent
is maintained in the liquid phase, and the minimum liquefaction pressures of
n-butane, propane, and ethane are 4, 10.5, and 47 bar respectively at room tem-
perature. The pressures required to maintain these solvents in there liquid phase is
well below the pressure required to denature stable proteins, which falls in the range
of 3–6 kbar.
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Preparation of reverse micelles using the more volatile solvents is conducted
in three major steps. In the first step the surfactant is mixed with the liquefied
solvent, and in the second step the solution is transferred into a dedicated NMR cell
that has been preloaded with a concentrated solution of the molecule of interest
(the cell is pre-pressurized to within 10–50% of the final target pressure to minimize
pressure drop during solution transfer). Finally, the two phases are mixed under
vigorous agitation, which generates the stable nanodispersion. The NMR cell
is then disconnected from the mixing chamber by closing an in-line ball-valve
(Upchurch Scientific Inc.) and delivering the cell to the NMR instrument.87

The prototypical design of the of the high-pressure mixing chamber was fabri-
cated from 318 stainless steel with small round or rectangular quartz view
ports.88–90 Although this design provides the greatest operational range, the rel-
atively low pressures required to liquefy the straight-chain alkanes can, on the other
hand, be readily accommodated using mixing cells made from polycarbonate or
other plastics. A number of high-pressure NMR tube designs have been developed
that accommodate the relatively modest pressure bearing requirements of these
apolar liquids. Materials have included both ceramics91 and plastics,92 all of which
provide excess pressure holding capacity relative to the target liquefaction pres-
sures. Ancillary PEEK tubing and high-pressure valves were obtained from
Alltech Associates Inc. (http://www.alltechweb.com/) and Upchurch Scientific Inc.
(http://www.upchurch.com/). Deuterium lock was achieved using 5% D2O for the
aqueous samples and either 20% d15-n-pentane in n-alkane or sealed capillary tubes
containing 99.96% D2O for encapsulated samples dissolved in nonpolar solvents.
9. SOLVENT SUPPRESSION

The relative concentration of solvent and surfactant both greatly exceed that of
the encapsulated solute molecules. For example, the concentration of the neat
n-pentane is �8.7M (r ¼ 0.626 g �mol�1), the surfactant concentration will be in
the range of 100mM, and the encapsulated protein concentration will be
in 100–300 mM range. There are three major proton resonances in n-pentane, cor-
responding to the equivalent methyl groups (six protons), the equivalent methylene
groups (four protons) and the unique methylene pair in the center of the molecule
(two protons). The relative concentration of methyl protons in neat n-pentane will
thus be greater than 50M, which given an average concentration of encapsulated
protein of �0.25mM, places the dynamic range between the solvent and protein
resonances at greater than 200,000 : 1. As has been used for many years to reduce
the dynamics range in aqueous samples, deuterated solvents, e.g., n-C5D12, repre-
sent a significant aid to solvent suppression.3 Unfortunately, commercially available
deuterated n-alkane solvents have deuterium enrichment levels that are generally
less than 98%, which still leads to a dynamic range challenge of greater than
4,000 : 1. For alkane solvents, effective suppression of the solvent resonances may
be accomplished using a WET (Water suppression Enhanced through T1 effects)
pulse sequence.93–95 The WET sequence consists of a series of alternating long,

http://www.alltechweb.com/
http://www.upchurch.com/


Fig. 4. One-dimensional 1H spectrum of a sample of 75mM AOT, w0 of 30, in n-pentane
recorded using the WET PFG DSTE pulse sequence (this particular spectrum was recorded
with a PFG strength of �7.5G cm–1). The data were recorded at 201C with a spectral width
of 4,000Hz into 8,192 complex points.
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low-power frequency-selective RF-pulses and field-gradient pulses that provide
superior suppression of solvent resonances. Frequency specificity is accomplished
using tailored excitation93–95 and a combination of individual waveforms to pro-
duce simultaneous RF excitation at multiple frequencies. A representative example
of the suppression possible is demonstrated in Fig. 4.
10. HYDRODYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF AOT REVERSE

MICELLE ASSEMBLIES

The physical factor that places the greatest limits on the acquisition of high-
resolution solution NMR spectra of macromolecules in aqueous solution is quite
clearly the relatively high viscosity of bulk water (ZH2O

�1000 mPa sec�1). As an
alternative to the spectroscopic and isotope-enrichment based approaches outlined
above, encapsulation of the molecules of interest within a shell of reverse-micelle
forming surfactant and low viscosity solvents, has been suggested as an important
alternative.96,97 Apolar solvents all have viscosities that are low relative to that of
water at room temperature (Table 1). If larger proteins can be transported into such
low viscosity solvents, substantial improvements in the spectroscopic properties
of these molecules may be achieved.98

Maintenance of native-like physical properties requires that water-soluble mac-
romolecules be encapsulated in a hydrated, near native condition within a shell of
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reverse-micelle forming surfactant. Encapsulation of macromolecules dissolved
in low-viscosity solvents has been shown to increase the effective rates of both
rotational diffusion and translational diffusion.3,97,99,100 For example, the encap-
sulation of the 56 kDa dimeric protein triose phosphate isomerase (TIM) was
shown to produce NMR spectra that unambiguously confirm that encapsulation
can lead to a significant increase in the resolution of solution NMR spectra.100

As of this writing, TIM remains the largest encapsulated protein studied by high
resolution spectroscopic methods (see Section 11 for details).

Measurement of translational diffusion is arguably the most convenient method
for characterizing effective particle radii across a wide molecular weight range. The
pulsed-gradient stimulated-echo method (PGSE) provides a highly accurate and
relatively straightforward approach to such measurements.101 For larger molecules,
including proteins encapsulated in reverse micelle aggregates, which naturally have
shorter T2 values, translational diffusion coefficients (Dt) are more effectively
measured using a longitudinal encode-decode (LED) experiment that minimizes the
influence of rapid transverse relaxation.102,103 This is accomplished by storing
magnetization along the z-axis during the diffusion interval. Intense solvent lines
arising from the 1H solvent resonances (e.g., n-CnH2n+2) are effectively suppressed
using a WET pulse sequence as described in the previous section.

A fundamental assumption of the experimental design of all of the PFG diffusion
experiments is that molecular motion is random. Convection currents, or any sort
of net flow generally, produce additional dephasing of the isochromats that inter-
feres with diffusion measurements by leading to unpredictable loss of signal inten-
sity. In the context of solution NMR studies the nonrandom motion will be entirely
due to convection. The occurrence of convection can display a sharp temperature
dependence, reminiscent of a phase change. The temperature at which onset of
convection is established in a fluid confined within an infinitely long cylinder may be
expressed using a dimensionless parameter, g, defined in Eq. (9a, b):

g ¼
ga
nk

� �
r4T 0 (9a)

T 0 ¼
DT
d

(9b)

in which g is the acceleration due to gravity, a the coefficient of thermal volume
expansion, n the kinematic viscosity (Z/r), k the thermal diffusivity; which is equal
to k/rcp, where k is the thermal conductivity, cp the heat capacity at constant
pressure, r the inner radius of the cylinder (tube), and T 0ðDT=dÞ the temperature
change across the height of the sample, d � r.104,105 The limiting of g (gc), is equal
to 67.4 for the case of a perfectly insulating wall and 215.8 105 for the case of a
perfectly conducting wall.104 Convection occurs when g exceeds the critical value, gc,
and a corresponding critical temperature, T 0

c, may also be defined, above which,
convection is predicted to occur, as indicated in Eq. (10):

T 0
c ¼

DT
d

/
nk
ga

� �
g
r4

� �
. (10)
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For a sample of neat benzene at 201C in a glass NMR tube (assuming a thermally
conducting wall) with an inner radius of 4.5mm, convection is predicted to be
present if the temperature gradient exceeds 3.5K �m�1.105 Given the typical solution
NMR sample, this suggests that convection can arise within the sample described
above if the temperature gradient over the sample length is greater than �0.2K.

Consideration of Eq. (10) reveals that the onset of convection is directly pro-
portional to the kinematic viscosity, and will thus be predicted to be more easily
established in solutions of lower bulk viscosity. The kinematic viscosities of water
and n-pentane are 1 and �0.36 St respectively, which explains why convection
is commonly observed in reverse micelle preparations, but is infrequently observed
in aqueous solutions. A confirmation of the effects of convection are demonstrated
in the results of PFG LED diffusion experiment106 applied to a AOT reverse micelle
sample dissolved in n-pentane. The resonance intensity is plotted as a function of
the strength of the applied gradient pulse as shown in Fig. 5, and the data exhibit
the classic signature of convection artifacts.

In the limit of highly regular convective flow, it has been shown that the effects
of convection may be eliminated by adding two complementary experiments
together.107 In one experiment magnetization during the diffusion interval is stored
Fig. 5. Plot of resonance intensity, I(Gz), versus applied gradient field strength for data
recorded using a conventional, uncompensated, longitudinal-encode-decode, WET PFG STE
LED pulse sequence. The sample was 75mM AOT in n-pentane with a w0 of 30. The data
were recorded at 301C with a spectral width of 4,000Hz into 8,192 complex points. The
diffusion interval was 100msec and the length of the gradient employed to prepare and
refocus the z-coil was 3msec.



Fig. 6. WET PFG DSTE pulse sequence. The WET component of the sequence is discussed
in detail in the text. All remaining RF pulses were 901 (p/2), with phases designated directly
above each pulse. Pulses labeled with an explicit phase were not cycled; the remaining pulses
were cycled according to the following schedule: f1: x, y, –x, –y; f2: –x, –y; f3: 4(–x), 4(x).
The receiver was cycled according to the following schedule: frec: x, x, 4(–x), x, x. The length
of the gradient pulses (labeled d in the figure) was 3msec and the gradient pulse applied
during the interval labeled Te was 0.5msec.
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along the +z-axis, whereas in a second experiment, magnetization is stored along
the –z-axis. The contributions of the convective flow should thus compensate one
another, effectively negating the effects of convection. The experiment developed
based on this principle actually employs a pair of stimulated echoes, and cancels the
influence of convection prior to acquisition of the FID. This important experi-
mental scheme has been named the PFG double stimulated echo pulse sequence,
PFG DSTE,107 and a version of the pulse sequence modified the include multifre-
quency solvent suppression that is required with reverse micelle samples is shown
in Fig. 6. The translational diffusion coefficient, Dt, is determined by fitting the
resonance intensity to the Gaussian function defined in Eq. (11a, b):

IðGzÞ ¼ I0 exp½�ðgdGzÞ
2
ðDÞDt� (11a)

D ¼ T þ
4d

3þ 2t
(11b)

wherein I(Gz) is gradient-dependent intensity, I0 the initial intensity, Gz the strength
of the applied field gradient pulse (which is arrayed in this experiment), g the
gyromagnetic ratio, d the duration of the gradient pulse, and T the primary diffu-
sion delay, which together with the length of the gradient pulses and associated
delays, t, determines the total diffusion interval.107 Note that although Eq. (11a, b)
applies to all experiments of the LED class, the specific interpretation of the time
delay is dedicated to specific implementations of the scheme.

In contrast to the results shown in Fig. 5, the influence of convective flow is
completely compensated by the DSTE experiment, and the intensity profile shown
in Fig. 7 is devoid of any hint of the distortions observed in the uncompensated



Fig. 7. Plot of resonance intensity, I(Gz) versus applied gradient field strength for data
recorded using the WET DSTE LED pulse sequence. Note the regular decrease in intensities
relative to those generated using the uncompensated experiment (see Fig. 5).
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experiment. Moreover and more importantly the fitted value of the diffusion
coefficient, 2.1� 10–6 cm2

� sec–1, is in agreement with the predicted results.
11. PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF REVERSE MICELLE

ENCAPSULATION TO LARGER POLYPEPTIDES

As a demonstration of the effectiveness of encapsulation strategy, a series of
15N-HSQC spectra were recorded for the 56 kDa TIM homodimer and shown in
Fig. 8 under a variety of conditions.87 An HSQC spectrum recorded in water serves
as a reference for the encapsulated experiments. The line widths of resonances
present in the spectrum of the aqueous sample are those expected for a 56 kDa
protein and serve as a reference for spectra recorded for the encapsulated samples.
The line widths of resonances in the spectrum of encapsulated TIM dissolved in n-
pentane are significantly broader than those present in the spectrum of the aqueous
sample and are a result of the anticipated increase in the particle radius due to the
surfactant, �12 Å. The viscosity of n-pentane is too low to generate a net increase
in the tumbling rate of the protein compared with that observed for that of the free
protein in water (volume penalty of the surfactant shell). On the other hand, pro-
pane has a viscosity �11% that of water, which is sufficiently low to overcome the



Fig. 8. Series of 15N-HSQC spectra of triose phosphate isomerase (TIM). Left: TIM in free
aqueous solution. Center: Encapsulated TIM in AOT reverse micelles in n-pentane. Right:
TIM encapsulated in AOT reverse micelles in n-propane. The insets represent 1D 1H cross-
sections through specified resonance. All spectra were recorded at 750MHz (1H) at 201C.
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volume penalty, and this data exhibits the anticipated enhanced resolution and
sensitivity relative to the data acquired in aqueous solution. The spectra shown
confirm that encapsulation within an appropriately low solvent can be used to
decrease the rate of transverse relaxation (and increase the rate of longitudinal
relaxation) leading to a substantial enhancement in resolution and sensitivity.
12. MULTINUCLEAR RESONANCE ASSIGNMENTS OF

ENCAPSULATED PROTEINS

Chemical shifts are extremely sensitive to changes in the electronic environment
surrounding nuclei, which may be used to monitor the conformation of encapsu-
lated macromolecules. Chemical shifts of encapsulated molecules may be conven-
iently referenced to internal sodium 3-trimethylsilyl)-1-propanesulfonate (DSS).
DSS is readily incorporated into the buffer employed in the hydration of the
encapsulated solute and serves as a direct chemical shift reference for 1H reso-
nances. As usual, it will be necessary to engage the 2H lock system to accurately
resolve chemical shift measurements, and moderate concentrations of deuterated
solvent (C5D12 at 5–20%) serves this function well. The 13C and 15N chemical shifts
may be referenced indirectly using the zero-point frequency ratios: the ratios for 13C
and 15N nuclei are 0.251449530 and 0.101329118 respectively.108–111 The magnetic
susceptibility difference between water and n-pentane leads to a difference in the
measured chemical shift of DSS of �0.7 ppm.112

To provide a basis for quantitative analysis of chemical shift changes associated
with encapsulation, complete multinuclear resonance assignments for encapsulated
ubiquitin have been determined.113,114 Backbone chemical shifts (amide 1H and
15N, Ca and C0) for ubiquitin in water were first determined for the specific buffer
conditions used in encapsulation (50mM sodium d3-acetate buffer, pH 5.0, 250mM
NaCl, and 0.5mM DSS) based on the previously published assignments.115
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Equivalent shifts for resonances for encapsulated ubiquitin were compared with
those for ubiquitin in free aqueous solution, and agreement between chemical shifts
for ubiquitin in the aqueous and encapsulated states was generally found to be very
good, although significant shifts were found in specific regions. Encapsulated
ubiquitin residues 7–9, 45–49, and 71–75 were found to have significant chemical
shift deviations from those of the protein free in solution. It is notable that the
regions of ubiquitin for which the largest differences between aqueous and encap-
sulated states exist correspond to residues that lie on the surface of one face of the
protein on which three of four positively charged arginine residues are also located.
The chemical shift deviations may thus be the result of electrostatic interaction
of the positive charge of this region of protein with the negatively charged anterior
surface (head group) formed by the AOT surfactant. Recent studies of encapsulated
ubiquitin studied at low temperatures suggest that this surface of the protein
interacts with the interior surface of the AOT reverse micelle under conditions of
low w0.

34 Future studies will undoubtedly shed additional light on this important
phenomenon.
13. STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF ENCAPSULATED

MACROMOLECULES

Currently the only example of a high-resolution structure of an encapsulated mac-
romolecule114 is that of human ubiquitin. The structure was solved at Angstrom-
level resolution using standard solution NMR-based methods. The primary source
of structural information in this study was composed interproton distance restraints
derived from interproton NOEs that were measured using 15N-resolved and 13C-
resolved NOESY spectra. In a preliminary survey, secondary structure elements
present in the encapsulated protein were judged to be very similar to those found in
the aqueous state based on qualitative inspection of the interproton NOE patterns.
The NOE restraints were supplemented by 63 experimental torsional angle
restraints derived from quantitative HNHA J correlation measurements, and 23
H-bond restraints that were predicted based on direct observation of substructures
present in the trial structures inspected at intermediate stages of refinement.

NMR-based structures are typically evaluated according to two metrics, which
are self-consistency (reflecting completeness of the structural restraints), and
absolute accuracy (reflecting agreement with the source structure). The refined
family of ubiquitin structures, depicted using line diagrams in Fig. 9, had an average
RMSD of 0.2670.05 Å for backbone atoms and 0.7770.04 Å for heavy atoms
to the mean structure for residues 2–70. A detailed inspection of the structural
statistics reveals that residues 9, 10, 35, 36, 52, and 53 have slightly higher local
RMSD values compared with other regions of the molecule. These residues exhibit
significant chemical shift variations in spectra recorded for the aqueous and
encapsulated states, and are also the residues for which the lowest number of NOE
restraints were generated. To investigate whether structural differences between the
encapsulated form of ubiquitin and solution and/or crystalline forms, the family of



Fig. 9. Vector diagram of the family of structures determined for encapsulated ubiquitin.
Backbone atoms only are shown to emphasize agreement of the family, and to identify
regions in which structural variations are present.
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structures of encapsulated ubiquitin were compared with both the crystal struc-
ture116 and to the NMR-based structure determined in solution.117 The superpo-
sition of the structures derived from crystallographic studies, a previous very high
resolution NMR structural study, and the NMR-based structure of the encapsu-
lated protein is shown in Fig. 10. This comparative structural analysis identifies
small variations in the structure of encapsulated ubiquitin in the regions between
residues 8 and 10, residues 32 and 34, and near residue 62.

Very recently, RDCs for a number of encapsulated proteins have been measured
for encapsulated proteins.118 RDCs have previously been shown to be an important
complement to other NMR restraints (interproton NOEs and scalar cou-
plings).119–124 The result suggests that reverse micelle particles possess sufficient
magnetic anisotropy to impart an observable RDC contribution to the direct N–H
J-couplings. This is an important new result and may provide additional structural
restraints for efforts focused on the structural characterization of encapsulated
proteins. There are two central challenges to the general application of RDCs
derived from encapsulation studies to proteins structure determination efforts.
First, both high resolution NMR spectra and optical data recorded for the free and
encapsulated forms of several proteins suggests that the encapsulation may alter the
structure of the protein.81,82,125–127 Secondly and perhaps more importantly, it has
been shown that the order parameter for fast local backbone motion for proteins
can be altered upon encapsulation.35 Accurate interpretation of the RDCs will thus
require comprehensive characterization of any changes in backbone motion that
occur upon encapsulation.



Fig. 10. Vector diagrams of superposed structures of ubiquitin. The crystalline structure is
rendered in blue, solution structure in red, and reverse micelle encapsulated structure is black.
Backbone atoms of residues 2 through 70 of the crystalline, lowest-energy free solution and
reverse micelle structures were superimposed. The C-terminal residues are known to exhibit
conformational heterogeneity and were not included.
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14. LOW TEMPERATURE NMR STUDIES OF

ENCAPSULATED WATER

Relatively few investigations of reverse micelles have previously been conducted
at lower temperatures.128–130 Nevertheless, low temperature encapsulation studies
have been performed at temperatures as low as �1001C, which supports access
to liquid water cooled below the freezing point of pure water under standard
laboratory conditions, a supercooled state.130

Solution NMR methods can also be used characterize the dynamics of encap-
sulated water at subzero temperatures.131 Reverse micelles were monitored at tem-
peratures between 20 and �301C at varying solution ionic strengths using 1H 1D
solution NMR.47 At temperatures well below zero, reverse micelles spontaneously
expel water from the water pool and this water will subsequently freeze and form
a solid mass at the bottom of the NMR tube. The expelled water is pure, as judged
by measurement of the collected water conductivity, and is also free surfactant,
and water shedding thus has potential application in the areas of water purification.
The rate of temperature induced water shedding can vary substantially, depending
on the ionic strength and temperature of the encapsulated solution. As previously
observed, there is a corresponding upfield shift as w0 decreases, signifying an
increase in the population of bound water.
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Reverse micelles prepared using solutions of relatively high ionic strength, e.g., a
sample composed of 50mM sodium acetate, pH 5.0, and 1M NaCl, will produce
the most stable low temperature nanodispersions. Reverse micelles composed of
buffers of relatively low ionic strengths exhibited the most rapid loss of water, and
in the limit of low ionic strength, e.g., ddH2O, most of the encapsulated water is
shed within the first 5min of the experiment. For the high ionic strength sample
mentioned above, the interval for the w0 to be reduced to half the initial w0 was
approximately 40min at �301C.

The ionic strength of the water pool will affect the w0 of a sample, and thus in
turn the radius of the reverse micelle particle. For example, a sample containing
ddH2O at 201C had the largest initial w0 but the smallest water loading at �301C.
Conversely, at room temperature increasing ionic strength steadily decreases the
amount of buffer/water the reverse micelle solution can uptake and thus the system
becomes saturated at smaller and smaller w0, an effect which has been previously
assumed.45 However, unlike the ddH2O sample, the sample with the highest ionic
strength retained the highest w0 at �301C. The size of AOT reverse micelles has
been consistently shown to depend on water loading in a reliable manner.56,70,132 As
the ionic strength of the encapsulated solution is increased, reverse micelles shed
water at slower rates and retain higher final w0 values. Thus, experiments conducted
with probe molecules, biopolymers, or substrates involved in chemical reactions
at subzero temperatures should be conducted in buffers of relatively high ionic
strength in order to avoid the deleterious effects of water shedding and any
interactions of the molecule of choice with the surfactant layer.

In addition to water shedding, complex behavior of the 1H water resonance is
manifest in data recorded at higher ionic strength and low temperature. Spectra
recorded for samples at multiple ionic strengths monitor changes in the chemical
shift of the water resonance toward higher field, and also the dynamic appearance
of multiple water resonances. The spectra shown in Fig. 11 demonstrate multiple
water populations that exist simultaneously. These multiple water resonances vary
both in intensity and chemical shift, and also include fine structure, which reflects
the presence of multiple populations of water that evolve during the course of the
90min water shedding experiment, all of which are shown in Fig. 12. Until recently,
the bound water population was seen as a time averaged population. Studies of the
time dependent composition of encapsulated water exposes the presence of multiple
forms of water that coexist for long periods of time. Ongoing studies of this
remarkable phenomenon should shed additional light on the subject.
15. THERMODYNAMICS OF WATER SHEDDING – A CONCISE

ANALYSIS

At subzero temperatures, reverse micelles will spontaneously shed water from the
core.133 There is no published thermodynamic examination of water shedding, but
it is reasonable to assume that the phenomenon is due to entropic destabilization of
the encapsulated water, leading to spontaneous expulsion. At subzero temperatures,



Fig. 11. Time dependent intensity and chemical shifts of multiple 1H water resonances at
�301C. Arrows indicate either a single water resonance or an area with multiple water
resonances. Note the time dependent development of multiple water resonances. The sample
was composed of 50mM NaOAc, pH 5.0, 0.5M NaCl. Selected spectra recorded at (a)
1min, (b) 15min, (c) 30min, and (d) 40min. Arrows in (a) indicate two separate resonances,
(b) and (c) arrows indicate a triplet, and (d) a doublet. The small downfield peak in
(a) represents water solubilized in pentane at �301C.
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the hydrophobic effect becomes weaker, effectively scaling the energy barriers that
previously favored the maintenance of water within the reverse micelles. Again,
given that encapsulation is a spontaneous process, the positive change in enthalpy
must necessarily be compensated by a net positive change in the system entropy
(�TDS).59–61 Thus, as the temperature of the system is lowered, the encapsulated
water becomes more ordered, which results in a weakening of the hydrophobic
effect. Under these conditions, water molecules can more readily partition into the
organic phase. Increasing the ionic strength of the buffer system causes more water
molecules to be retained with the reverse micelle core to hydrate the salt and thus
reduces the amount of water shed from the reverse micelles into the organic phase.
Thus, the ionic strength dependence of water shedding behavior changes the



Fig. 12. Water resonance intensity and chemical shift versus time at low temperature. The
plots demonstrate changes the presence of multiple populations of water that coexist for
several minutes (macroscopic timescale). Plots labeled a, b, and c are 1M, 500mM, and
250mM NaCl at �301C respectively. Plots labeled d and e are 500 and 250mM NaCl at
�201C respectively.
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Fig. 12. Continued
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thermodynamics of the system in such a manner as to provide increased water
holding capacity at low temperatures.

16. LOW TEMPERATURE STUDIES OF ENCAPSULATED

PROTEINS

Cold denaturation is the process of low temperature protein unfolding, which arises
due the relatively large positive value for the change of the heat capacity of
unfolding (DCp�12 cal �mol–1 � res–1 �K–1). This condition in turn causes the free
energy of protein unfolding (DGD�N) between native and denatured to have a
convex dependence on temperature that is revealed quantitatively in Eq. (12)134,135,
and qualitatively in Fig. 13:

DGD�NðT2Þ ¼ DHD�NðT1Þ þ DCpðT2 � T1Þ � T2 DSD�NðT1Þ þ DCp ln
T2

T1

� �� �
. (12)
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Fig. 13. Qualitative plot of the Gibbs free energy change of unfolding as a function of
temperature. Note the convex temperature dependence of the DG curve.
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The maximum value of DGD�N for most proteins occurs near room temperature,
and since proteins generally have large heat capacities of unfolding (DCp), protein
destabilization occurs as the temperature varies from room temperature in either
direction.136 The cold denaturation temperature of most proteins is predicted to
occur well below the freezing point of water, which presents a significant limitation
to the investigation of this phenomenon. The decreased stability of proteins at low
temperature is usually attributed to increased solubility of hydrophobic residues
in aqueous solutions, that is the stabilizing influence of the hydrophobic effect is
reduced.134,135

Low temperature unfolding is generally accepted to be a two-state unfolding
process analogous to thermal melting.137–139 Recently however, experimental NMR
data and theoretical results derived from studies of encapsulated ubiquitin have led
some to the conclusion that low temperature unfolding may occur through
an ensemble of intermediates involving local cooperative folding.140,141 The inter-
pretation of the NMR data is based on observation that the intensity of some
resonances in 15N-HSQC and 13C-HSQC spectra exhibits a hypersensitivity to low
temperature. A remarkable feature of the intensity loss is that it appears to rep-
resent a net loss of signal intensity, which is quite unlike that observed with high
temperature protein unfolding. In the heat denatured case, protein resonances
typically display a general decrease in resonance line width consistent with an
increase in the transverse relaxation time constant, and a concomitant change in the
chemical shift of resonances toward their random coil values. Wand and coworkers
propose that: (1) the protein conformations that are populated as a result of cold
denaturation are distinct in some way from those that occur in the heat denatured
case; and (2) these states either exchange at a rate that leads to maximal exchange
broadening or that a plethora of nonexchanging states is generated. Given the
geometric constraints imposed by the interior volume of the reverse micelle, it is
difficult to imagine that extended conformations are compatible with encapsulation.
The question arises then however, as to whether the thermodynamics of the system
are perturbed by encapsulation. The idea that the many denatured states do not
exchange rapidly, as they do in the heat denatured state, is much more
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controversial. Curiously, the resonances that loose intensity are located on the
surface of ubiquitin that has previously been shown to bind a number of protein
targets.142–148

Subsequent investigations of the low temperature reverse micelle-ubiquitin
phenomenon included a comprehensive examination of the salt dependence of the
low temperature driven unfolding. First, it was noted that the 15N HSQC spectrum
of ubiquitin was not altered by additional NaCl at 201C. It was also noted that at
each of the salt concentrations probed (no salt, 0.25, 1.0, and 1.5M NaCl) the low
temperature effects were completely reversible. Interestingly, the apparent amount
of unfolding seemed highly dependent on the ionic strength of the reverse micelle
aqueous core as shown in Fig. 14. Given what had been determined previously
about the physical effects of ionic strength on reverse micelles, coupled with the fact
that water is lost from the particles at low temperature, gives rise to the alternative
hypothesis that what had been attributed to globally noncooperative unfolding was
instead due to interactions between the interior surface of the reverse micelle and
the exterior surface of the encapsulated protein (ubiquitin). Mapping the resonances
from the 15N HSQC data that had little or no perturbation in their chemical shifts
provided direct support of this hypothesis. Under low ionic strength conditions,
observations were consistent with either globally noncooperative unfolding or
reverse micelle–protein binding interactions. However, under high ionic strength
conditions loss of resonance intensity is found to be consistent with a globally
cooperative unfolding process.

The apparent local unfolding can be understood by simply observing that at low
ionic strength and temperature the encapsulated space within the reverse micelle
becomes smaller due to water shedding. This in turn brings the protein surface close
to the charged sulfonyl head groups present along the interior surface of the AOT
reverse micelle (Fig. 15), and this proximity leads to an apparently local loss
of protein structure. However, at elevated ionic strength and low temperatures the
water loading and hence the internal radius of the particle is much greater (Table 2),
and under such conditions the apparent local unfolding is not observed. Instead,
under these conditions the behavior is consistent with a global two-state unfolding
process (Fig. 16).

A recently published solution NMR study provides important additional details
regarding the low temperature folding process.149 It was found that with the
assistance of high pressure (2 kbar) ubiquitin unfolding was complete near �211C;
whereas, without the use of destabilizing pressure ubiquitin is predicted to denature
near �401C.150 A key result from this study is reproduced here in Fig. 17, which
charts the loss of resonance intensities present in the low temperature 15N-HSQC
spectra. The salient feature of these data is that the decrease in resonance intensity
as a function of temperature is globally consistent. Three resonance intensities
display a relative hypersensitivity to temperature, however these small effects are
completely at odds with the more dramatic apparent local unfolding phenomenon
observed for the encapsulated protein at low ionic strength. Overall then, results
from both encapsulation studies (under high ionic strength conditions) and free
solution studies are consistent with a globally cooperative low temperature
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Fig. 15. (a) Electrostatic surface of ubiquitin. As ubiquitin is rotated 1801 along the y-axis
the general electrostatic surface potential changes sign. The blue is electropositive and the red
is electronegative. Near the bottom of the electropositive half of ubiquitin (as shown) is the
I44 surface. Under low ionic strength conditions 15N HSQC resonances corresponding to the
electropositive half of the protein are not detected. However, under high ionic strength
conditions resonances from all portions of ubiquitin are detected (although many resonances
disappear or shift). (b) A schematic representation showing essential electrostatic surfaces of
the reverse micelle and the protein. The blue spheres correspond to positively charged sodium
counter ions which are relatively small and mobile. The basic portion of the protein (blue)
undergoes conformational exchange driven by an electrostatic interaction with the anterior
surface of the reverse micelle (generally red). Reverse micelle and ubiquitin not drawn to
accurate relative scale.

Table 2. Water loading capacity as a function of ionic strengtha

Ionic strength w0 at +201C w0 at �301C Dw0

H2O 37.6 7.0 30.6

0.25M NaCl 26.9 9.7 17.2

1.0M NaCl 27.0 13.9 13.1

1.5M NaCl 18.9 16.0 2.9

aTwo trends appear as the ionic strength of the sample is increased. First, at room or meso-tem-

peratures, and in the limit of low ionic strength buffers, the water loading of a reverse micelle sample

is maximal. The second trend is that water loading capacity at low temperatures increases as ionic

strength is increased (these two trends are shown in the second and third columns). The fourth

column is the difference between water loadings (Dw0) at +201C and �301C.
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unfolding mechanism.137–139 Finally, it must be acknowledged that although
ubiquitin is an intrinsically interesting protein, it is remarkable for its thermody-
namic stability. Future studies will undoubtedly include study targets with a range
of stabilities, and the utility of encapsulation as a method for examining cold
denaturation is best reviewed at a future date when additional results are available.
17. EFFECT OF REVERSE MICELLE ENCAPSULATION ON

MOTIONAL DYNAMICS IN POLYPEPTIDES

Analysis of 15N NMR relaxation has emerged as one of the most accurate methods
for measuring the rate constant for reorientational motion. The approach is also the
single most effective approach for investigating the amplitude and time scale of
backbone motion in polypeptides. The transverse relaxation of 15N nuclei may be
efficiently measured using a modified version of the 15N-HSQC experiment.151,152

This approach has been used as a means of probing the effects of bulk solvent
viscosity on the rate of rotational diffusion for proteins encapsulated within reverse
micelles.90 Results confirm that the apolar solvent systems influence hydrodynamic
behavior of the reverse micelles in a predictable manner – one which will support
structural and dynamical studies of macromolecules in the encapsulated state.

The characterization of local molecular motion is an important component of
modern biophysical studies of proteins. The central significance of these studies
derives from the fundamental principle that function depends on transitions from
states of lower energy to states of higher energy, and that such excursions are
coupled to conformational fluctuations. The detailed analysis of NMR relaxation is
an effective probe of internal dynamics that is capable of accurately identifying
areas of protein rigidity and flexibility. Backbone dynamics in polypeptides are
most commonly analyzed based on the Model-Free analysis of measured 15N T1,
T2, and NOE values.153 For reference, amide 15N T1, T2, and NOE values in
proteins that tumble with a reorientational time constant of 10 nsec have values of
�800, �80 and �0.8msec respectively. The motion of the backbone N–H bond
vector within the simple Model-Free framework is characterized using three fitted
parameters; the time-constant for global reorientation of the entire molecule (tc), a
time-constant for relatively fast internal (local) motion (te), and an order parameter
which is related to the amplitude of the fluctuation (S2). The most natural context
for application of Model-Free analysis is one in which the time scales of internal
molecular motion are rapid compared with the global tumbling correlation time,
e.g., picoseconds versus nanoseconds, suggesting that no coupling between the local
Fig. 16. Modulation of reverse micelle–protein interactions by high ionic strength reveals
low temperature two-state unfolding. Panels A–D show 15N-HSQC spectra recorded at
500MHz (1H) and 100mM AOT, 50mM NaOAc, pH 5.0 and 1.5M NaCl. From A to D
spectra were recorded at +20, �20, �30, and �401C. All spectra were recorded and proc-
essed under identical conditions – note that spectrum D is displayed at a topographical level
�50% closer to the noise floor than the other spectra. Observed amide correlations mapped
onto a structural model of ubiquitin can be found in ref. 47.



Fig. 17. Plot of the relative resonance peak volumes versus temperature for all observable
‘native’ resonances in the 15N-HSQC spectrum of ubiquitin. Figure kindly provided by Drs.
Kitahara and Akasaka.
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and global motion exists. Although clearly an idealization, this perspective has
proven to be extremely useful. A modified version of the Model-Free approach has
been developed to support analysis of the effects of motion occurring on multiple
fast time scales,154 but were unnecessary for the current example. In addition to fast
motion analysis, motion occurring on much longer time scales can also be probed
using relaxation analysis. For example, chemical and conformational exchange
events are defined as events that occur on the msec–msec time scale. The presence of
exchange can be revealed by a thorough examination of the T1/T2 ratio for all
resolved amide groups within the molecule under study. This ratio is relatively
insensitive to the influence of rapid local motion. Assuming that significant chem-
ical and conformational exchange effects are confined to a limited number of res-
idues within the protein (a reasonable assumption for stable, uniquely structured
polypeptides), the average T1/T2 ratio will be dominated by the influence of the
global correlation time, and will contain a minimal contribution from residues
exhibiting exchange behavior, e.g., manifest in T2. The approach involves statistical
analysis of T1/T2 ratio for amide bond vectors, specifically, calculation of the
average and standard deviation for all amide group that superficially appear to be
free from conformational averaging effects (including low NOE values).155 This
selection process clearly scales the sensitivity of the method to lower exchange
contributions. It should be noted that relaxation dispersion is a more sensitive
method for determining the presence of exchange contributions to transverse
relaxation as well as for quantifying the exchange rate.156–159 However, such meth-
ods are relatively insensitive (even compared with standard T1, T2, and NOE
experiments, which are themselves insensitive) and are thus precluded by the low
concentration of protein obtained with encapsulation.

Recently, the fast local backbone dynamics for ubiquitin encapsulated within
AOT reverse micelles was investigated using analysis of 15N NMR relaxation



Fig. 18. Comparison of order parameters (S2) for ubiquitin in free and encapsulated states.
S2 ranges from 0 to 1, indicating respectively, no restriction and complete restriction of N-H
bond vector motion. Insert shows low solution S2 values of ubiquitin colored in red.
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conducted at both 50.68 and 60.78MHz.35 A plot of S2 versus residue for encap-
sulated and free solution forms of ubiquitin is shown in Fig. 18, together with free
solution ubiquitin S2 values.155 The trend of backbone dynamics for encapsulated
ubiquitin follows that of solution ubiquitin, and in most regions encapsulated
ubiquitin exhibits order parameters that are only slightly higher than those deter-
mined for the free protein. More significant differences in the order parameters for
the free and encapsulated forms are found in the regions comprised of residues L8
through G16, which involves the loop between b-strands 1 and 2, as well as most of
b-strand 2. In addition, residues Q40, Q41, L56, L71, R72, L73, and G75 exhibit
significantly increased S2 values in the encapsulated state relative to the solution
state. Residues Q40 and Q41 lie at the beginning of b-sheet 3 and residue L56 lies at
the beginning of the short 310-helix. Residues L71 through L73 compose the tran-
sition region between the end of terminal b-sheet 5 and the unstructured C-terminus
(note that residues R72 and G75 were not characterized in the free solution study).
Taken all together then, confinement thus appears to restrict the amplitude of fast
backbone dynamics in regions that are naturally anticipated to possess relatively
high structural flexibility.

The influence of encapsulation on the chemical and conformational exchange
contribution to NMR relaxation was also investigated based on the previously
described 15N T1/T2 ratio analysis. Such studies conducted on the free solution
form of ubiquitin indicate that residues E18, I23, N25, and I36 undergo signifi-
cant conformational exchange on the msec–msec time.155 Residues 8–11, 62,
and 73–76 exhibited low NOE values, which are indicative of motions occurring
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on a time scale of 10–10 –10–9 sec. Rotating frame R1r measurements of the
peptide amide groups of the solution form of ubiquitin have independently iden-
tified significant msec–msec conformational exchange in residues I23, N25, T55,
and V70.157,160 Results for encapsulated ubiquitin indicate that residues T7, I23,
N25, and K27 exhibit significant conformational exchange on the msec–msec time
scale using the same protocol employed in earlier studies of free solution ubiqui-
tin.155 Overall then, relaxation data recorded in the encapsulated state indicates
that conformational exchange in ubiquitin is similar to that found for the free
solution form.

The influence of confinement on the internal motions in polypeptides has also
been investigated based on studies of proteins present in whole cells.161,162 These
important studies provide the most native-like environments for examining the
influence on protein internal motions. As was found for encapsulation, it appears
that backbone motion is restricted within the intracellular environment. Unfortu-
nately, such studies present daunting technical challenges, from both molecular
biology and NMR perspectives. Given that encapsulation studies are much more
readily conducted, and have significantly higher precision that can currently
be realized in the in-cell examples, it appears that a combination of in-cell and
encapsulation studies should provide an enhanced approach to the examination of
the influence of confinement on protein biophysics.
18. FUTURE STUDIES

Protein reverse micelle encapsulation continues to make important contributions to
the elucidation of the most challenging issues in modern biophysics, and is emerging
as an important tool to study such phenomena as macromolecular confinement and
low temperature unfolding with atomic level resolution.

As the range of applications of encapsulation expands, discovery of additional
surfactant molecules and formulation strategies will become increasingly important.
To accomplish the goal of identifying new reverse micelle forming surfactants,
a rational understanding of the tailoring process is necessary. The mechanism of
encapsulation is not understood in atomic level detail, and current evidence strongly
suggests that the interactions between the reverse micelle forming surfactants and
the host molecule are complex. Detailed studies will be required to move the field
from its current state, which is largely based on ad hoc assumptions, to a more
rational enterprise that would support engineering approaches to surfactant for-
mulation. Success in this effort will increase the importance and range of reverse
micelle applications by incorporating more and more important target molecules,
including larger proteins, proteins with complex chemical surfaces and perhaps
most significantly, membrane proteins.

With respect to studies of conformational dynamics, future studies can be pre-
dicted to extend the approach outlined here to other proteins, especially systems in
which there appears to be a coupling between internal motions and enzymatic
activity as well as systems which exhibit conformational heterogeneity. In addition,
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the influence of changes in reverse micelle composition, e.g., water-loading, surfact-
ant type, etc., are prime candidates for dynamics studies.

Finally, reverse micelle promises to make an important impact on the final fron-
tier in biophysics: membrane proteins. Although no published work has yet
appeared. A number of studies have been conducted and the results should provide
both important new insights into the nature of membrane structure and function
and also provide novel suggestions for an entire new class of investigations.
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